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Please call and ask for Jan Dale, Director, for an 
appointment to meet and review your project or property.

DURHAM 61 Saddler St, Durham City, DH1 3NU

NEWCASTLE 65 Quayside, Newcastle City, NE1 3DE  

LAND & NEW HOMES

seing homes that are 
beautiful inside and out...
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Visit our showroom today 1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North, Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF
www.wdix.co.uk 0191 482 0033

Since 1931 our family business, est.1888, has
supplied and installed AGA Cookers in homes
throughout the North East and Yorkshire.
We also supply a wide variety of high quality range
cooker and refrigeration brands for all kitchen styles
and sizes. A North East company you can trust, our
team are dedicated to providing you the best advice,
price and service to ensure that you find the best
appliances for your kitchen. Based in Gateshead,
just off the A1, our magnificent showroom has

dedicated AGA displays, with all current models, col-
our ranges and specialist AGA Cookshop. Our expert
staff can demonstrate the workings of this renowned
cooker, and show why an AGA is more than just a
cooker. As Range Cooker Specialists our showroom is
filled with leading cooker brands such as Wolf,
Lacanche, Steel, Rangemaster and Falcon. ESSE
Range Cookers are our latest addition for this Spring.
We also have a selection of refrigeration displays from
leading brands Sub Zero, Steel and KitchenAid
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Cooking&Cool
YOUR KITCHEN DESERVES THE VERY BEST APPLIANCES

At Walter Dix & Co, we specialise in quality range cookers, refrigeration, extraction and cooking equipment.  Visit our 
Gateshead showroom to see our range of dedicated displays, or contact us today. 
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With the festive period consigned to the memory banks for another year and Spring seemingly 

a lifetime away we are delighted to bring you another jam packed edition to enjoy during 

those continued dark nights.

Our cover stars are BMC Recruitment who are offering an innovative fresh new way to recruit.

We profile Professor Jane Turner in our “Big Interview” feature which looks at her inspiring 

personal and professional journey so far.

In our ever expanding Arts section we meet former Only Fools and Horses star Gwyneth 

Strong ahead of her forthcoming appearance in the Agatha Christie classic, The Mousetrap, at 

the Sunderland Empire.

For travel we visit the beautiful island of Malta and discover a host of historic wonders.

In our latest business lunch review we visit The Muddler to sample an exquisite selection of 

Pan Asian Cuisine in the heart of Newcastle City Centre.

All in all a huge amount to enjoy and enthuse.
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B U S I N E S S  N E W S

NEW TRUSTEE FOR 
PIE PROJECT 

Northern Insight Managing Director, Michael 
Grahamslaw , has recently been appointed as a trustee 
of the Pie Project Charity Trust. 

Michael said “I am hugely honoured and flattered to 
be asked to support this superb initiative and am really 
looking forward to getting involved in the months ahead.”

The Pie Project was established in 2013 when four primary 
schools in Walker, Newcastle came together to set up and 
run a shop. Since then the programme has extended its 
breadth and depth to incorporate a range of activities 
including engineering, art and coding that ultimately help 
future generations realise their ambitions and raise their 
aspirations. 

Pie Project Chairman Bill Midgley said "It is great to have 
Mike on board and the skills that he brings with him. 
PIE makes a major contribution in linking education and 
workskills and needs the experience and enthusiasm of 
its Trustees to inspire our young people to make a real 
difference to tomorrows community."

NORTH EAST MARKET RESEARCH 
AGENCY CELEBRATES 25 YEARS 

OF CUSTOMER INSIGHT
Explain Market Research, a leading customer insight agency based 
in Newcastle upon Tyne, is celebrating 25 years of business in 
2019, which comes on the back of a string of new contract wins 
and year on year growth for the company. 

Founded in 1993, the company is currently one of the UK’s leading 
experts in utility and healthcare research, as well as in the finance, 
retail and social housing sector, with a national portfolio of clients 
spanning from Fort William to Guernsey.

Over the last 25 years, Explain has always strived to stay ahead 
of the digital curve, recently investing in an online community 
platform for clients who want to truly understand their customers 
and identify insights to distinguish their offer.

David Shiel, Founder and Chief Executive of Explain, said: “Explain 
started with three people in the business and we now have a team 
of 65, working with many of the UK’s biggest companies from 
our head office in the heart of Newcastle. I am incredibly proud 
of everything we have achieved over the last 25 years and truly 
excited by the team that we have built along the way.”

LONDON CITY ROUTE LAUNCHED 
FROM NEWCASTLE AIRPORT

The first flight of a brand-new service from Newcastle Airport into the heart of central 
London has recently taken off, taking just over an hour to reach the capital.

The flight, which is operated by Flybe’s franchise partner Eastern Airways, is expected to 
carry over 17,000 passengers during 2019.

The airline’s new route is the only direct scheduled flight connecting Newcastle with central 
London, opening both destinations up to more business travel, as well as tourism.

Richard Knight, Chief Operating Officer at Newcastle Airport, said: “It’s very exciting to see 
any new route take off, but it is particularly special to know that this route will make such a 
difference to people based in the North East. London City is a fantastic new service to add 
to our list of destinations and we expect that it will particularity popular.”

Operating at business-focused departure times throughout the week, the first flight of the 
day departs from Newcastle Airport at 8:05am, with passengers arriving in London City at 
9.15am. An additional evening flight departs Newcastle Airport at 5.50pm, for arrival in 
London City at 7pm.

Return flights from London City Airport depart twice a day at 9:45am and 7.30pm. 
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A newly formed software company has purchased three business divisions 
from international banking software company Tenemos as part of a 
management buyout, with advice from the award-winning corporate team at 
Mincoffs Solicitors.

Genisys Technology Solutions Limited, set up by Managing Director Gary Sawyer, 
has purchased the FGG businesses comprising of three separate software divisions 
(Genisys Technology Document Management, Fairs IFA Management and GVAS 
property management) from Temenos, who originally acquired them as part of 
the purchase of UK based company Financial Objects in 2008.

Gary Sawyer, Managing Director of Genisys Technology Solutions Limited, who 
has been with the divisions since 1994 commented: “This is a huge opportunity for 
the management team to now drive this business forward. Becoming independent 
gives us new focus and allows us the flexibility we need to ensure our software 
products and services show continuous improvement. We received superb service 
and excellent advice from Chris Hughes and Mincoffs and the new company is 
already off to a firm start with a very strong and supportive client base.”

Genisys Technology Solutions will relocate to new offices in Team Valley in March.

A successful ladies team at one of the North East's best-known amateur rugby 
clubs has the law on its side thanks to a new shirt sponsorship deal.

Novocastrians Ladies 2nd XV is now playing in its first ever brand new kit thanks 
to the support of Hay & Kilner Law Firm.

The Heaton-based team won promotion to the Women's NC North East 1 League 
last season, which sees them competing against teams from as far afield as 
Halifax, Derby and Ashfield.

After making a winning start in their new kit with a 26-10 away win against York 

RI WRFC, the team is currently sitting proudly in second place in the league table.

The sponsorship deal covers 22 shirts which are all emblazoned with the Hay & 
Kilner logo.

Rebecca Weir, who plays for the team and is also a solicitor at Hay & Kilner, said: 
“Up to now, our team has only ever had hand-me-down shirts from other teams, 
so it's a real boost for team spirit for us to get our own new kit. Most of the club's 
funding comes from player subscriptions, so the support we get from Hay & Kilner 
and our other sponsors makes a real difference.”

NOVOS LADIES LAY DOWN THE LAW

Expanding North East consultancy BMC Recruitment Group has started the 
new year with a new MD and plans for national growth.

Chris Milnes, 35, joins the Newcastle-based recruitment consultancy from 
global insurance broker Marsh, where he was head of the Newcastle and 
Carlisle offices. 

During the next 12 months he aims to strengthen and broaden client 
relationships to boost revenue at the recruitment firm, while increasing his 
team from 14 to up to 24 and expanding into Scotland and London.

With more than a decade’s experience in the insurance sector, Chris plans to 
refocus BMC in several areas – developing an insurance and risk management 
desk, growing the tech team while also boosting resources in finance, sales and 
marketing, and executive search.

“There is a real opportunity to develop a strong insurance and risk team that 
will not only serve existing and new clients in the North East and Carlisle area 
but also nationally,” he said. 

NORTH EAST RECRUITMENT 
CONSULTANCY APPOINTS MD

MINCOFFS SOLICITORS ADVISE 
ON SOFTWARE COMPANY MBO



BMC RECRUITMENT GROUP - A FRESH NEW WAY  
TO RECRUIT. GUARANTEED

BMC Recruitment Group in Newcastle has turned the whole idea of recruitment on its head. It’s 
what happens behind the scenes that distinguishes them in their field. They’re a consultancy first and 

foremost with extensive experience and knowledge of the North East recruitment market. 
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If you are an organisation working in the field 
of insurance, technology, finance, sales and 
marketing or are searching for a new executive, 
BMC has consultants who have worked in those 
particular fields, while others have years of 
experience in the recruitment business, having 
specialised in those areas and built up an 
enviable contact list.

They will know precisely where you are coming 
from because they will understand exactly what 
sort of person you are looking for. It is this core 
value that BMC’s new Managing Director, Chris 

Milnes, is going to build upon. 

Chris has made a highly successful career out of 
doing things differently and, with more than a 
decade’s experience in the insurance sector, he’s 
now expanding their insurance team as well as 
continuing to grow their sales and marketing, tech 
and executive search, and building on the terrific 
reputation the company has in the finance sector. 

“We’re keen to operate differently to many 
of the larger, traditional sales-led recruitment 
firms. By being genuine consultants we aim to 
become a trusted partner and establish long-term 

relationships with clients. The current team have 

already built some strong relationships and I hope 

we can take that to the next level,” Chris said.

BMC Recruitment Group are so confident of 

the service it provides that it offers a significant 

guarantee, with a free 12 month replacement 

guarantee on its exclusive placements. Something 

practically unheard of in their industry. They’re also 

ISO 9001 accredited, which means their processes 

are audited to understand where they can make 

improvements to their service. 

C O V E R  S T O R Y
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Chris was previously with the global insurance 
broker Marsh, where he was head of the Newcastle 
and Carlisle offices. While he was at Marsh, he and 
his team grew the business into one of the best 
performing teams in the UK. Prior to that, working 
for five years with Aon in Dubai, he established 
one of the best performing teams in business 
development within the group. During this time, he 
won the Middle East and North Africa Rising Star 
award in insurance. 

Chris is someone to watch and BMC Recruitment 
Group is a firm to deal with if you want to find a 
quality employee. “We have big growth ambitions 
for BMC. I’ll be building a dynamic team that will 
establish a strong national business, headquartered 
in Newcastle but finding and placing talent around 
the country.”

BMC is spreading its wings. Chris and his team 
are fiercely patriotic about the North East and 
are determined to promote the area whenever 
possible. However, they also want to promote the 

people of the North East. They appreciate that 
we have firms and organisations that will be able 
to attract employees from elsewhere around the 
UK, whilst also having a highly skilled and willing 
workforce that would be ideal for positions outside 
of our region. Following a surge in demand, BMC 
will soon be opening a London office. 

Chris, who was born and bred in Durham, is keen to 
do his bit for the North East. There is no better way 
for a recruitment firm to find the next rising star 
for a company in the North East, than by making 
sure potential employees in places like London can 
hear about it. 

BMC is also helping people put together the 
sort of CV that will attract interest. “Too often 
we receive a CV from someone who, once we 
talk to them, is incredibly talented and would be 
perfect for positions within numerous firms,” said 
Chris, “but they’ve struggled to put those talents 
and experience into words on paper. We’ll help 
them because, after all, they may turn out to 

be a brilliant employee who is a perfect fit for a 
particular company. We also help with the stress 
of the interview stages, supporting and helping 
a candidate take those right steps towards their 
dream job. Knowing the company they’re applying 
to, inside and out means we’re in the right place to 
give crucial and relevant advice. 

BMC Recruitment Group works with many blue chip 
national firms but they’re also having incredible 
success locally. They work with some of the North 
East’s largest businesses such as Nissan, Partnerize, 
WhoCanFixMyCar.com, Zerolight and Visualsoft. 
With the North East’s Top 100 companies, BMC 
can count working closely with eight out of the 
top ten. 

Chris Milnes is going to be busy. He’s also heavily 
involved with the Prince’s Trust, Business in the 
Community, and he’s a member of the CBI Under 
35 Advisory Committee. 

And he still enjoys playing some rugby.

If you’re looking to grow your team with the right talent or if you’re looking for work, get in touch with the team at BMC Recruitment Group in 
Newcastle. Call them on 0191 303 9298, email enquiries@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com or find out more on www.bmcrecruitmentgroup.com 

C O V E R  S T O R Y



The CIPR North East PRide Awards 2018 saw 
140 North East PR professionals celebrate their 

achievements at The Biscuit Factory in Newcastle 
in December. Hosted by the BBC’s Colin Briggs, 
winners on the night included Newcastle City 

Council with five awards including In-House Team 
of the Year, W North with three awards including 

Consultancy of the Year, Deb Sharratt named 
Outstanding Independent Practitioner of the Year, 

DTW with three awards including Outstanding 
Young Communicator of the Year for Hannah 

Cheetham, as well as Durham University, Karol 
Marketing, Tees Valley Combined Authority and 
the NHS. The CIPR North East Committee also 

awarded Jeff Stelling the coveted Communicator 
of the Year award, recognising his work in raising 

the profile of the region with his passionate 
defensive ‘rants’. 

THE CIPR PRIDE 
NORTH EAST AWARDS 

2018





As businesses transition to the digital economy 
and move to more agile ways of working, they 
risk falling prey to the “shiny object” syndrome.  
Investing in “cool” digital technologies, but with 
no clear understanding of how the investment 
will generate value, mitigate risk or help drive 
growth. Business technology should support you 
in achieving your business goals and should not 
become the goal itself. 

Create a technology roadmap that will 
support your business strategy. 

A technology roadmap allows you to effectively 
organise objectives and requirements into a high-
level strategic plan. It becomes the governing 
document that dictates specifically how technology 
will support the business strategy and help deliver 
your business priorities. Whilst each project will 
have its own deliverables the roadmap underpins 
the whole strategy. Take the time to create one, 
however simple, make it visual and use it as your 
guide. 

Technology changes rapidly but the 
questions don’t.

As digital technology continues its advance, 
and agile working becomes more necessary, the 
fundamental questions remain the same; Why, 
What, How, Who, Where and When? Take the time 
to answer these questions at the outset. They will 
provide the scope and enable you to deliver the 
objectives defined in the roadmap. Be agile in your 
execution but have a plan. It is likely to change but 
a direction and vision at the start is critical. Avoid 
the Tigger approach:

     Piglet: "Where are we going?" 

      Tigger: "I don't know, but we're taking the 
shortest route”.

Are you ready?

The evolution of on-demand technology products 
and services through the Software as a Service 
(SaaS) model, combined with trials and Freemium 
marketing, give suppliers fast and efficient 
pathways to get their product in front of you. 
But are you ready? While these models give early 
access to tools for insight and evaluation, do they 
align with your technology roadmap?

‘It's not a faith in technology. It's faith in 
people.’ Steve Jobs

Don’t underestimate the impact of changing 
technology on the people in your business. Consider 
the time to evaluate and implement solutions and 
also their impact on established ways of working. 
Engage with your team at the outset and get their 
input and involvement at the earliest opportunity. 
Define the roles and responsibilities within your 
business and ensure there is clear accountability 
for the implementation of any new initiative. 

Quality doesn't necessarily rise with 
functionality.

“Best in class” does not necessarily mean the best 
for your business. Set-out the evaluation criteria for 
any product or service and prioritise what you need 
the system to do. Then evaluate the options.

Use the MoSCoW model to determine what the 
solution Must, Should and Could do and avoid being 
distracted by ‘bells and whistles’ that don’t meet 

your requirements. Innovation is great but only if it 
is relevant and makes a discernible difference. 

Engage with a partner not a supplier?

A Partner that fits your culture, values and ways of 
working will have the ability to influence decision 
making, will understand your world and be better 
placed to find the solution that meets your specific 
business needs.

A recent article describing how Europe reclaimed the 
Ryder Cup in 2018 demonstrates  the importance 
of engaging with a partner who takes the time 
to understand your culture and environment.  
Expertise is not enough. The data experts that 
helped reclaim the Ryder cup had also been part of 
the losing team in 2016. Their methods and models 
remained unchanged but with greater insight and 
knowledge of the team culture and dynamics they 
had a far better understanding of when, and how 
best to intervene. (Moliwood played some part as 
well…!)

“Successfully executing a plan depends on 
multiple pieces and often it is as much about 

emotional intelligence and strong  
relationships as analytical expertise.”  

Blake Wooster, The 15th Club

Need some help?

Many small businesses do not have the skills, time 
or expertise within the business to identify the right 
partner. There is also the challenge of managing the 
partner after selection to effectively implement the 
solution. Don’t be afraid to ask for help. It might be 
the best investment you make and just might save 
you spades in the long run.

IS TECHNOLOGY DRIVING YOUR STRATEGY?
‘Technology is a useful servant but a dangerous master.’ Christian Lous Lange

Mark Jenkinson is a Business Technology Associate at 360 Growth Partners who identify, coordinate and make the adjustments businesses need 
to accelerate growth. For more information go to www.360growthpartners.co.uk or e-mail start@360growthpartners.co.uk
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L-R: Andrew Silver and Mark Jenkinson
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Professor Jane Turner



This promises to be a truly inspiring presentation 
by Jane followed by what will be a fascinating 
discussion.

Jane has reached the top of her profession in a 
rather unconventional way. Starting out as a single 
mum and whilst raising a family, she studied for 13 
years on a part-time basis whilst being a leadership 
specialist with Orange, followed by Benfield 
Motor Group’s Head of HR and Associate Dean at 
Northumbria University, where she graduated with 
a Masters followed by Professional Doctorate in 
Business Leadership in 2013. She was appointed as 
Professor of Enterprise in 2015. Anyone who has 
experienced part-time education, studying at night 
and at weekends, knows how demanding this is.

However, as a perfect example of how resilient and 
determined she is, Jane continues to work in her 
latest position as Pro Vice-Chancellor (Enterprise 
and Business Engagement) of Teesside University 
whilst dealing with ovarian cancer.

And to top-off a brilliant career to date, she was 
awarded an OBE in 2017 for Services to Business.

Those final three words...Services to Business…plus 
Jane’s inspiring personal and professional life, will 
be the context of the lunch.

“This will be a presentation by a leader who can 
talk about personal challenges and resilience, as 
well as looking at the economic prosperity of the 
region in terms of skills, gender balance and raising 
aspiration,” said Jane.

Jane is passionate about preparing young people 
and graduates for the world of work. She engages 
with businesses to ensure this is, as far as possible, 
a seamless transition. “The partnerships that we 
as a University have with business are absolutely 
vital, thus ensuring that our graduates, many of 
whom choose to stay in the region, are relevant 
to employers and recognised as distinctive 
professionals.”

Jane is Teesside University’s gender champion and 
drives this agenda across the Tees Valley. “I’m on a 
mission when it comes to gender balance in this 
region and, although at times it feels like an uphill 
struggle, there are signs that we are winning. We 
require a significant shift in attitudes and beliefs 

(stereotypes, gender norms, call them what you 
will) regarding the role of women. Our cultural 
attitudes play a strong role in influencing the 
status of women in society and work, and these 
attitudes, among both men and women, shape the 
level of gender parity considered appropriate or 
desirable within each society. I want to see greater 
presentation and transparency of data followed 
by identifiable and measurable actions. From a 
regional perspective, we must create a better future 
for young girls and women. We must question 
and challenge deeply embedded assumptions and 
beliefs.”

Away from Teesside University, Jane features in the 
Northern Power Women Power List for 2018. She 
has also partnered with Simone Roche the founder 
of Northern Power Women, aimed at raising the 
profile of women in the Tees Valley and there are 
plans for a book featuring 100 Northern Women, 
later this year. “We have some amazing women in 
the region doing excellent work but they are largely 
hidden, that’s why it was brilliant to see at the 
recent Tees Businesswomen Awards, over a hundred 
women had been shortlisted. It was wonderful to 
note that they came from a whole raft of different 
businesses such as haulage, recycling, education, 
property development, law, automotive, sales and 
marketing etc.”

Jane’s appointment at Teesside University coincided 
with the closure of the steelworks at Redcar and the 
loss of thousands of jobs. Locally it was devastating. 
“This economic shock made me more determined 
to ensure that the University became laser focused 
in driving economic and civic prosperity, an anchor, 
delivering the relevant knowledge and skills to meet 
the needs of the people and business in our region. 
We are deeply engaged with the SME community, 
the lifeblood of our region, and as a team we work 
hard to ensure that our expertise permeates those 
businesses.”

In other words, there is plenty of scope to have 
a lively debate with Jane across several topics, It 
promises to be a superb event.
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For booking information contact Linda Hitman on linda@exclusivebusiness.net or  
Michael Grahamslaw on mjgrahamslaw@outlook.com

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS AND  
NORTHERN INSIGHT WELCOME 

PROFESSOR JANE TURNER TO 
WYNYARD HALL EVENT 

On March 4th at our traditional venue of Wynyard Hall near Sedgefield,  
we will be welcoming Professor Jane Turner OBE DL.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T



I N S P I R I N G  C O N V E R S AT I O N  O V E R  A  F I N E  L U N C H 

www.exclusivebusiness.net www.northern-insight.co.uk

BUSINESS LUNCH
...Inspiring conversation over a fine lunch...

Michael Owen is the man behind the confident brand “Always wear red”. 

Michael is passionate about delivering clothing that create confidence. The 68 pieces in the 

collection are of course all red! There is a great story behind this strong forward thinking brand  

and we look forward to Michael revealing all.

Dr Turner is responsible for positioning Teesside University as an ‘anchor 
institution’ in Tees Valley, demonstrating economic and social impact and 

driving the agenda for greater gender equality in the region. 

Awarded an OBE in 2017 for Services to Business. Dr Turner will deliver an insightful presentation.

Limited places available - contact Linda Hitman to reserve your space, Linda@exclusivebusiness.net 

Diary Dates:  

Monday 25th March, Dr Joanna Berry – Durham University Business School – Jesmond Dene House 

Monday 1st April, Dean Benson – CEO Visual Soft – Wynyard Hall 

BOOKING NOW FOR MONDAY 25TH FEBRUARY...

BOOKING NOW FOR MONDAY 4TH MARCH...

Venue - Jesmond Dene House, Newcastle upon Tyne

Date - Monday 25th February, 12 noon 

Price - £50pp to include a two-course lunch and coffee

Venue - Wynyard Hall, Stockton-on-Tees

Date - Monday 4th March, 12 noon 

Price - £50pp to include a two-course lunch and coffee

Speaker - Michael Owen - Always Wear Red

Speaker - Professor Dr Jane Turner OBE DL -  
Vice Chancellor Business and Enterprise Teesside University   

BROUGHT TO YOU BY EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT MAGAZINE

C O N F I D E N C E  I S  A  C O LO U R®



B U S I N E S S

Great minds, stimulating conversations,  
be part of The Exclusive Business Lunch

For more details visit: www.exclusivebusiness.net or to book a place - email Linda@exclusivebusiness.net

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Inspiring speakers, valuable connections, relaxed and enjoyable

A new way to create valuable business connections –  
but don’t take our word for it, this is what our guests say:  

“I thoroughly enjoyed the Exclusive Business event today and met  
some awesome guests” 

“Thank you for a great mix of people and a relaxed event” 

“An excellent event, great to meet local businesses and thoroughly  
enjoyed Peter Barron’s insightful talk” 

“Loved it! Thank you very much, I will be back” 

MONDAY 1ST MAY – WYNYARD HALL   
FRED HOWIE - HOWIE WHITE CONSULTING 

WEDNESDAY 22ND MAY – JESMOND DENE HOUSE   
NEVIL TYNEMOUTH 



Jan was rushed by Air Ambulance to hospital where a 
team of 20 specialist doctors and nurses worked hard 
to revive him. For an hour and a half, the Accident and 
Emergency team at the RVI tried every trick in the book – 
but nothing turned back the clock. Little Jan was running 
out of time. 

Then, in that moment of desperation, one of the medical 
team thought to call a paediatric heart specialist he had 
heard of at a neighbouring hospital, the Freeman. That 
specialist was Dr Asif Hassan and, together with his team, 
he rushed across the city to see if he could help.

Asif took the unusual step of arranging for a highly sensitive 
and specialist piece of equipment to be disassembled and 
brought with him. The machine was not portable, so no 
one knew if it would work after being taken apart and put 
together again.

The equipment was called an ECMO machine. In simple 
terms, it takes the blood out of the body, removes carbon 
dioxide in order to re-introduce oxygen, and warms the 
blood. It also enables medication and blood thinners to 
be introduced into the blood stream, while temporarily 
removing the body’s dependence on the heart and lungs. 
This provides a crucial window of opportunity for recovery 
and for the doctors to do their work.

On arrival, the ECMO machine was rebuilt at the RVI’s A&E 
department whilst my wife and I, and the resuscitation 
team, waited on tenterhooks. Then, with everyone holding 
their breath, little Jan was connected by Dr Hassan to the 
ECMO machine via the carotid artery in his neck. It helped 
him turn the corner. 

For nearly two months my wife and I lived at the hospital, 
alternating nights so that we were able to look after our 
three other children at home. During that time we received 
support from some amazing people and the charities they 
represent.

A name that lingers in my memory is that of VW & Skoda 
dealership Mike Pulman Holdings Ltd. This company 
sponsored an en-suite room run by the Sick Children’s Trust, 
and it was the room we slept in - if you could call it sleeping.

I often wondered, if the employees, customers and suppliers 

to Pulman Holdings would ever be able to fully appreciate 
the impact their generosity had on people like my wife and 
I. Perhaps it is impossible to quantify.

And, sometime later, when I was doing a talk for Linda 
Hitman’s Exclusive Business Lunch I mentioned the 
trauma of Jan’s accident and that I was hoping to raise 
money for our local hospitals. A guest at that event, Garry 
Sheriff, managing director at strategic IT consultancy ITPS 
approached me afterwards and said he wanted to help. But 
often, offers of help are like hollow promises, so imagine my 
surprise when later, a member of Garry’s team contacted 
me again out of the blue and said they had raised a load 
of money for the hospital. Not only that, but Garry then 
followed up personally and offered to further support my 
initiative by donating for auction, corporate hospitality 
facilities at the Falcons, Newcastle United and top golf 
venue Close House. He wanted nothing in return – just to 
help.

And this is my point. Generosity, or, call it corporate social 
responsibility, works in funny ways. These are just two 
companies, amongst many, who are doing their bit. And in 
doing so, they have demonstrated an ethic that tells me 
they are honourable organisations.

I can’t tell you how many times I have relayed these stories 
to people. I’ve been turned into a walking advertisement for 
these organisations and, other than my fleeting contact, I 
have nothing to do with them.

That’s the power of good social responsibility – it helps 
others and it pays back one hundred fold in ways you can’t 
imagine. It’s very good PR.

And, in case you are wondering, today, exactly two years 
after the event, our little boy now runs around and plays 
with his friends - just like any other healthy child. We have 
been blessed with a miracle.

I would like to thank all the amazing people and 
organisations we came into contact with during our time 
of need. There are too many of you for me to mention 
everyone here, but you know who you are – so thank you. 
Finally, a thought and a prayer for all of those parents and 
families who have not been as fortunate as us – my heart 
goes out to you. 

TODAY, EXACTLY TWO YEARS AFTER…
It was a cold winters day when my little boy Jan was found face down in a 
pond. He had been there for fifteen minutes. His heart had stopped and he 

wasn’t breathing. His body was cold and he was totally lifeless.
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www.karolmarketing.com
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HELP MAKE  
MORE MIRACLES

We are raising funds to purchase specialist equipment like the ECMO 
machine and to support the amazing work being done by the doctors 

and staff at the paediatric units of the RVI and Freeman Hospitals.   
Your donations large or small will be most gratefully received.  

If you would like to help Make More Miracles please donate by 
visiting www.justgiving.com/fundraising/makemoremiracles

Karol’s MD Stefan Lepkowski holds up a photo of his son taken three 
days after the accident.



L E G A L  &  F I N A N C I A L  N E W S

Mincoffs Solicitors is a progressive full service law firm  
with a commercial, pragmatic and straight talking approach.
mincoffs.co.uk

The managing partner of a Newcastle-based specialist employment law firm is 
in the running for a high-profile national award. 

Collingwood Legal’s Paul McGowan has been shortlisted by the Legal 500 for 
the Human Resources Individual of the Year Award (excluding London). He is the 
only North East lawyer in this highly sought-after category.

The Legal 500 awards shortlist follows the legal industry’s legal guide undertaking 
months of research including 70,000 interviews with in-house lawyers, law firms 
and clients across the UK to identify leading individuals and law firms.

Paul McGowan, Collingwood Legal founder and Managing Partner said: “It 
is flattering to receive recognition like this as an individual but this is really 
down to the support of a fantastic team.

“As a firm we always aim to offer the best possible client service and this has 
remained at the core of our ethos since the firm was set up 8 years ago. To have 
received this shortlisting on top of our Top Tier ranking based on independent 
research and feedback from our valued clients is fantastic.”

INCOME AND PROFIT UP AT MUCKLE LLP
The North East’s leading Independent law firm for businesses, Muckle LLP has reported a steady rise in 
income and profit for year ending April 2018.

Newcastle based Muckle LLP saw income increase from £10.8m to £11.3m with profit rising from £1.2m 
to £1.9m.

Managing Partner, Jason Wainwright, said, “Given the economic backdrop, we are very pleased with the 
increase in income and improvement in profit for the 2017/18 financial year. 

“Primarily a law firm for North East business, so much of our work revolves around business economic 
activity in the region. Encouragingly, work levels in the region have remained buoyant into the current 
financial year and are increasing all the time. 

“Muckle has a clear vision and strategy to be the North East law firm of choice for businesses and the 
implementation of that strategy is going well as we continue to aim to be as little like the traditional law 
firm as possible at the same time offering an outstanding client experience and a fantastic place to work 
for our people. 

“Our extensive community work, encouraging staff participation and contributions will continue to be at 
the heart and centre of what we do.” he added.

ASSOCIATION 
OF LAW FIRM 

MERGER ADVISERS 
LAUNCHED

Newcastle accountancy firm, Armstrong 
Watson, has joined forces with seven other 
law firm merger experts across the UK to form 
the Association of Law Firm Merger Advisers 
(ALFMA).

Providing advice to law firm owners is one of 
Armstrong Watson’s key sector specialisms across 
its 16 offices and the business is proud to be 
the only accountancy firm endorsed by the Law 
Society in the North of England.

The launch of ALFMA sees Armstrong Watson 
join up with Aaron & Partners, Ampersand Legal, 
Haddon Consult, Hazlewoods, Hedley Consulting, 
Howard Hackney LLP and Wilkinson Read as 
founder members.

The new association has been formed as a direct 
response to unprecedented change in the legal 
profession with a lack of easily recognisable ‘turn 
to’ expertise.

From small firms worried about succession or 
exit, to larger firms wanting to grow and attract 
quality staff, develop their client base or open in 
new locations, mergers have never been a more 
important issue.

The founder ALFMA members all have in-depth 
knowledge and proven nationwide track records 
of assisting firms with mergers, purchases or sales 
and can advise on all aspects including overall 
strategy, the process from initial research to deal, 
valuations, negotiations, due diligence and the legal 
documentation.

COLLINGWOOD LEGAL 
MANAGING PARTNER 

SHORTLISTED AS BEST IN UK
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Harassment is a serious issue and can take many forms in the workplace but 
what is the position where an employee is viewed as being overly sensitive? 

The Collins English Dictionary defines the ‘Snowflake Generation’ as “the 
generation of people who became adults in the 2010’s viewed as being less 
resilient and more prone to taking offence than previous generations”.  

I am sure you have all heard stories suggesting that so-called “Snowflakes” are 
all too easily offended and upset. So, what’s the position for employers? Can 
they run a “Snowflake” defence and claim no liability where employees are 
“more prone to taking offence”? 

For example, if you, as an employer, are faced with a complaint from an 
employee that a colleague’s joke has severely offended them, are you safe to 
take no further action if you think that they are over-reacting? 

The answer is, generally, no. The Equality Act 2010 defines unlawful harassment 
as: 

A person (A) harasses another (B) if A engages in unwanted conduct related to 
a relevant protected characteristic (e.g. sex, race, age, disability etc.) which has 
the purpose or effect of either:

     (a) Violating B’s dignity; or

      (b) Creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive 
environment for B. 

The key word in the above definition is “effect”. There is no requirement for the 
unwanted conduct to be intentional. As an employer you must appreciate that 
conduct that may seem harmless to one person could amount to harassment 
to another. 

HARASSMENT AT WORK – CAN AN EMPLOYER USE 
THE “SNOWFLAKE” DEFENCE?

At Collingwood Legal we are specialists in managing difficult employment and equality issues. We appreciate that these issues can  
be sensitive and difficult to manage and if you require any advice or assistance on harassment related issues, please contact me  

on 0191 282 2889 or at jordan.hassan@collingwoodlegal.com.

Jordan Hassan

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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There will be no substantive changes to the 
current data protection rules, but UK companies 
importing data from the EU or sharing data 
under the EU-US Privacy Shield will need to take 
contingency action in preparation for Brexit, deal 
or no-deal.

GDPR will still apply after Brexit

The GDPR is an EU law, so is directly applicable to 
all EU member states. It is not illogical therefore, to 
think the GDPR won’t apply at all if and when the 
UK ceases to be an EU member state. But due to 
GDPR’s extra-territorial reach, it already applies to 
all organisations that offer services to, or process 
the personal data of, EU residents - regardless of 
whether they are based in the EU. Furthermore, 
the government and the ICO have made it clear 
that whatever the outcome of Brexit, the GDPR 
and current data protection laws must, and will, 
continue to apply to all UK organisations.

The GDPR will be absorbed into domestic law 
at the point of exit. This is because of the EU 
(Withdrawal) Act 2018, already in force, which 
retains existing applicable EU legislation in UK 
domestic law. Proposed further UK legislation, 
the Data Protection, Privacy and Electronic 
Communications Regulations (Amendments etc.) 
(UK Exit) 2019 (still in draft), will ensure that the 
current data protection laws continue to function 
correctly after the UK leaves.  

International data transfers

However, because of the way the GDPR is written, 
once the UK ceases to be an EU member state, 
the international transfer of personal data will be 

hindered, if not prohibited in some circumstances. 
This is because the UK will become a ‘third 
country,’ in GDPR terms, which means our data 
protection laws are not automatically recognised 
as equivalent to the EU’s. This means transferring 
personal data will only be permitted if there is an 
‘appropriate safeguard’ in place. 

Consequently, data protection has been something 
of a political pawn in the Brexit negotiations, as the 
free flow of data between the UK and the EU is a 
critical part of many UK business models. 

The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport 
(DCMS) has issued a guidance notice on data 
protection in the event of a no deal Brexit, stating: 
“The free flow of personal data between the UK 
and the EU is critical in underpinning an ambitious 
economic relationship and ongoing security 

cooperation, and both sides are committed to high 
data protection standards.”

This is despite the European Commission’s 
declaration in November last year that automatic 
adoption of what is called an ‘adequacy decision’ 
is not part of its contingency planning in a no-deal 
scenario. 

An adequacy decision is a ruling made by the 
EU about non-EU territories, i.e. third countries, 
authorising data transfer to those territories in the 
same way as between Member States.  As the name 
suggests, such rulings are authorised only when the 
territory provides equivalent data protection to 
that of the EU and GDPR.

And even if we do leave with a deal, an adequacy 
decision will not be considered before the date the 
UK leaves. 

Action to take now – appropriate safeguards

What this means in short, is that organisations 
sharing or importing data from the EU or the US, 
will need to make contingency preparations. Assess 
your organisation’s data flows, and identify any 
that involve international transfer. In most cases 
this will mean incorporating EU drafted model 
clauses into any applicable contracts in the short 
term.

Unless individual organisations have set up an 
EU approved appropriate safeguard to validate 
that transfer, EU data exporters to the UK could 
find themselves in contravention of the GDPR, 
which will hinder data flow, and general business 
cooperation. 

To learn more or for help with any data protection, GDPR compliance or IT legal issues, email data@muckle-llp.com or call 0191 211 7777.
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G
illian Scribbins

AU REVOIR GDPR?
What does leaving Europe mean for GDPR – an EU law? Gillian Scribbins, of Muckle LLP,  

examines the effects of Brexit on data protection.



Preparing your business 
for Brexit

Where:  Xcel Centre, Aycliffe Business Park 
When:   Wednesday 27 February 
Time:     8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 
Cost:    FREE

Bemused, baffled or bored by Brexit? To help clarify what it all really means, the lawyers 
at Muckle LLP have teamed up with the Engineering Manufacturing Network to bring you 
this free seminar, with practical advice on what you can do to prepare your business today.

What’s covered?

n  a review of the future relationship with the EU

n  top tips for Brexit planning

n  the effect of Brexit on your commercial contracts

Book your place 
Please call Neena Reynolds on 0191 211 7987 or email events@muckle-llp.com 

muckle-llp.com

Northern Insight Brexit Event.indd   1 21/01/2019   15:29:26



The average time last year was 14 weeks 
from the date that the estate agent issued 
the memorandum of sale to the date that 
the property completed. The usual industry 
average is 8-10 weeks. We take around 6 weeks 
on average from when you ask us to work for 
you. The reason that most deals are not this 
quick is down to the people involved.

The first culprit is the person selling the property. 
If they do not have all the information ready, 
there can be a delay of a couple for weeks whilst 
they pull together all the certificates and forms 
required.  

Then the buyers can delay in sorting their 
mortgage out, whether it’s proving their income 
to the lender or just returning the correct forms, 
this can also add some additional weeks. Some 
mortgage providers are taking 4-6 weeks to get 
the mortgage offer out.

Your lawyer needs to submit some searches 
against the property. One of these can take a 
couple of weeks to come back. Once the lawyer 
has all the information that is needed, a report 
on the title is sent to the lender. They need a 
week before they will confirm the funds can be 
released, and it’s at this point your lawyer can 
confirm that you can exchange contracts and 
agree a completion date.

A frequent additional cause of delay can be 
your lawyer. If your lawyer is not qualified (a 

para-lawyer, conveyancing assistant) or not 
experienced enough, or overworked, then they 
may not take the steps that need to be taken as 
quickly as you would like. Sometimes the title is 
only passed to a lawyer to check just before the 
report on the title stage. Any title problems need 
to be resolved then, rather than earlier on. This 
delays this purchase and every other one in the 
chain.

Toomey Legal check the title as soon as they are 
instructed and have the sale pack prepared as 
soon as the seller instructs us. The title is sent out 
to the buyer’s solicitor on day one so that they 
can start their searches. Communication is helped 
by our email notification of key milestones so 
that you know exactly what has happened when 
and if there is any one holding the matter up. This 

also helps you plan your removals and any days 
off work. 

Our average time between exchange and 
completion is around 6 weeks. Where a long 
chain is involved, we can only move as fast as 
the slowest person in that chain. We act in a 
professional way at all times. We always answer 
the phone. If you cannot speak to the person 
dealing with your sale or purchase, anyone else 
in the team can give you an update and make 
sure that you get a call back if that is not enough. 
We give clear advice without using jargon and we 
have customer guides to explain what happens 
when and what the options are for you.

We can’t alleviate the stress of moving home, but 
we can keep it as low as possible. And when it’s all 
over we send you cake! 

WHY DOES IT 
TAKE SO LONG 

TO BUY A 
PROPERTY?

The simple answer is – it doesn’t! 
I have bought a property and had 
it registered in the name of the 
new owner in less than a week!

www.toomeylegal.co.uk
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What happens to the deceased’s interest in the 
business will generally depend on the terms 
of their Will; be it shares in a company, the 
partnership interest or the assets of a sole trader. 

However, digital assets can cause a particular set of 
issues, especially when they are used by or as part 
of the business. 

Whilst such things as software licence agreements 
and online accounts entered into by a company 
or partnership (on the assumption that there is 
an effective Partnership Agreement in place for 
the latter) should continue unaffected, continued 
access and use of such assets for the Executor 
of a sole trader could be problematic. This would 
not only depend on whether the Executor has the 
information to gain access to the assets (namely 
usernames and passwords), but also the terms of 
the agreement entered into and whether third 
party access and usage is permitted.

Where technology is more bespoke, for example 
designed and developed by the deceased, issues 

around ownership can arise if clear agreements and 
protections were not put in place during lifetime. 
Such disputes can also mean the business cannot 
use the technology whilst the dispute is ongoing, 
which can lead to problems in the day to day 
workings of the business.

It is common for more and more businesses to use 
social media to promote products and services. If 
this has been done using online platforms in the 
deceased’s personal name, again, access to such 
platforms could be precluded if the username and 
passwords are unknown to the business. Whilst 
online content such as videos and blogposts may 
benefit from the protection of copyright, the 
terms of use of the online platforms may prohibit 
their assignment to third parties. As many online 
platforms are based overseas, jurisdictional issues 
may also arise when trying to obtain access.  

For the deceased’s estate, the ownership of 
digital assets used for business purposes also has 
implications for Inheritance Tax purposes. If digital 

assets are owned by a company or partnership 
which operates a trading business, then they should 
benefit from Business Property Relief at the rate of 
100%. This means the value of the digital asset is 
completely exempt from Inheritance Tax. However, 
if digital assets are owned by the deceased 
and used by the business, then the rate of relief 
available may be limited to 50%. There could also 
be issues in valuing such assets and determining 
who they pass to under the estate.

At Hay & Kilner, our multidisciplinary Information 
Technology and Intellectual Property teams can 
work with business owners and entrepreneurs at 
every stage to ensure all necessary agreements, 
contracts, Deeds and documents are in place to 
protect the business, and those with an interest in 
it, both during the lifetime of the business and of 
the individuals behind it. Our experienced Private 
Client team can also work with executors and 
administrators to ensure estates are administered 
efficiently.

FROM CLOUD 9 TO 6 FEET UNDER: DEALING WITH 
DIGITAL ASSETS WHEN A BUSINESS OWNER DIES

The sudden death of a business partner, co-director or sole trader can be very difficult to deal with. The 
emotional strain, loss of continuity and uncertainty over the future can make the ongoing running of  

the business both daunting and unmanageable. 

For further information, please contact Richard Marshall at Hay & Kilner Law Firm on 0191 232 8345, or visit www.hay-kilner.co.uk
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GBLF   T: 0191 388 1778   E: info@gblf.co.uk   W: www.gblf.co.uk 

What is your job role at GBLF?

I am partner of the property litigation department at GBLF, specialising 
in property litigation disputes and regularly advising landlords, tenants, 
developers and investors. I am also a member of the Association of Leasehold 
Enfranchisement Practitioners (ALEP).

How long have you worked at GBLF? 

I have worked at GBLF for ten years now. I have been given some fantastic 
opportunities to develop my niche which has enabled me to grow with the 
business. 

What was your dream job when you were at primary school? 

Believe it or not, my dream job as a child was always to become a solicitor and 
bring people to justice!

What has been your proudest moment of your career so far? 

With my career spanning over a decade, there have been several standout 
moments, but I would have to say that working my way up the ladder at 
GBLF from paralegal to associate and now to partner is the highlight as it’s 
something I’ve always set my sights on.

What do you look forward to most at  

the end of the working week?

I enjoy nothing more than spending time with my amazing family and my two 

toddlers.

If you could have dinner with anyone, dead or alive,  

who would it be, and why? 

It would have to be Jackie Milburn. It would be an absolute honour to speak 

to a former Newcastle United legend who has actually held silverware for the 

mighty Newcastle United.

What is the best book you’ve read?

I am not a great reader of fiction, but George R. R. Martin’s Game of Thrones 

collection is something I enjoyed – despite scarcely managing one and a half 

books. I am probably more hooked on the TV show!

If you could have one superpower, what would it be and why?

Invisibility. We all want to get away from it all, don’t we?
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GETTING TO KNOW…JAMES GODDEN
Overseeing property litigation disputes at Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP (GBLF), James Godden  

combines his time managing his busy team with assisting with the wider development of  
the firm’s client base across all areas of the business. When he’s not in court, he can be  

found in the Alps hitting the slopes!  

James Godden



What is a Will?

 A Will is a legal document that allows you to set 
out clearly what will happen to your assets when 
you die. Alarmingly around 60% of people in the 
UK have not made a Will. 

Why should I make a Will?

If you are aged 18 or over, own property, have 
savings and/or have a child or children then you 
should have a up to date valid Will. If you die 
without having a valid up to date Will the person 
or people you wish to inherit your assets on your 
death may not receive them as essentially the 
government will decide who inherits your assets 
and that person or people may not be the ones you 
wish to inherit anything from you. By not having 
a valid up to date Will you can cause your family 
unnecessary stress and anxiety as well as lead to 
potential costly legal disputes following your death. 

What can I include in a Will?

Firstly, you can appoint an executor who is a person 
or people of your choice who you would like to 
sort out things on your death. In simple terms an 
executor is responsible for collecting in your assets, 
paying off any debts and then distributing the 
estate in accordance with your Will.

You can also appoint a guardian for any children 
under 18 at your death in your Will so it is clear 
who is to look after your children. You also specify 
exactly who is to get what on your death which 
avoids any dispute and difficulty when you die.

Who really should make a Will?

Anyone who owns property has savings or has 
children should make a Will but especially anyone 
who isn’t married to their partner or has children 
to a previous marriage or relationship. If you are 
not married and you do not make a Will your 

partner will not benefit from your estate and if you 
have re-married you children from your previous 
marriage or relationship may not benefit at all on 
your death.

Apart from an up to date Will what else 
should I have?

Great difficulties can arise if you lose your mental 
capacity to manage your financial affairs. This can 
be due to a sudden event such as an accident or 
stroke or due to a long term condition such as 
Dementia. If you have not appointed someone 
to look after your financial affairs under a Lasting 
Power of Attorney your family will face great 
difficulty, stress and significant unnecessary 
expense. 

If you own property or have savings you should 
seriously consider making a Lasting Power of 
Attorney for the management of your Property & 
Financial Affairs and perhaps also one for Health 

Care decisions so someone you choose can make 
decisions about your Health Care and treatment if 
you cannot make decisions for yourself.

I have read this and I need advice who  
should I speak to?

A Solicitor is a regulated and qualified professional 
and an experienced Solicitor who specialises in this 
area of Law should be your first port of call. 

Sweeney Miller Law are authorised and regulated 
by the Solicitors Regulation Authority and David 
Smith is a Solicitor with Sweeney Miller and Head 
of their Wills & Probate Department. David has 
specialised in Wills, Lasting Powers of Attorney, 
Inheritance Tax and Wealth Protection for the 
past 15 years and brings with him a wealth of 
experience and great advice. 

Nothing in this article constitutes legal advice and 
you should always seek the advice of a Solicitor or 
other suitably qualified and regulated professional. 

David can be contacted on 0191 568 2050 or by email at david@sweeneymiller.co.uk and is always happy to have an initial  
chat without obligation. 

Sweeney Miller Law is a trading name of Sweeney Miller LLP authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority SRA No. 569467. Sweeney Miller LLP is a limited liability partnership  
registered in England & Wales No. OC374667. VAT No 790057916. A list of members is available for inspection at the registered office.

David Smith, Solicitor and Head 
of the Private Client Department 
at Sweeney Miller Law answers 

some common questions 
concerning Wills and Lasting 

Power of Attorney that everyone 
should think about.
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SOMETHING TO 
THINK ABOUT!

David Smith



Cancer Centre  North East

Proton Therapy (from spring 2019) | Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy | Immunotherapy 

MRI Diagnostic Imaging |  Supportive Care

0800 210 0402
therutherford.com

For further information

The Rutherford Cancer Centre North East is now open

TRANSFORMING
CANCER CARE.

Bedlington, Northumberland



Hebron Hill, located just north of Morpeth 
in Northumberland, is a collection of nine 
prestigious homes, all of which are a unique 
blend of renovation, conversion and new 
build, combining existing period features with 
modern high-spec living.

Martin Wilson and Mark Lynn, both partners at 
St James’ Square Law Firm, have worked with 
Hindhaugh Homes for the duration of the project, 
which began in 2017.

Martin, Head of Real Estate Commercial Property, 
initially set up the estate which involved diverting 
footpaths, establishing works access as well as 
utility supplies to the site. Martin said, “Hebron 
Hill Farm is an absolutely delightful development 
and one that’s been a pleasure to work on. 
From the old dilapidated buildings to the luxury 
bespoke homes that we see today, this amazing 

transformation is testament to the expertise and 
professionalism from the team at Hindhaugh 
Homes.”

Mark, Head of Real Estate Residential Property, 
took over the project from Martin once the 
development was complete and has been 
managing the sales of the newly developed 
properties.

Paul Hindhaugh, of Hindhaugh Homes said, “I 
enjoy working with the team at St James’ Square. 
It’s great for developers like me that the firm 
has both commercial and residential property 
departments. The excellent communication 
between the two teams makes it a seamless and 
efficient process and gives me fewer things to 
have to manage.”

Established in 2003, Hindhaugh Homes have 
been producing bespoke homes to the very 

highest of standards whilst integrating the latest 
technologies and energy efficient systems.

Mark Lynn adds, “The craftmanship and attention 
to detail that Hindhaugh Homes have brought to 
this development is outstanding. It’s no surprise 
to us that eight of the nine prestigious properties 
have already sold, with the final property now 
under offer.”

St James’ Square was founded in March 2017 
and recently released figures showing a turnover 
of £1.3 million last year, demonstrating a rate 
of growth and performance that has surpassed 
targets.  The firm currently employs 28 members 
of staff and has offices at Sir Bobby Robson House 
in Esh Plaza, Newcastle.

The firm represents an array of successful regional 
and national housing developers.

ST JAMES’ SQUARE HELPS HINDHAUGH HOMES MOVE 
FORWARD WITH EXCITING NEW DEVELOPMENT 

Commercial law firm St James’ Square has assisted luxury living space company, Hindhaugh Homes,  
with their latest residential development. 
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www.sjs-law.co.uk

Visit hindhaughhomes.co.uk to view some of the latest projects including 
‘The Walled Garden’ designed by architects Pod Newcastle. The Walled 
Garden project is part restoration and conversion of existing potting sheds 
and greenhouses and part new build of an entertainment wing underneath 
the garden.    Photo courtesy of pod

(L-R) Paul Hindhaugh, Martin Wilson and Mark Lynn



26 Northumberland Square,  
North Shields,  
NE30 1PW



Staff who are at work often complain that they 
are “carrying the load” for the absent employee 
particularly if that the employee is frequently off 
sick or is on long term sickness absence.

Of course, the majority of employees often feel 
guilty for being off ill and feel as if they are letting 
down both their employer and their colleagues.  
Equally, most employers understand that their 
staff’s health is of paramount importance and are 
sympathetic.

However, there is no statutory right to sickness 
absence (albeit there is an express statutory right 
to sick pay) and there are some who do abuse 
the system. Therefore, having an effective policy 
in place will help employers to deal with sickness 
absence consistently and fairly.  

On the flip side, there are some employers and/or 
managers who shy away from managing sickness 
absence.  Managers often consider that in cases of 
“genuine sickness”, it is wrong for them to adopt any 
procedures to manage the sickness absence.  They 
are concerned that if they contact the employee it 

may cause further stress for the employee and they 
do not want to be responsible for exacerbating 
their illness. They do not appreciate that not doing 
anything at all can be considered to be a breach of 
the employer’s contractual duty of care towards an 
employee.

When an employee is off sick the employer will 
need to consider certain issues including:- 

      What is the reason for the absence and the likely 
date of return? Is further medical information 
needed? This may involve seeking a medical 
report.

      What is the level of previous sickness absence 
and is it a cause for concern? Are there any 
concerns regarding stress at work or are there 
any doubts about sickness being the real reason 
for the absence?

      Is the absence likely to be long-term? If so, 
you will need to assess the likely impact of the 
absence e.g., is temporary cover required? Is 
the absence related to a disability and do any 
reasonable adjustments need to be considered? 

Do you need further medical information from 
the employee or to put in place supportive 
measures?

      Is dismissal appropriate? If so, a fair sickness 
absence procedure must be followed.

When adopting the sickness absence procedures, 
managers must ensure that they keep accurate 
records of all meetings and correspondence. 
Any telephone conversations between managers 
and employees should also be noted and ideally 
followed up by way of letter summarising what 
was discussed and identifying any agreed action 
plans. Ultimately, if an employee is subsequently 
dismissed and proceeds to bring a tribunal claim 
for unfair dismissal, the Tribunal will look at 
any relevant evidence to establish whether the 
employer has acted reasonably in reaching the 
decision to dismiss on grounds of capability.

It is always worth considering at an early stage 
obtaining employment law advice in order to 
consider your options so that informed decision 
and appropriate action can be taken.

If you run a business and employ a workforce then sickness absence is unavoidable.  
As such, any sickness absence must be effectively managed as it not only has a commercial effect  

but it can also have a detrimental effect on staff morale.  

For further information and advice please contact Lisa Branker, Phillip Moir or Barry Wood in the Richard Reed Dispute Resolution Team
Richard Reed Solicitors, 3-6 Frederick Street, Sunderland, SR1 1NA. T: 0191 567 0465

Email: lisa.branker@richardreed.co.uk, phillip.moir@richardreed.co.uk, barry.wood@richardreed.co.uk
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MANAGING SICKNESS ABSENCE

Lisa Branker, Richard Reed Solicitors





Whether it's supported with finance or advice 
from someone who’s been there and done 
it all before, there are plenty of avenues for 
aspirational entrepreneurs to go down when 
they are looking to grow their business or fine-
tune their ideas.

At the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, we bring together 
business leaders so that they can learn from the 
experience of one another.

Help comes in the form of peer-to-peer mentoring, 
introductions to valuable new contacts, as well as 
a year-round calendar of inspirational events which 
aim to lift the lid on the challenges of growing a 
successful business.

Offering much more than a typical business 
seminar, our latest event schedule includes chaired 
round table discussions on topical subjects that 
encourage people to share ideas. We have focus 
dinners where you will spend an intimate evening 
with a small group of reputable entrepreneurs and 
personalities, on-site visits to some of the fastest 
growing and best ran businesses in the region 
(and beyond), as well as our annual entrepreneurs’ 
conference in May, that will feature a host of 
world-class speakers throughout the day.

With events spread across the length and breadth 
of the North East, our programme is designed to 
inspire entrepreneurs from all sectors and at all 

stages, generating conversation and connecting 
like-minded people; in many cases leading to long 
and fruitful business relationships.

Committed to helping ambitious people improve 
their leadership skills, we kicked off our 2019 event 
calendar with a fantastic Chairman’s Dinner, hosted 
by James Robson MBE and with Gerald Ratner as 
our special guest.

In an honest, frank and often funny talk, Gerald 
told the story of his spectacular fall from grace 
at The Ratner Group, including sharing the details 
about what has been dubbed the “worst business 
mistake of all time”. In true entrepreneurial fashion, 
Gerald dusted himself down and launched a new 
venture, geraldonline.com, which now trades across 
the world and it’s the largest specialist diamond 
retailer of its kind in the UK.

Earlier this month, we also hosted our first round 
table of the year, which, of course, centred on 
Brexit. Chaired by Sally Jones, Deloitte’s UK global 
Brexit insight lead, it brought about plenty of 
heated debate and discussion as you’d expect.

Over the coming months, there are a plethora 
of events for Entrepreneurs’ Forum members, 
featuring amazing business leaders and their 
inspirational tales.

Guest speakers include Jonathan Warburton, 
chairman of household name Warburtons, Simon 

Biltcliffe, founder of Webmart, and international 
brand guru Simon Middleton.

Local entrepreneurs taking us through their 
personal journey include Phil Cronin, of Britain’s 
largest bingo website, Tombola, Zoe Farrington, 
of Realsafe Technologies, and Paul Callaghan, co-
founder of The Leighton Group.

Toby Bridges, of NBT Group, Gary Dawson, from 
AV Dawson, and Kevin Brown, MD of Pacifica 
Group, are all award-winning entrepreneurs with 
fascinating stories to share about scaling their 
businesses; and these are just a few examples of 
the many people we have in store.

The Entrepreneurs’ Forum is a place where business 
owners can come together, be inspired and share 
knowledge to the benefit of everyone.

In what is an unprecedented time for privately 
owned businesses, by coming together to help and 
support one another we will all become stronger, 
be able to adapt to change quickly and continue to 
fuel the growth of our regional economy.

If you’re interested in coming along to any of the 
Entrepreneurs’ Forum events or would like to find 
out more about our eCommerce Group, Scale-up 
Leader’s Academy or mentoring programme, then 
simply visit entrepreneursforum.net or get in touch 
with our team at info@entrepreneursforum.net.

The Entrepreneurs’ Forum supports more than 315 aspirational North East business owners in all sectors, helping to expand  
their networks, improve leadership skills, share experience, create new opportunities and grow their business.  

For more information call 0191 500 7780 or visit www.entrepreneursforum.net 

INSPIRATIONAL EVENTS UNVEILED FOR NORTH EAST 
ENTREPRENEURS

Any entrepreneur or successful business owner will tell you that they didn’t get to where they are today 
without some form of help, regardless of the size, scale or type of venture.
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JOANNA FEELEY
Managing Director, Trend Bible

An Entrepreneur Interview with...

Tell me about your background in business

Before I graduated from Kingston University 
with a degree in Fashion Design, I travelled to 
New York in the Easter before graduation to 
meet a recruitment consultant in the industry 
about a position in menswear design. So, 
literally, a week after I graduated, I was on a 
plane to New York for my first job in fashion! 

I was in New York for about 18 months, and 
quickly found out the world of work and being 
a menswear designer wasn’t as exciting as I 
hoped it would be! It’s not that I didn’t enjoy 
my work, but it didn’t quite mesh with my 
creativity and the ideas I had. However, it did 
give me a lot of exposure. 

I came into trend forecasting as I had studied 
it briefly at university, but the problem was 
that at the time there were probably only 200 
jobs worldwide in trend forecasting. To build 
up my reputation and experience in this field, I 
developed a portfolio alongside my job in New 
York and actually built a reputation as a bit of a 
pest as I would always be asking questions and 
going above and beyond for extra work! 

After 18 months in the US, I returned to the UK 
after securing a job with Top Man in London. I 
got homesick while in New York, but loved the 
city, I was just on the move a lot. It was through 
my designer background and self-generated 
trend portfolio that helped me secure my role 
at Top Man and progress with my career. 

I spent two years at Topman before the job 
of my dreams was advertised – a managerial 
trend forecasting position. Even though I only 
had about four years’ experience and was up 
against people who had more than 10 years 
under their belts, I got the job and was working 
for a small design studio in London.  

It was a great role to have and I was travelling 
the world forecasting for brands such as Kangol 
and Calvin Klein, and even helped establish the 
menswear department at New Look. 

How was Trend Bible formed?

It was in 2005 when I decided to move back to 
the North East and back to Northumberland, 
where I’m from. 

I set up as an independent consultant but was 
without work for about six months before I 
started with Tesco to support its fashion and 
homeware ranges. 

I soon realised that I needed to establish 
a product that would free up my time and 
which I could sell, so I got the idea to create 
a trend forecasting book. The inspiration for 
the business soon followed and my work as an 
independent consultant was almost like a lead 
into Trend Bible. 

The fashion trend forecasting market was really 
saturated at that time, but I spotted a gap in 

the market, in-home interior trend forecasting. 
It was that Eureka moment one night when I 
woke in the middle of the night! 

There were only a few companies in the world 
that offered such a service, in Amsterdam and 
Paris, so a lot of people thought I was crazy 
setting up in Newcastle!  

In your own words, what is it that Trend 
Bible does?

We forecast the future of life at home, working 
with retailers and brands to help them predict 
what consumers want in two to five years’ 
time. These companies then go and design 
these products and bring them to market.  

What is your proudest moment with  
the company?

Just last year actually. We moved into our new 
studio in May 2018, which was really the first-
ever time I saw my vision when I started out 
in business become a reality. I had created a 
reasonably sized agency, with 20 staff, and saw 
a real buzz and excitement about the place 
when I first stepped into the premises. It was 
the feeling of all my hard work paying off. I 
had had great achievements when moving to 
new studios in the past to accommodate our 
growth, but this one gave me a real sense of 
accomplishment and exactly what I set out to 
achieve. 

Another fulfilling moment was when we 
started work with a large paint company 
and had spoken to the client about emerging 
female DIY customers. It was two years later on 
the TV when I saw an advert by that company 
featuring a woman painting, which was the 
translation of the trends we’d spoken to the 
client about two years ago, and essentially 
opened up the brand to more of the population. 

Is there a particular mistake you have 
made while in business? And how did you 

overcome/learn from it?

For quite a few years, I didn’t think big enough 
or believe it was possible to get where we are 
now. 

After 10 years in business, when we moved 
into the latest studio, that was the first time 
I felt really proud of my achievements, despite 
there being no other business of this kind in 
the North East.

I suppose I didn’t see the writing on the wall in 
the early days, even though we were growing 
by more than 20 percent each year. 

In hindsight, which is a wonderful thing, I’d 
have liked to have grown the company faster, 
but I enjoyed the piece of mind of growing 
organically at the time. We may have grown 
quicker had I implemented the ideas and 
growth strategies that we’re doing now, but 
you never know. 

What is Trend Bible’s USP?

For our customers, it’s that we work in the 
world of home interiors when trend forecasters 
predominately work in fashion. We are able to 
understand the way that people live at home 
and adopt these into our forecasts and translate 
fashions on the catwalk into our practices.  

Our industry is renowned for being highbrow 
and can be quite intimidating, so we try to be 
the reverse of that and are approachable, which 
our clients understand and like about us. 

How has the firm grown and what do you 
attribute this to?

From the offset, I was open to receiving as 
much external feedback as possible and 
adopting this into my business. I tapped into 
the Entrepreneurs’ Forum and basically grilled 
people for as much information as possible! 
The best advice I received was to stop spending 
time doing things you’re not good at and 
outsource them, which allowed me to focus 
solely on being the best trend forecaster I could 
be. 

Within two to three years I took on my first 
employee, which kept doubling each year. In 
all, we’ve gone through about six premises to 
supplement our continued growth, culminating 
in a 36% rise in turnover last year. 

I am glad to have maintained a good work-
life balance over the course of my business 
career, as I was determined to be able to do 
both. Trend Bible and the industry are really 
demanding, more so now than ever, so it is 
a constant struggle. My husband is also self-
employed, and we work long hours, but we still 
make time for our children, while managing 
growing businesses. 

Do you live by/do business by a  
certain motto?

Delegation and hiring great people. This has 
been key to a lot of our success as I like to 
give people a lot of control in their roles, which 
allows them to develop. It is also important to 
keep your staff happy and keep them, so I look 
to always support my team as best I can. 

What are the future plans of Trend Bible?

We are currently working through our three-
year plan, which takes us to the end of 2020. 
We expect within 5 years to be hitting the £3m 
turnover mark, as well as to double our current 
workforce. 

I’ve also got big plans to work more in the US, 
and we’ve just won a contract with China’s 
biggest textile manufacturer. We have plenty 
of plans for expansion and it is set to be an 
exciting future for Trend Bible.  
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Joanna Feeley is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best 
practice, create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net
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The B2B Marketing Specialists

T 0345 075 5955  www.horizonworks.co.uk

Luminous Group, the leading UK cross reality experts, has teamed up with 
Aarsleff Ground Engineering to develop a state-of-the-art VR room that will 
enable Aarsleff’s clients to virtually visit their construction site pre-build.

Luminous, based in the Toffee Factory in Ouseburn, deliver digital 
transformations to a range of organisations and sectors through the latest 3D 
imaging and mixed reality technologies.

Aarsleff Ground Engineering, a leading provider of ground engineering, sheet 
piling and geotechnical solutions, has invested in a state-of-the-art virtual 
reality room, now known by its employees as the VROOM, to develop and 
enhance the knowledge and skills of its estimators and engineers.

Currently, the technology aids estimators in their project proposals. It allows 
staff to visit project sites, observe site access points to determine appropriate rig 

type and see the surrounding environment before ever having to step foot on 

site.

Soon, Luminous’ new application will allow Aarsleff’s existing customers and 

potential clients to understand the process on site.

The project allows the customer’s confidence in the product to increase as 

they are more immersed in the production process. New employees can also 

benefit from an engaging induction and existing staff members can be inspired 

by exemplary experiences within the workplace.

Ben Bennett, Founder of Luminous Group, said: “We’re delighted to be working 

with Aarsleff Ground Engineering; they’re a terrific company who are ahead of 

the curve in embracing virtual reality for their sites.”

Expanded metal mesh specialist The Expanded 
Metal Company has bolstered its manufacturing 
capabilities with the introduction of advanced 
spiral filter tube equipment to its site.

The company, which is based in Hartlepool, has 
purchased two Meltog STM 75 machines which 
are used to manufacture spiral filter tubes.

The introduction of this new technology is part 
of a £1 million investment programme in the 
company’s 25,000 sqm site, which encompasses 
the purchase of new machinery, refurbishing 
existing assets and enhancements to the firm’s 
facilities.

The Expanded Metal Company has a long track 
record in providing solutions to the filtration 
industry and the new technology will increase 
the range of specialist filtration products it can 
offer. In addition to filtration, the spiral tubes also 
have additional applications in industries such as 

textiles, automotive and interior design.

Capable of creating spiral tubes in a variety 
of widths and lengths, the new machines are 
extremely productive compared to traditional 
welding operations.

Philip Astley, Managing Director at The Expanded 
Metal Company, said: “The spiral filter tubes 
which we can now manufacture on-site join a 
rich product portfolio which supports the work 
of contractors and end users in a wide range 
of sectors. By investing in new technology, we 
are ensuring that we remain at the forefront of 
product innovation and development.”

The Expanded Metal Company has a rich industrial 
heritage dating back to 1889. Today, it supplies 
high quality expanded metal mesh products for 
sectors including security, engineering, transport 
and architecture.

NEWCASTLE BASED VR COMPANY CREATE VIRTUAL 
CONSTRUCTION SITE TECHNOLOGY

THE EXPANDED METAL COMPANY INVESTS IN 
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY



The company, which offers marketing, strategy, 
PR, digital and creative services, has moved to 
a 2335 sq ft purpose-built two storey office 
building on Northumberland Business Park, near 
Cramlington, Northumberland.

Horizon Works, which was founded in 2010, 
supports innovators in complex industries with a 
full range of marketing services. It is the marketing 
partner of The Advanced Manufacturing Forum 
(AMF) and plays an active role in industry networks 
and clusters including the North East Automotive 
Alliance (NEAA), North East England Process 
Industry Cluster (NEPIC), Digital Union and NOF 
Energy. 

The new headquarters will enable the company to 
accommodate additional staff and provide its team 
with an enhanced working environment.

Horizon Works has also created a dedicated events 
space at the site for seminars, workshops and 
presentations – allowing the company to provide 
an additional resource to its clients and industry 
partners.

The company, which was previously headquartered 
in Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, works across 
sectors including manufacturing, engineering, 
healthcare and life sciences, technology, 
professional services and the public sector.

The investment in new headquarters comes after a 
string of regional, national and international client 
wins in 2018. These include: INVISTA Performance 
Technologies, one of the world’s largest integrated 
producers of chemical intermediates, US-based 
water purification specialist AmeriWater; Fera 
Science Ltd (formerly the Food and Environment 
Research Agency) which is based at the National 
Agri-Food Innovation Campus near York; 
Middlesbrough-based hydraulic engineering 
specialist Industrial & Marine Hydraulics; and 
community charity Groundwork South Tyneside 
and Newcastle.

2018 also saw Horizon Works provide public 
relations services to the Newcastle office of 
Murgitroyd, a global firm of European patent, trade 
mark and IP attorneys.

Horizon Works’ client base includes expanded 
metal mesh manufacturer The Expanded Metal 
Company, commercial law firm Watson Burton; 
business communications and systems provider 
Cellular Solutions;  and asbestos management 
consultancy Franks Portlock. 

Samantha Davidson, founder and managing 
director of Horizon Works, said: “Our investment in 
new headquarters represents the start of the next 
chapter in Horizon Works’ journey and comes at a 

time when we are seeing increased demand for our 
services from innovative businesses, both at home 
and overseas. 

“It will reinforce our growth plans and provide 
a dynamic, fluid working environment for our 
current workforce and new recruits, and is easily 
accessible, with excellent road links to the North 
East’s manufacturing, pharma and tech hubs.  

“In addition, I’m delighted that by creating a 
dedicated events space, we can offer clients and 
industry networks a valuable additional resource.”

The sale of the office building was handled by 
property consultancy firm Bradley Hall.

Nicholas Bramwell, chartered surveyor at Bradley 
Hall, said: “We were delighted to assist Horizon 
Works in occupying their new workspace. Bradley 
Hall is a truly regional firm with the priority of 
supporting other growing North East businesses 
by providing the best level of service, support and 
advice in order for them to achieve their strategic 
goals. 

“Horizon Works is an exceptional firm which has 
experienced significant recent expansion, and 
required a new space for their growing workforce. 
Their new base will provide them with the perfect 
space for the business and its clients.” 

HORIZON WORKS LAYS FOUNDATIONS FOR GROWTH 
WITH INVESTMENT IN NEW HQ

B2B marketing agency Horizon Works has invested in a new headquarters to underpin its continued 
expansion and provide further support to its clients and industry partners.

For more information, visit www.horizonworks.co.uk
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Nicholas Bramwell, chartered surveyor 
at Bradley Hall and Samantha Davidson, 
managing director of Horizon Works. 
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From stellar apprentices to first class graduates, 
a pair of Komatsu employees are stars of both 
industry and education. 

Scott Atkinson, 28, and Gary Errington, 26, both 
earned First Class Honours Degrees in Mechanical 
Engineering, having progressed rapidly since signing 
up with the Birtley firm as young apprentices in 
2006 and 2008 respectively.  The duo excelled over 
the four-year degree, undertaken via day-release at 
Northumbria University, and are now focused on 
putting theory into practice at Komatsu. 

Building services engineer, Scott, of Sunderland, 
who joined Komatsu straight from school, said 
the manufacturer encourages staff to upskill, and 
puts his own progress down to the many training 
opportunities provided by the firm. 

“The company put us through our NVQs and HND 
qualifications during our apprenticeships, which we 
did through TDR Training and it felt like there was a 
real commitment to make sure we were as skilled 
and qualified as we could possibly be,” said Scott. 
“That’s great for a youngster who has not long left 
school. Knowing that the company values you, is 
willing to invest in you and makes sure that you 
fulfil your potential. 

“When I got my last promotion, the first thing I 
did was enquire about a degree. I wanted to keep 
on pushing myself and my new manager agreed. It 
was hard work and the first year was really tough 

balancing work and university, but it got better and 
ended up a really positive experience.” 

Quality assurance engineer, Gary, 26, from South 
Shields, agrees. “When I left school, I wanted to 
be an engineer and I also wanted to start earning, 
so the Komatsu apprenticeship really appealed to 
me,” he said. “But I also wanted to do a degree 
course, so that has always been at the back of my 
mind during my apprenticeship and while I’ve been 
working at the factory. “If you work for a good 
company, there will be good opportunities and at 
Komatsu we are all actively encouraged to improve 
our skills and continue to push ourselves further. 

The degree was tough at times but it was totally 
worth it – I’d encourage anyone else who gets the 
opportunity to do it.”  

Tracey Bowman, Director of Human Recourses & 
Corporate Affairs at Komatsu, said: “It is fantastic 
to see employees like Scott and Gary, both of 
whom have worked incredibly hard since arriving 
at Komatsu, grasp the opportunity to expand their 
academic qualifications. 

“Komatsu is passionate about helping employees 
fulfil their potential and we are totally committed 
to training and the skills agenda. I’d like to 
congratulate Scott and Gary for their well-
earned Firsts and on joining the ranks of Komatsu 
employees who have excelled as apprentices, 
employees and as students.”  

Komatsu last year celebrated the 30th anniversary 
of the opening of its Birtley plant. In a landmark 
year, the company launched three new machines, 
all of which are industry leaders in high reach, 
hybrid and intelligent machine technology.

The firm employs over 450 people and has 
recruited over 50 new employees in the last year, 
including apprentices, graduates, and production 
operators. Komatsu UK is part of the Global 
Komatsu organisation, which is the world’s second 
largest manufacturer and supplier of construction 
and mining equipment.

For more information on TDR Training’s opportunities, call 0191 419 1505 or visit their website on www.tdrtraining.co.uk.

MORE GRADUATES ROLL OFF KOMATSU 
PRODUCTION LINE

L-R: Scott and Gary

2018 was a fantastic year for AkzoNobel in Ashington. With ministerial visits, 
increased production and awards success, the last 12 months has seen the globally 
renowned paint manufacturer become completely ingrained in the North East’s 
business culture and local communities. So, what next for the site, now home to 
AkzoNobel’s Dulux in the UK?

“We’ve got big plans for 2019 at AkzoNobel Ashington to further establish the site as 
one of the region’s leading employers,” said Jeff Hope, head of manufacturing unit.

“So far, we have created over 160 highly skilled jobs for local people within the plant 
and over 100 more in our supply chain, as well as given over £130,000 and 2,500 litres 
of paint to local charities and community groups as part of our commitment to being 
a good corporate citizen.” 

The site plans to continue this work into the New Year having just elected its 
community partner for 2019 - Castle School in Ashington, which provides specialist 
education for children and young people with severe or profound and multiple learning 
difficulties. AkzoNobel has committed to redecorating the entire school, inside and 
out, in order to create a more colourful, inspiring environment for the staff and pupils.

“We’re incredibly fortunate to have some amazing technologies here at Ashington,” 
added Alex Wardle, process engineer at AkzoNobel Ashington.

“Our people and the communities we operate in will remain a key priority for us in 
2019. We’re very proud to support Northumberland in any way we can through key 
partnerships with businesses and charities alike. 

“We feel very at home in Ashington and we hope that we can continue our good work 
to add benefit to the local community for many years to come.”

AkzoNobel’s £100 million investment in the Ashington site is one of the single 
largest investments the company has ever made and is the most advanced paint 
manufacturing facility in the world.

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT AT AKZONOBEL ASHINGTON

For more information, visit www.akzonobel.com
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What were your career ambitions  
growing up?

 I followed my brother’s career path and joined the 
Royal Navy. I did this straight from leaving school 
and enjoyed it immensely, especially as my role 
included controlling both fixed wing aircraft and 
helicopters. I was lucky enough to join a brand new 
ship that circumnavigated the globe before my 
21st birthday.

Tell us about the inception of your company?

TT Electronics was established in 1812 by W. 
Tyzack, Sons and Turner as a provider of steel 
tools and scythes. Today, TT Electronics is a 
growing electronics powerhouse with nearly 5000 
employees at 28 global locations. In the last four 
years TT has expanded its offerings through a series 
of acquisitions and new product development, 
designing and manufacturing a wide range of 
electronics for sensing, power management and 
connectivity for applications in the industrial, 
medical, aerospace and defence and transportation 
sectors. The Hartlepool site (formerly Stadium 
Group and acquired by TT in April 2018) has been 
established for over 30 years and today employs 
140 people. TT has another manufacturing site 
in the region in Bedlington, formerly Welwyn 
Components which employs around 300 people. 

What's your proudest business achievement? 

I’ve had a number of proud business achievements 
from relocating factories without missing a 
customer order, being part of a team that won 
the Cranfield University Best Factories award 
and managing a team in Sweden that turned a 
2.9m euro loss into a 2m euro profit within 18 
months. However, leading my team in developing 
our current factory at Hartlepool into a world 
class facility will also be up there in my Top 5 
achievements. 

What challenges have you encountered? 

Challenges (or opportunities) are too many to 
mention. In my career I have had to overcome 
cultural differences, business political games, 
financial constraints and market/technology 
changes. In manufacturing you need to be 
adaptable and be able to tackle challenges as 
they arise but do not try and solve everything by 
yourself, involve your people.

How has the industry changed?

In terms of the industries and customers we serve 
from the Hartlepool site, we have seen a move 
towards high-mix, advanced electronic assemblies 
that require more complex manufacturing and 
test capabilities. The technologies and products we 
manufacture at Hartlepool include next generation 
technologies in wireless connectivity, the industrial 

internet of things (IoT) intelligent interface and 
power efficiencies. Our skill set has progressed 
to be able to offer expertise in design, R&D and 
global supply chain management – the ability to 
get products to market quickly is key, especially in 
the fast moving IoT space. 

Who are your heroes in and out of business? 

My hero was my father both in life and business. He 
had a good business mind and embraced changes 
in technology and culture.

Is there a mantra you always aspire to do 
business by? 

One of my mantras is a quote from John Quincy 
Adams “if your actions inspire others to dream 
more, learn more, do more and become more, you 
are a leader.”

Which fictional character do you most  
relate to? 

Sam Gamgee from The Lord of the Rings. 

How do you like to unwind? 

Although I have now stopped playing golf and 
coaching children’s football, I still enjoy watching 
my son Charlie train and play. I also love walking my 
two dogs with my partner Tracy and we are season 
ticket holders at Middlesbrough FC, although I’m 
not sure that watching them necessarily helps me 
unwind!

NIGEL FREEMAN
Site Director, TT Electronics, Hartlepool

IN 
CONVERSATION 

WITH...
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They are all graduates of Northumbria University’s 
pioneering Entrepreneurial Business Management 
(EBM) programme and now they’re running 
successful businesses just six months after leaving 
University. 

The EBM programme at Northumbria University is 
unique in that students are expected to start and run 
their own businesses from day one. Commercial ideas 
are developed as a central aspect of the programme 
and students are encouraged to explore how to 
manage and grow their businesses independently.

Rob Lundgren-Jones, 21, from Alnwick, completed 
his studies on the EBM programme last summer. 
He owns and runs Lundgren Tours, providing guided 
coach and walking tour experiences throughout 
Northumberland. 

Working with local coach companies, visitor 
attractions and tourist information providers, Rob 
is delivering themed tours and guided trips for 
individuals and groups as well as the North East 
business community through corporate events and 
conferences. 

Since launching the business, Rob’s hosted over 
1000 visitors, doubled his revenue and is on target 
to generate a minimum £50k turnover this year. 
Popularity and demand for his personalised visitor 
experience is proving so successful that Lundgren 
Tours won silver in the ‘Guided Tour of the Year’ 
category at the North East England Tourism Awards 
2018.

Rob explains: “I love entertaining and meeting new 
people. I’m also passionate about Northumberland 
having lived here all my life. I think its unique history, 
wild landscapes, wonderful people and unspoiled 
night skies are fantastic assets that should be 
enjoyed and I can help people to do that. 

“This was the inspiration for setting up in business, 
but it was the support and advice from my tutors 
and friends on the EBM programme which really 

gave me the confidence and entrepreneurial mind-
set to go for it.”

Fellow EBM graduate Cole Robinson, 22, from 
Redcar in Teesside has turned his passion for travel 
and storytelling into a freelance video production 
company. 

Since graduation, Cole has worked with over 50 
clients, ranging from international engineering firms, 
charities and the high-end ladies fashion brand ‘Tiska 
London’, to numerous tourist boards, event and 
specialist media companies. 

Describing his business and plans for the future, Cole 
said: “My speciality is telling the stories of businesses. 
Clients hire me to go in and really understand the 
things that drive their business on a deeper level 
so that I am able to convey this in video and really 
personify the company to its audience. 

“My turnover is set to double during the next 12 
months. So far the bulk of my business growth has 
been organic through referrals and people viewing 
my content. My strategy is to continue working hard 
to build my profile and establish myself as a world-
leading creative content producer with the ultimate 
goal to set up my own videography agency.”

Joey Swindells, 22, from Bolton, Greater Manchester, 
also completed the EBM programme in 2018. A 
lifelong musician and drummer, his experience led 
him to launch ‘The Rookery’; a music collective which 
brings music makers together to jam and collaborate.

He explains: “I’ve never been particularly academic 
and University had never made it onto my radar. I 
just couldn’t imagine being on a traditional type of 
course and almost wrote the option off. That changed 
when I found out about the EBM programme. 

“I couldn’t believe how good it sounded, having a 
real world, hands-on approach with the freedom to 
do things your own way and the potential to gain a 
valuable amount of business experience in just three 
years.”

The Rookery is now firmly established with a growing 
community in Newcastle. The business generated 
£15k in its first year and aims to grow by 50% in year 
two. The collective works regularly with established 
and new music venues including The Cluny and Little 
Buildings in Newcastle. In December, The Rookery 
spread its wings with a launch in Manchester. 

Students on the EBM course work in small teams 
to make business ideas a reality, but their passion 
is always encouraged as a starting point. It focuses 
on independent, real world learning, with students 
working to launch their own businesses and learn 
from their successes and mistakes. 

The programme is based on a Finnish model of 
education, called Team Academy, and Northumbria 
was one of the first two universities to pioneer this 
approach in the UK.

Natalia Blagburn, Senior Lecturer in Entrepreneurship 
at Northumbria University, is a business coach on 
the EBM programme. She said: “The approach we 
take on the course is always to find something that 
students are passionate about and work from there. 

“For Rob, Cole and Joey, they have been able to 
create viable businesses from something they love 
doing which is also sustainable in the long-term and 
clearly means everything to them. I’m very proud to 
see them executing their business plans with such 
professionalism.”

The EBM programme is part of Northumbria’s 
award-winning Newcastle Business School, which is 
the UK’s top ranked university for graduate business 
start-ups based on turnover. According to the 
latest report by the Higher Education Business and 
Community Interaction Survey (HEBCIS), turnover 
from Northumbria graduate businesses for 2016/17 
reached £80.3 million – over £30 million more 
than the second placed institution. The combined 
turnover for Northumbria graduate businesses also 
grew by more than £10 million on the previous year.

THREE GRADUATE ENTREPRENEURS NAILING THE START-UP 
SCENE IN THE NORTH EAST WITH ONE THING IN COMMON

What do a musician from Manchester, a guided tour operator from Northumberland and a  
videographer from Teesside have in common?
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(L to R) Joey Swindells, The Rookery, Natalia Blagburn, EBM Business Coach at 
Northumbria University, Cole Robinson, Videographer and Rob Lundgren-Jones, 
founder of Lundgren Tours.

www.northumbria.ac.uk



It promises to be the perfect match: the college 
has more than six decades’ experience helping 
local firms upskill their workforces through 
apprenticeships, while Suzanne knows the 
education and training sectors inside out having 
spent several years working in these industries.

Her journey has taken her into senior positions 
including regional manager of NECC Training 
and more recently at Northern Skills Group, 
the commercial training arm of Middlesbrough 
College. She’s also worked in management roles for 
telecoms giant BT and recruitment firm Reed. 

Now she’s firmly focused on ensuring Gateshead 
College is delivering exactly what employers want 
when it comes to developing skilled employees 
who can make their business more competitive. 

Here Suzanne reveals her aspirations for her new 
role, the challenges she faces and why it has never 
been more important for businesses to invest in 
apprenticeships…

“If there’s one thing I’d like to do in my time at 
Gateshead College, it’s to make a difference. 
It’s really satisfying to know that, through our 
apprenticeship programmes, I can help businesses 
upskill their workforce and put people in a better 
position to land their dream job.  

“Apprenticeships matter – to students and 
employers. They can transform the fortunes of 
key sectors in our region, such as digital, retail, 
business services, automotive, manufacturing and 
engineering and, as well as providing a route into a 
job, they are a brilliant way for employers to invest 
in and develop the skills of those already working 
for them.  

“We deliver apprenticeship programmes in 
partnership with Greggs, Virgin Money and other 

large, high-profile companies as well as a wide 
variety of small to medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs). While this gives individuals the chance to 
gain key technical skills and nationally recognised 
qualifications, they also learn from high-profile 
mentors and acquire valuable experience of the 
workplace. 

“There’s nothing standardised about the college’s 
approach to delivering apprenticeships. In the short 
time I’ve been here I’ve noticed how differently 
things are done; we listen to employers and get 
under the skin of their business to really understand 
the challenges and opportunities they face before 
working with them to design a training programme 
that suits their needs.

“Take our apprenticeship programme with Virgin 
Money, for example. For several months we worked 
with them to understand their expansion plans 
and together we’ve created a national training 
programme that allows their staff to build critical 
leadership and management skills. As part of the 
training they visit BBC studios across the region and 
receive useful careers advice from top journalists 
and producers – an experience which strengthens 
their corporate communication skills in a way that 
no classroom-based learning could. We also make 

sure they learn softer skills that are valuable to any 
employer, such as how to work in a team or find 
solutions to unexpected problems.   

“Going forward, there’ll be challenges. Negotiating 
the choppy waters of Brexit will be a tough test; it 
underlines the need for companies to boost their 
skills base to cope with whatever situation they are 
faced with.

“To that end, I’ll be helping firms protect and 
strengthen their business by identifying the skills 
they’ll need both now and in five years’ time. 
Not an easy task to undertake but in the current 
climate, a necessary one. There’s also the challenge 
of encouraging more firms to capitalise on the 
millions of pounds of unspent apprenticeship levy 
funding available – this is a missed opportunity 
for businesses to upskill existing staff or train new 
apprentices.

“From a personal point of view, I want to play 
my part in ensuring Gateshead College continues 
to transform the fortunes of local firms whilst 
also maximising the career prospects for our 
students. And I’ll continuously bang the drum 
for apprenticeships, a proven method of helping 
companies get the skills they need to grow and be 
successful.”   

For more information, please visit www.gateshead.ac.uk/employer
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Suzanne Slater was recently 
appointed assistant principal at 

Gateshead College,  
where she oversees the delivery 
of apprenticeship programmes.

MEET  
SUZANNE 

SLATER

Suzanne Slater, assistant principal, Gateshead College



Graduates are essential to our businesses and 
the health of our regional economy. They’re our 
future business leaders, engineers and developers 
and they are the people who will build new 
enterprises and grow our existing businesses, 
years into the future. And with our North East 
universities producing graduates qualified in 
subjects ranging from Mechanical Engineering 
to Mandarin, what can we do to encourage as 
many of them as possible to use their skills in 
the region after graduation?

We’ve been speaking to both graduates and 
employers as part of our Live, Work and Stay 
campaign, asking them what makes the North East 
a great place for graduates and what businesses 
should be doing to encourage more young people 
to build their careers here.

For the graduates we spoke to, who worked in 
roles ranging from Engineer to Events Coordinator, 
a good quality of life and a lower cost of living 
combined with opportunities to develop their 
careers ranked highly in their reasons for choosing 
to live, work and stay in the North East. The 
North East’s friendly communities and stunning 
landscapes were also mentioned frequently, with 

graduates who are originally from other countries 
or areas of the UK saying they feel welcome and a 
part of the community here. 

Opportunities in a huge range of sectors, including 
our growing digital, energy and manufacturing 
sectors, play an important part, with graduates 
saying that they are attracted to organisations 
which provide them with the chance to develop 
new skills and work in varied, exciting roles which 
put them at the forefront of their industry. 

Businesses who employ graduates recognise them 
as critical to their futures, bringing fresh ideas, 
valuable skills and new perspectives. When it comes 
to retaining graduate talent within the region, 
business leaders recognised the importance of 
ongoing development opportunities, flexible work 
practices and strengthening links with schools, 
colleges and universities to help young people 
understand the range of career paths we have here 
in the North East.

Internship programmes give students a taste of 
working life within different companies, while 
businesses across a range of sectors recognise the 
value in partnership working, coming together to 

create a strong identity and highlight clear career 
paths which graduates can follow.

Currently, just over 55% of graduates who study in 
the North East remain here to work, according to 
a report by the Higher Education Careers Services 
Unit (Hecsu). This compares with 92% in Northern 
Ireland, the UK region which boasts the highest 
levels of graduate retention, and 39% in the East 
Midlands, the area with the lowest levels.

We know we can increase this percentage and, 
although there is still work to be done, it’s 
encouraging to hear from both graduates and 
employers who have a passion and belief in the 
North East as a great place to live, work and stay. 

Visit www.nelep.co.uk/live-work-and-stay and 
follow the #LiveWorkandStay hashtag to see 
what employers including Sunderland Software 
City, Bede Gaming and ORE Catapult have to say 
about graduate retention, and hear from graduates 
working in roles ranging from Managing Consultant 
at Nigel Wright through to Project Engineer at 
Fabricom Offshore Services and find out what 
made them decide to live, work and stay in the 
North East. 

HOW CAN WE ENCOURAGE MORE GRADUATES TO 
LIVE, WORK AND STAY IN THE NORTH EAST? 

North East employers and graduates are taking part in a campaign which aims to raise awareness of 
the range of career opportunities we have for graduates here in the North East. Michelle Rainbow, Skills 

Director at the North East LEP, explains more about the Live, Work and Stay campaign.

www.nelep.co.uk
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Andrew Macdonald and 
Ravneet Kaur of ORE Catapult



The resounding ‘Yes’ vote NE1 Ltd received in 
its BID re-election in 2018 was great news not 
just for the businesses it represents in Newcastle 
City Centre but also for the wider North East 
economy and young people in local schools and 
colleges across the city.

A third, five year business term for NE1 Ltd, running 
to March 2024, has secured NE1’s future and the 
future of one of its innovative projects, NE1 Can.  
The project aims to tackle the region’s skills gap 
by linking employers and businesses directly with 
young people to raise aspirations and to provide 
direct access to the next generation of talent, the 
region’s future workforce.

It is now full steam ahead for NE1 Can with an 
expansion of the programme of highly successful 
career insight days and employer engagement 
events it has hosted over the last 2 years.

The feedback from the 1500 young attendees from 
over 40 schools and 15 youth providers who have 
already benefited from the NE1 Can experience, 
has been overwhelmingly positive. Travelling from 
schools across the region, 99.5% say they would 
recommend NE1 Can’s activities to a friend, 
88% feel well prepared for their career path after 
attending an NE1 Can activity (from a starting 
point of 45%) and 90% (from a starting point of 
52%) feel they understand what employers are 
looking for from them in a job interview.   

Since its launch, NE1 Can has delivered a wide 
range of benefits for businesses and for young 
people. For businesses, as well as the opportunity 
to have early and direct access to talented young 
people, staff who have hosted the events say the 
experience has been incredibly rewarding and 
an enjoyable distraction from their daily routine.  
The events have also helped boost corporate 

team morale and provided an effective way of 
businesses engaging in and with the community.  
For young people NE1 Can events have helped 
expand horizons and provided young people with 
the knowledge and experience to help them make 
more informed career choices. On a practical level, 
the NE1 Can events have also provided CV and 
interview preparation training, careers guidance 
and career insight days. There have even been a 
number of job offers secured via the events.  

Last year, the NE1 Can team were exceptionally 
proud of the STEMtastic Event organised jointly 
with Virgin Money. 14 businesses across a range 
of STEM disciplines were involved together with 
over 200 young people from schools throughout 
Tyne and Wear. Hosted at Virgin Money’s flagship 
head office, the event showcased a range of STEM 
careers to an audience of pupils aged between 12 
and 14 years old who are starting to make key 
decisions about their academic futures and the 
career paths they could choose.

NE1 Can also ran a pilot programme with Newcastle 
City Council for more vulnerable learners from the 
Prosper Trust, exploring and expanding horizons for 
young people who were due to leave school but 
had no idea about next steps. The event gave most 
of the attendees their first experience of a real 
workplace environment.

A series of highly successful events for young 
women focusing on careers in which they are 
traditionally underrepresented were also organised 
by NE1 Can during 2018. Over 100 girls attended 
NE1 Can’s hands-on coding events organised 
with tech company Zerolight and attendees met 
female engineers and inspirational role models at 
engineering company, British Engines. 60 young 
people, including girls, also took part in an event 

to find out more about careers in construction 
in conjunction with contractors on site at NE1’s 
Bigg Market Heritage Lottery Funded rejuvenation 
project. This live construction site demonstrated 
the wide range of careers available within the 
sector - from conception and planning to project 
completion.

With the much-publicised education funding 
cuts, NE1 Can’s ability to facilitate career insight 
and taster days through NE1’s close links with 
businesses means that demand often outstrips 
supply - from both businesses and young people!

Teenagers frequently get a bad press but the young 
people who have attended NE1 Can’s programmes 
have been full of positivity and potential. It is 
evident that the regional youth market is brimming 
with talent. With a new year and a new five-year 
term for NE1 Ltd, NE1 Can is determined to do 
more to tap into this potential. The region’s young 
people are vital to filling the skills gaps in sectors 
such as technology, construction and finance.   

To attract and retain world class businesses and to 
staff the many market leading companies based 
here in the region, especially in the tech sector, the 
North East must be able to supply a steady stream 
of talented young people with the right skills and 
attitude.

NE1 Can is nurturing this talent pool and hopes 
that by doing so, it will help the city region to 
thrive. The need to inspire, train and retain the 
region’s talent is high on NE1’s agenda and it is at 
pains to involve as many businesses as possible in 
the campaign.  

Over 100 employers across 11 sectors have already 
engaged with NE1 Can and the target is to increase 
this substantially in 2019. 

By Louise Liddle, Business Network Manager, NE1 Can

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

NE1 Can continues its drive to address the region’s skill gaps
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www.newcastlene1ltd.com



Here, Paul Lott of Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP 
(GBLF) explains the importance of employers 
having a suitable written statement of 
particulars in place.

In accordance with section 1(2) of the Employment 
Rights Act (ERA) 1996 an employee has a statutory 
entitlement to receive, within two months of the 
commencement of their employment, a written 
statement of particulars of their employment. 
This must contain certain information including, 
but not limited to, the names of the employer and 
employee, the date that the employment began, 
the rate of pay, hours of work, terms relating to 
holidays, and rules relating to sickness or injury and 
sick pay.

Recently the Employment Appeal Tribunal 
confirmed in the case of Stefanko and others v 
Maritime Hotel ltd (2018) that if an employee 
has worked continuously for at least one month, 
they are entitled to a statement of employment 
particulars even where they have been employed 
for less than two months.  

The written statement of terms is not itself 
the contract but acts as evidence of what the 
contractual terms are, and if the employer fails to 

supply a statement within the prescribed period 
the employee has a statutory right to apply to 
an Employment Tribunal to determine upon the 
particulars which ought to have been given in a 
statement. 

Under Section 38 of the Employment Act 2002 
an Employment Tribunal can make an award of 
up to four weeks’ gross pay where the employer is 
in breach of the duty to supply the statement if a 
separate claim has been made to the Employment 
Tribunal by an employee to enforce other 
statutory rights i.e. unpaid wages, unfair dismissal, 
discrimination etc.

There is currently an exception to the right to 
receive a written statement for employees who 
work less than one month. However, it should 
be noted that with effect from 6 April 2020 new 
legislation will come into force which gives every 
employee and worker the right to a statement of 
employment particulars from the first day they are 
employed.  

In terms of the position regarding pay statements, 
currently Section 8 of the ERA 1996 requires that 
all ‘employees’ are provided with an itemised pay 
statement each time that they are paid and that 

this should be provided on or before the employee’s 
pay day. As a minimum this statement must show 
earnings before and after deductions and amounts 
for deductions, which may change from one period 
to another.  

The Employment Rights Act 1996 (Itemised Pay 
Statement) (Amendment) Order 2018 will come 
into force with effect from 6 April 2019. This Order 
extends the right to ensure that ‘workers’ also have 
the right to itemised statements, and under the 
Order employers must show the combined number 
of hours worked for which payment is being made, 
or itemise the figures for different types of work 
worked and/or different rates of pay.

If an employer fails to provide an itemised 
statement, the statement does not comply with 
the above, or a worker has questions as to what 
details should have been included in a statement 
of fixed deductions, workers will have recourse 
through the Employment Tribunal. 

With offices located in Newcastle and Chester-Le-
Street, GBLF offers a range of legal services across 
all areas of family, residential conveyancing, wills 
and probate, dispute resolution, corporate and 
commercial law. 
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NAVIGATING WRITTEN STATEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT 
PARTICULARS AND ITEMISED PAY STATEMENTS

For any business owner reaching a period of growth and creating new jobs is always an  
exciting prospect, but one task that should not be overlooked is creating a written statement of 

particulars for any new employee.

Paul Lott

GBLF   T: 0191 388 1778   E: info@gblf.co.uk   W: www.gblf.co.uk 



The Apprenticeship Levy, introduced in 2017, 
means that employers are paying in to receive 
ring fenced learning and development budget, 
drawn down from the levy. The apprenticeship 
reforms brought the previously distinct worlds 
of corporate learning and development and 
further education into closer contact than 
they have been before, once fully maximised 
and understood, the benefits are endless. The 
Apprenticeship standards are there to provide 
the flexibility to utilise industry specific 
qualifications.

It is important to recognise that apprenticeships 
can be used to support your whole business, not 
just young people at the start of their career; 
they can be used to upskill existing staff. Your 
existing programmes can also be transferred onto 
apprenticeships, providing consistency across your 
organisation.

Apprenticeships, from Level 3 through to Level 
7, have opened up many opportunities for 
upskilling existing staff. They have paved the way 
for an alternative route for training and career 
progression, as well as new roles.

By offering staff the option to upskill and reskill 
on the job gives employers the ability to address 
critical skills gaps and prepare their workforce for 
future roles. Companies who are maximising the 
levy funds available to them are utilising these 
programmes to increase the productivity and 
profitability of the workforce, as well as increasing 
employee engagement and decreasing attrition. 

Utilising the levy to its full potential can have a 
positive impact across your organisation and 
support your business strategies and operations 
and now is an ideal time to review your learning 
and development strategy to fully maximise the 
apprenticeship opportunity.

A way of introducing successful apprenticeship 
schemes is working with a provider who will not 
only take time to understand the unique training 
requirements of an organisation, but also one who 

has access to a network of fellow expert providers. 
These can be used as technical experts or an 
additional voice in the longer programmes.

In fact, according to gov.co.uk, 89% of employers 
report that apprenticeships improved the quality 
of their business, and boost productivity by an 
average of £214 a week. So let’s take a look at how 
you can make the most of your levy pot before you 
start to surrender your monthly payments in April 
2019:

1. Upskill existing staff

Existing staff can complete an apprenticeship 
in the same way as new starters, with 20% of 
their time allocated for study. Staff can now take 
apprenticeships at the same or lower qualification 
already held, as long as it’s in a different subject, 
where the individual needs significant new 
knowledge and skills. A great example of this is 
leadership and development, which people rarely 
do at university, but it is a valuable skill that is 
needed when entering the world of work.

2. Make sure your funds don’t expire

Levy funds expire after 24 months, so make sure 

you plan ahead and ensure you have employees 

ready to begin their training. Your digital account 

will automatically use the funds that entered your 

account first, which is a bonus. However, as of 

1st April 2019, the Government will reclaim your 

unused funds in monthly increments to spend on 

non-levy funded organisations, or your competitors 

who have already spent their levy pot.

3. Get additional funding for training when 

your levy runs out

If spending your whole levy pot isn’t a problem, the 

government will co-invest 90% of any additional 

training you wish to purchase – as long as you pay 

the remaining 10%.

4. Share it with your supply chain

Since 2018 the government have made it possible 

for employers to share their levy pot with other 

companies – so you can give up to 25% to your 

supply chain. This has many benefits, such as 

improving corporate relations and increased 

productivity across the supply chain. 

If you want to find out more about the Apprenticeship Levy, or hear anymore of Kate’s views, head over to www.gradvert.com

TIPS ON MAKING 
THE MOST 

OUT OF THE 
APPRENTICESHIP 

LEVY
Meet Kate Temple-Brown, 

Gradvert’s Strategic 
Apprenticeship Levy Consultant, 

and hear her views on how to 
make the most out of your 

Apprenticeship Levy.
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Kate Temple-Brown



It’s a mistake to assume because you’ve cracked 
one route to market, that you can easily duplicate 
those same methods, team structures, processes, 
KPIs, lead generation strategies and mirror them 
in a different route to market. 

Regardless of whether you sell a Consumer product/
service, or a Business to Business product/service, 
your route to market will fall into one or more of the 
categories below;

      i.Through your own sales effort or sales force
      ii.Through distribution/resellers
      iii.Through procurement 
      iv.Through retail space
      v.Through digital/e-commerce

1. Your own sales effort (a Direct Sales model)

This is what most people are thinking of when 
building a sales team. ‘Surely all I need to do is hire a 
load of BDMs and send them out on the road – yes?’ 
Err No! Not unless you want to burn a shed load of 
cash and waste a lot of time. 

Many of the decisions you need to make should be 
influenced by a number of variables. Size of market, 
average order value (and profit per order), transaction 
volume, size of your target customer etc.

Buyers today prefer to do much of their own 
research online before entertaining a real-person 
conversation. How can you facilitate this in your 
Direct Sales model? 

2. Distribution/resellers  
(or a ‘channel strategy’)

Similarly, your Distribution Sales Engine structure will 
depend on the same variables, the only difference 
being that you must also build into your value 
proposition a benefit to your distributors to want to 
sell on your behalf. 

Selling through a partner channel means you are 
hooking into someone else’s sales effort. How can 
you motivate them to want to be successful on 
your behalf? Do they need education, resources, 
information, incentives?

3. Procurement (be that private and/or public)

Procurement and tendering is a whole different 

ballgame and requires highly specialised skills. If this 
is a core route to market for you then you must be 
prepared to invest in specialist resources in order to 
give yourself a sales advantage.

4. Retail

Retail can be broken down further into temporary 
(exhibitions/pop-ups) or a permanent retail space 
in an owned/leased environment or within a 
concession. 

Retailers must understand the concepts of footfall 
and build an environment that entices people to 
want to come back time and time again – and that’s 
before your sell to them once inside! It’s no surprise 
that many struggling high-street retailers are leasing 
space to Costa, or that your local independent 
coffee shop is offering book club evenings, or flower 
arranging workshops. 

5. Digital/E-Commerce

In today’s world everyone must have a digital 
presence, either as part of an end-to-end sales cycle, 
or as a support to a different sales effort. None of the 
previous four routes to market can work in isolation. 

Five years ago, it was all about newsletter subscribers, 
then it became all about SEO and metadata, then 
pixels and re-marketing, now the greatest gains in 
digital marketing engagement are coming from the 
use of social media Messenger Bots – who knew! 

However, deploying an online digital strategy comes 
down to the same two principles. Do you reach your 
market direct through your own digital e-commerce 
platform, or via a third-party marketplace/portal 
such as Amazon, Ebay or a B2B third-party platform?

And of course, every digital strategy must also 
include Social, to find your crowd then re-direct 
them to your income generating channel – be that 
online or offline (or a combination of both). 

Note: it’s one of the hardest nuances to re-
direct traffic from online sources to offline retail 
environments. When people are online they prefer 
to stay there, so if you need to fill your showrooms, 
your coffee shop or your retail space you need to 
be creative to turn any online interest into physical 
people coming into a physical space.

How?

Even from the list above it’s clear to see how varied 
different routes to market require different thought, 
strategy, skill sets and Sales Engine requirements. 

Understand your current routes to market and if 
you are considering growing into a new channel, 
don’t assume you can merely duplicate what you’re 
already doing and gain traction. 

As always, start with what your customer wants 
and build a Sales Engine that meets their buying 
preferences. 

Want more? Follow this link www.companyshortcuts.com/neinsight

Nicola Cook. CEO of Company Shortcuts.

NOT ALL SALES 
ENGINES ARE 

CREATED EQUAL
One of the most popular parts of 
my live keynote is the explanation 

of the different types of buyers, 
their different motivations and the 

different types of Sales Engines 
a business must build in order to 
serve these differing customer 

journeys.
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As the new year is now upon us and the festivities 
are a distant memory, it’s likely that your staff 
are already planning their next breaks.

Now is the busiest time of year for booking holidays, 
as we long for a winter escape or a summer holiday 
for later in the year. As an employer, it is therefore 
good to get yourself prepared for the potential 
surge of holiday requests over the coming weeks.

Prepare for a rare calendar quirk

If your staff can’t wait until summer to get 
away, there is also a rare opportunity to have 18 
consecutive days off work whilst only using nine 
days of holiday! This is due to three bank holidays 
falling close together this year over the Easter 
break and first May bank holiday (19th April, 22nd 
April and 6th May).

It is likely that some will look to take advantage of 
maximising their holiday entitlement. This will be 
applicable in sectors where bank holidays are not 
counted as a normal working day.

Managing the ‘Holiday Hack’ as an employer

It is worth being aware of this as an employer: make 
sure that your acceptance of holiday requests is 
fair. Some staff may look to bag themselves this 
extended period of time off work before their 
colleagues.

Before making the decision to approve holiday, 

think about the impact that this extended period of 
time off may have. How will the rest of your team 
left in the office feel? Is there a potential dip in 
service to your customers?

One way to assist with this is to use an HR 
management system tool like HR Toolkit. It will 
enable you to clearly see who has requested time 
off over the same period before you approve any 

requests. It can also avoid the confusion of the 

growing pile of paper requests.

If Easter is a busy time for your business, think 

about communicating this to your teams now. This 

will help to avoid any last-minute disappointment 

if plans have been made without your approval.

Happy Holidays!
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IT’S THE START OF THE YEAR – ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES 
ALREADY THINKING OF THEIR HOLIDAY?

www.hrdept.co.uk



Have you ever wondered why some of the most 
successful organisations have deleted everything 
from their performance dashboards other than 
the customer? It’s simple, without customers 
you don’t have cash and without both of those 
you don’t need an operation or people and you 
don’t have a business. So clearly its blindingly 
obvious to take care of your customer as your 
absolute number one priority. All you need to do 
is make sure your customer feels loved by you 
and the rest will take care of itself. 

Emotional connections with brands provide a 
much greater guarantee of continued loyalty than 
customer satisfaction and service. When customers 
engage with you, they have high expectations 
about how they want to be treated and they want 
to be treated like a valued partner.

So, what are the benefits of customer love? 

When a business regularly shows its customers it 
loves them, that business also becomes a lovable 
brand and this has loads of benefits. You get 
referrals from your customers, evangelism, social 
sharing, testimonials, customer retention and 
loyalty, positive reviews and content generated by 
your customers. Your customers do your sales and 
marketing for you. 

Think about a brand you love. You tell friends and 
family to try its products or services (customer 
referrals), you talk about how much you love 
them (customer evangelism). You follow their 

social channels and share interesting content the 
brand creates (social sharing). You write a review 
(testimonials), You choose this brand over its 
competitors regardless of price or convenience 
(customer loyalty). 

So, what can you do to start spreading the 
customer love? 

Ensure your products or services have a compelling 
purpose, everything you do should be for the good 
of the customer not you. Give your customers early 
or exclusive access to new products or services, 
special events and offers. Honour original pricing 
to existing customers when making price increases. 
Certainly, don’t start charging them more than you 
do new customers. We all know a brand or two that 
does that don’t we? Reward customers for loyalty 
and referrals.

Showcase your brand’s personality. It's hard to love 
a business but it's easier to love people.

Give your customers recognition. Spread the 
customer love, positively promote your customers, 
retweet customers' tweets and show appreciation 
for the love they spread about you. Ask for 
customer feedback, never assume anything. 

Say thank you. Take every opportunity to thank 
customers for their business. They chose to give it 
to you over your competitors and you should be 
grateful. 

Surprise and delight your customers, add a bonus 
gift or provide free shipping or write a thank-you 
note. Everyone likes to feel special especially your 
customers. 

Happy Valentine’s Day from all the team at CXY.

CUSTOMER 
LOVE 

So, February is the month of 
love, it’s the month within which 
we celebrate Valentine’s day, so 
why not celebrate the love you 
have for your customers. You do 

love them, don’t you? 

www. getcxy.com
rachel@getcxy.com

THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE  
PLAYBOOK PROGRAM
IN 2018 WE HELPED OUR CUSTOMERS INCREASE  
THEIR PROFITS BY BETWEEN 24% AND 95% 
 
WANT TO DO THE SAME? 

CONTACT US TODAY TO FIND OUT HOW OUR CX  
EXPERTS CAN HELP YOU IN 2019
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Kate and Kennedy, the CXY founders.



rachel@getcxy.com
www. getcxy.com

I N S I G H T
NORTHERN

Book your tickets today at eventbrite.co.uk

Networking opportunties.

Venue:
Crathorne Hall
Wednesday 6th March
6pm - 8pm

INSIGHT TO  
CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCE
In 2018 we helped our customers increase  
their profits by between 24% and 95% 
 
Want to do the same?
Attend our Insight to Customer Experience 
event to find out how our business experts 
can help your business thrive in 2019.

THE SECRET  
SAUCE TO  
GROWING  
YOUR BUSINESS!

Customer experience is the key 
to growing your business by 
emotionally connecting with 
prospects, customers and people.
 
What do you get if you cross  
a customer experience heavy-
weight with a human behaviour 
obsessive and mind reader?

Answer: Practical business  
growth strategies delivered in  
a truly entertaining, inspiring  
and unforgettable way.
 
Kennedy will share with you 
the four elements of amazing 
Customer Experience that cause 
customers to love you, stick with 
you, never look elsewhere, tell their 
friends, bring you more business  
- and make them willing to pay 
'above average' prices. Removing 
price competition altogether.
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www.radionorthumberland.com

Listen to the  
Northern Insight  
Business Show  
on Radio  
Northumberland 

I N S I G H T
NORTHERN

The wife of a North East TV legend has cut the ribbon at the 
official reopening of Newcastle Building Society’s upgraded 
Whickham branch.

Pam Neville, widow of much-loved news broadcaster Mike 
Neville, is a long-standing Society customer and was invited 
to do the honours at the reopening ceremony for the Front 
Street branch.

The refurbished 1,000sqft branch provides Society customers 
with better access to services, information and advice in an 
open plan environment, as well as additional space for their 
transactions.

A small community space also forms part of the new design, 
offering a comfortable, bright venue overlooking Front Street in 
which local people can hold meetings and events free of charge.

The creation of enhanced facilities at the Whickham branch are 
the latest stage of a continuing multi-million pound investment 
programme across the whole of the Society’s branch network.

STREET ZERO LAUNCHES 
IN NEWCASTLE

An ambitious and committed partnership of 
agencies has been launched to put an end to 
rough sleeping on the streets of Newcastle.

The new and innovative partnership entitled 
Street Zero brings together key partners who 
are collectively developing a city-wide strategy 
to deliver compassionate solutions to prevent 
homelessness.

The partnership brings together organisations 
from public, business, charities and community 
organisations, a collaboration that is essential since 
the complex challenges that lead to rough sleeping 
can’t be managed by a single agency alone.

The board’s newly developed approach revolves 
around prevention, responding and transforming. 
Prevention looks at how to stop people having 
to sleep rough, responding is about providing 
personalised support and transforming changes the 
city’s accommodation and support services. 

By working in partnership and implementing new 
strategies, it is anticipated that the lives of many 
vulnerable people will change for the better over 
the next four years.

FROM BUILDING SHIPS 
TO BUILDING FUTURES

A new opportunity to help people get back into 
meaningful employment after long term illness 
has been launched in North Tyneside and is 
giving participants a future based on Wallsend’s 
past.

Kelly Oliver Dougall of skills training provider and 
specialist carers Cygnet North East has launched 
the new programme Create Your Future, with the 
aim of helping people with health conditions regain 
skills to ease them back into employment.

Create Your Future looks at the economic and 
commercial history of Wallsend using art and 
creative writing as a means of getting people 
involved. 

Kelly said: “The course breaks down barriers 
between disability and employers, builds self-
confidence and belief and at the end of the project, 
we will have a number of pieces of art that we can 
showcase to the local community.” 

Kelly is encouraging businesses to support the 
programme by giving talks, helping with activities 
or contributing stories about Wallsend in the past.

PUNKS PUTS 
LOANSHARKS IN  

THEIR PLACE
More than 310,000 households in the UK are 
currently using illegal money lenders. Loan 
sharks destroy lives and can push victims to the 
brink of suicide due to the extreme misery they 
cause.

Now, however, a unique project funded by proceeds 
of crime money has created a radio show and a 
punk song to help get the message across that help 
is available.

Radio Northumberland has created a one hour show 
which features talented singer songwriter Peter 
Leithead (Peesh) from Ashington, Northumberland, 
and creative poet Beverley Warner (Cherry B) from 
Harlow, Essex.

The unlikely pair met on a TyneIdols punk tour of 
Newcastle hosted by punk music presenter Keith 
Newman whose show New Wave with Newman 
is one of the station’s flagship productions. The 
pair have played all across the UK and featured in 
many festivals including the famous Rebellion Punk 
Festival in Blackpool.

The song penned by Cherry and Peesh entitled 
‘Loan Shark’ spreads the message that there are 
alternatives to using loan sharks and that help is 
always available when needed.

PAM NEVILLE CUTS THE RIBBON



23-25 Clayton Road  Jesmond  Newcastle upon Tyne  0191 212 1123

“To eat well in 
England, you 

should have 
breakfast three 
times a day.”  

Somerset Maughan

Breakfast served 
all day, every day!

Valentines Evening -  
Thursday 14th February

Enjoy an intimate three-course dinner with  
a glass of Champagne followed by coffee  

and truffles - £42.50 pp

Sparkling Wine Tasting aDinner -  
Thursday 28th February

Join David Joselyn from Hallgarten wines  
for a four-course dinner with matching  

wines - £49.50 pp

Bergerac Wine Tasting Dinner -  
Thursday 14th March

Join wine writer Helen Savage for an 
evening of delight with a four-course dinner 

and matching wines - £44.50 pp

Afternoon Tea Event -  
Friday 22nd March

Spend a leisurely afternoon with friends and 
family indulging in Afternoon Tea -  

from £18.50 pp
Reservations essential - to book call 0191 487 6017.  

Find our more visit www.eslingtonvilla.co.uk

EVENTS TO SAVOUR



Bryony Gibson, managing director of Bryony Gibson Consulting, shares six things you should  
expect from any good recruitment partner.

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A RECRUITMENT AGENCY

www.BryonyGibson.com Jobs. Advice. Expertise.

Bryony
Gibson
Consulting
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Bryony Gibson

Maybe it’s because I work in it, or because I’m a 
bit biased or sensitive to it, but for some reason, 
it often seems like the recruitment industry gets 
a negative press. 

Sure, there are some bad recruiters out there - like 
the ones who blindly fire CV’s out in the hope that 
someone fits the bill - but the truth is that there 
are an awful lot more good ones around and to tar 
an entire sector with one brush makes absolutely 
no sense. It’s just not the way business works. 

Like any service-based company, a recruitment 
agency is reliant upon the skills of its people. 
It’s those people who perform well or poorly, so 
if you’re currently working with a recruitment 
partner, or thinking about it, these six qualities are 
the very least you should expect:

      1. Honesty and Transparency: a healthy 
working relationship must be fair, ethical and 
transparent. In recruitment, this particularly 
applies to the current state of the market 
and whether your expectations can be met. 
It also relates to recruitment fees, placement 
terms and conditions and who it is that will be 
representing you and working on your behalf.

      2. Sector Expertise: a specialist recruiter 
will be able to demonstrate that they are 

experienced in your industry and a leading 
authority in the market. They’ll be highly 
networked, knowledgeable about the latest 
trends and job movements and, because they 
know the best people, will be able to give you 
an immediate advantage.

      3. Unbiased: a good recruiter recognises the 
importance of diversity in successful teams and 
will work with you to make sure you find the 
right person in terms of experience, culture fit 
and balance; without settling for anything less 
than the best people. 

      4. Respect: this means for confidentiality and 
privacy, but also for you, your business and 
your timescales. They will be a consummate 
professional and, rather than focusing on sales, 
will work with you to find the best solution 
possible.

      5. Great Communication: hiring in a market 
when talent is in high demand requires 
regular contact throughout the recruitment 
process. As well as keeping you up to date, 
your recruitment consultant should also listen 
carefully so that they understand your needs 
and can react quickly when required.

      6. Helpful and Supportive: flexible in their 
approach and happy to offer strategic advice 
and salary guidance at any time, your contact 
should be willing to support you throughout 
the whole recruitment journey - and beyond. 
By investing time in building a strong 
relationship with you and your team, they 
will understand your business in depth and 
be on the constant look out for people and 
opportunities that are perfect for you.

I often ask myself what people expect when it 
comes to a recruitment partner and, as well as 
being excellent at what they do, at the top of the 
list should be professionalism, high quality service, 
honesty, integrity, a positive, helpful manner and 
good value for money. 

In my experience, when you’re working with a 
recruiter they will be motivated by one of two 
things: hitting their targets, or people. A good 
recruiter is someone who places the right people 
in the right job, not just for the company, but for 
the job seeker too.

There are a lot of us about, but if you agree that 
“people are a company’s greatest asset”, then 
choosing the right recruitment partner is one of 
the most important decisions you will ever make. 
Be selective. Don’t ever settle for less. 



As your trusted partner we take care of all the stress related to business so that you 
can concentrate on what you enjoy doing – growing your business.   

Get in touch today to see how we can help you.

*T&C’s Apply. Visit www.smecofe.com for all terms and conditions.

ALL YOUR BUSINESS 
NEEDS UNDER ONE ROOF
SME CofE Northumberland (Ponteland) 

SME CofE aims to be the leading Small to Medium Enterprise (SME) Support Hub. A truly 
collaborative and ethical approach that will provide a one stop High quality centre of 

excellence for All support needs, helping SMEs to start, survive and thrive.

We can provide you with 7 posts per week on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram with 1 update to Linkedin 
weekly. We also provide you with a monthly newsletter and a monthly analytics report. 

Please note this is our entry level package and we do cater for larger requirements upon request.
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Ammar Mirza CBE is the founder and chairman of Asian Business Connexions, Board member of North East LEP and holds various other  
positions across the private, public and third sectors.

DO THE LIGHT THING
Growing up, being a millionaire was everyone’s ambition as there weren’t that many around. Now people 

snort at millions, with the Times Rich List featuring billionaires and governments talk about trillions. 

Ammar Mirza CBE

To put things into context 1 million seconds is 12 
days, a billion seconds is 31 years and a trillion 
31,688 years, which probably explains the fixation 
of a billion and trillion.

As January kicked off, having had a wonderful 
Christmas and New Year celebrating with the family 
and friends, alongside getting the work balance 
right, Time Management sprung to mind. It’s odd 
how many people and organisations are fixated on 
managing time, which is impossible to do.  Time will 
run regardless, the seconds, minutes and hours pass; 
it is what we do with our time that is important. 

Working with a young and dynamic team 
spread across the world, effective and regular 
communication is critical and our weekly and daily 
updates have helped my organisations grow. These 
are the skills that we deliver through the PIE Charity 
which I helped establish six years ago within a school 
in Walker which has now grown to become the 
largest enterprise and STEM focused charity within 
the North East and the only one delivering formal 
vocational qualifications to primary aged pupils.

We focus on areas where children are less 
advantaged, helping them understand, appreciate 
and develop the key skills that will help these young 
people succeed in life. Making money shouldn’t be 
seen as a dirty word, as it gives people options, and 
we need to encourage young people to become the 
best they can be, through positive role modelling 
and business engagement. The support from local 
and regional organisations has been overwhelming 
as they see the difference our charity makes.

A regular comment from the pupils during the 
enterprise activities that the children participate in 
within school is how fast time flies, as they are having 
fun and learning real life skills. This clearly relates 
to the fact when Einstein was asked to explain his 
theory of relativity in simple terms, Einstein replied, 
“sit with a pretty girl for an hour and it seems like 
a minute. That’s relativity.” Or, alternatively as Sunil 
Bali says, “The length of a minute depends on which 
side of the bathroom door you are.”

Time tends to increase or decrease depending how 
conscious you are of it.

When you’re feeling stressed, time goes slowly, 
but when you’re in the moment, loving life with a 
lightness of being, then you seem to have all the 
time you need...you look at your watch and what 
seemed like magic moments and minutes, turn out 
to be happy hours and delightful days.

The ancient Greeks had two different words for time:

      Chronos - this is calendar time. Seconds, 
minutes, hours and days

      Kairos - this literally means, “when the time is 
right”

Most of us wear chronometers (watches). But what 
if we wore kairometers instead which tapped into 
our heart, our gut and our soul, so we took the right 
action at the right time. To eat only when we’re 
hungry, to rest whenever we’re tired, and to take the 
action that our intuition is nudging us to take.

Time is a bit like the wind, it lifts the light and leaves 
the heavy.

So make sure you do the light thing.



Over the past 6 years we have worked with 100’s schools, 4000 pupils and 100 businesses.  
This year we want to help even more young people, connecting them local businesses.

Led by Sir John Hall and various business, community and military leaders the BIG PIE Challenge 2019 
will be bigger and better with the most enterprising school competing for a top prize of £5000.

On Thursday 14th February at Fenham Barracks 10 finalist primary schools from across the  
North East will come together to showcase their STEM and Enterprise activities as part of 
the BIG PIE Challenge. Come and join our future engineers, coders and entrepreneurs and  

celebrate their successes. 

The PIE Project Charity develops the skills needed in our young to become better equipped for  
the world of work. For the first time in the UK, we deliver vocational qualifications to 9 to 12 year 

olds to help raise their ambitions and realise their aspirations.

Please consider supporting this North East Charity and helping your local school either by donating – 
all funds go towards delivering the Challenge - or volunteering as a PIE’Oneer.   

COME AND JOIN US ON THE 14TH FEBRUARY 1PM @ FENHAM BARRACKS AND SEE HOW YOU 
CAN HELP MAKE THE NORTH EAST THE MOST ENTERPRISING REGION.  

RSVP PETER.NEE@PIEPROJECT.ORG

PART OF THE #PRIMARY2PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN

THE BIG PIE CHALLENGE  
2019

Registered in England No. 10257850 Charity Registration No. 1169362                                                                                                           Part of the #Primary2Prosperity Campaign

Primary Inspiration Through Enterprise (PIE) Project Trust Limited.  
The Beacon, Westgate Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE4 9PN (U.K.)    

Email: info@pieproject.org       Web: www.pieproject.org       Twitter @PIEProjectUK       Facebook PIEProjectNE



The mortgage and financial protection 
consultancy is entering its fourth year in 
business, and with a strong team of six, the 
company is driving forward even harder to 
succeed.

Over the last year, owner Martin has grown the 
team with the addition of mortgage expert Nicola 
Cowan and equity release specialist Steve Wilson.  
This made MG Financial Solutions one of only 
700 practicing consultants in the UK qualified to 
deliver the service.  Martin said:

“The equity release market is growing now it is 
properly regulated and it is being used to meet 
mortgage holders needs responsibly. There are 
choices available now for people in the UK aged 
over 55 that fulfill a strict criteria, that free up 
capital, in payment free terms until an agreed 
time. This is really attractive to people wanting 
to help children, pass on financial support, release 
funds to achieve their dreams or simply just to 
have the choice to stay in their existing home. 

“It is a service we launched just a few months ago 
and the demand has been incredible. Steve has 

already completed on a number of applications.”

The team have supported a wide and large 
range of clients in securing mortgages too. This 
includes self employed applicants, those with low 
income, challenging personal circumstances such 
as maternity leave and of course, the straight 
forward mortgage or remortgage applications. 
Their success has added up to the tune of £50m 
in the last 12 months. Martin said: “To secure 
that volume of money in mortgage applications 
in just our third year of trading far surpasses 
where I though we would be. What I am most 
pleased about though is the success we have 
had in securing our clients the best rates and 
packages for their circumstances. Because of that 
we have many happy customers who are already 
returning as their current fixed rate ends, with the 
confidence we will sort their next deal out quickly 
and professionally.”

As well as mortgages and equity release, MG 
Financial Solutions have seen an upturn in people 
being aware of the needs to take out financial 
protection. The trend is showing that people 
want to be prepared should the worst occur 

and are securing protection to ensure that the 
family is well provided for. Martin and Nicola are 
particularly well versed in finding the best offers 
and policies for income protection, life insurance 
and critical illness cover. Martin concluded: “It 
is all important in today’s society that we think 
ahead and protect ourselves. The premiums for 
cover now are of a realistic level and many are 
discovering that policy is worth its weight in gold 
at some point throughout their life. We strive 
to match the best cover for the most suitable 
premium and never sell unless we believe it is 
what our client needs. This approach has seen a 
boom in uptake of this service too. 

“We are really looking forward to our new 
financial year in 2019, with even more services to 
be added, further skills and training for the team 
and constant high quality customer care! ”

MG Financial Solutions is directly authorised by 
the Financial Conduct Authority, which means 
the team can search the whole of market to give 
advice on the most suitable options for individual 
circumstances. 

More information can be found at www.mgfinancialsolutions.co.uk or by calling 0191 259 4616 to make an initial appointment.

MG GEARED FOR BIGGEST YEAR YET
MG Financial Solutions Ltd has geared itself up to take this financial year by the horns, after closing  

the last year with its most successful year with over £50m in mortgages secured. 
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Whether you’re a small sole trader 
needing to purchase a new vehicle 
or fleet, or a large limited company 
looking to replace your machinery 
or expand to new areas, Advanced 
Funding Solutions can help arrange 
the best possible asset finance to give 
your business the best possible start in 
2019.

If you need a cash boost to purchase 
equipment, machinery, technology or 
vehicles or if you need to upgrade your 
equipment to win new contracts or to 
invest in your infrastructure to keep up 
with the competition, we can help.

There are multiple options to provide 
you with this year, each tailored to your 
bespoke requirements. It’s not one-cap-
fits-all like many online companies, we’re 
taking your individual circumstances 
and provide you with the best financial 
solution.

Hire purchase

This is the most traditional form of asset 
finance when you want to own the asset 
outright. Interest charges can be either 
on a fixed or variable rate. The finance 
term can be structured to suit individual 

company cash flow requirements from 
12-84 months and a residual (balloon) 
payment can be introduced to lower the 
monthly finance repayment.

Finance lease

Different from hire purchase in that 
ownership never passes to the named 
customer in the finance agreement. The 
finance company effectively owns the 
asset, which is then rented to you over 
a predetermined length of time. At the 
end of the agreed finance agreement, 
you typically have the option to either 
retain the use of the asset by paying a 
fee, sell the goods to a third party (on 
behalf of the finance company) or return 
the asset(s) to the finance company.

Operating lease

An operating lease agreement allows 
you to enjoy the usage of a vehicle or 
piece of equipment without incurring 
some of the risks of ownership such as 
depreciation. The funding provider will 
take all the risk of the future value of the 
asset. This enables you to use the asset 
throughout the agreement with the 
added benefit of a built-in residual value.

For more information and advice, contact Advanced Funding Solutions at www.advancedfunding.co.uk or 0191 486 2089.

THE FINANCIAL SOLUTION TO YOUR GROWTH 
PROBLEMS
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For more information,  
visit www.explorewealth.co.uk or call us on  
0191 285 1555 to arrange a free consultation.

Explore Wealth Management Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Dreaming of retirement  
but worried about the 
financial implications  of 
giving up work?
Plan ahead with confidence with Explore Wealth Management.

Our highly-experienced team of advisers can help you 
develop a personalised financial plan  so you can enjoy 
your retirement, stress free.
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Did you always envisage a career in the industry?

I have always had an interest in photography since I received a 
Minolta film Camera for my 21st birthday, some 40 years ago. 
Photography has evolved so much with the developments in 
technology, so I have had to evolve with it. Last few years have 
seen the introduction of aerial imagery with the use of UAV’s 
(drones).

What is your favourite aspect of the job?

The variety of the job. No commission is the same, so this job 
provides so much variety as well as giving me the opportunity to 
network with so many people and from so many different walks 
of life.

What has been your career defining moment? 

This year I joined a business networking group called BNI, it stands 
for Business Network International and it has added so many 
facets to my offerings, as well giving me the opportunity to meet 
other entrepreneurs. A referral that I received through one of the 
members of the group that I am part of was to compile a video 
for the charity, Children North East. I recently found out that video 
has been nominated for a Charity Film Award. 

How do you measure success? 

I measure success based on the number of happy clients that I 
have, who will continue to use my services based on the high 
level of quality that I provide. I go above and beyond with any 
commission undertaken, ensuring that my clients’ needs are met 
with high quality imagery, professionalism and advice.

What have been the biggest changes in the industry since 
you started?

Photography has benefitted from so many technological changes 
recently, and as a result, so many more people have moved in the 
industry producing so much more competition. Photography is an 
emotive and subjective emotion, so it is all about developing with 
the technology, which in turn assists me in developing my style 
and learning something new every day.

How has your skillset developed accordingly?

In the world of photography, it is so important to stay up to date. 
Not only with technology but with the requirements and needs of 
my clients. Last year saw the introduction of aerial imagery and I 
took the qualification to enable me to fly a drone commercially 
through the Civil Aviation Authority. This has been a great addition 
to the business. 

Are you a risk taker by nature or more conservative?

I am a risk taker and I am great believer in that I can make anything 
work. If you don’t take risks, the chances are you will remain 
stagnate and being left behind, not only in this industry but in life.

To what would you attribute your success? 

I am a highly motivated individual, working hard to achieve my 
goals and providing a service that goes above and beyond for my 
clients.

What’s your biggest weakness and how have you  
managed this? 

I guess everyone has weaknesses. Tough one, but will choose not to 
have them published, if that’s OK! 

How do you remain motivated? 

I love what I do, so it is easy to stay motivated. Loving what I do 
and staying motivated provides a good quality of life. Everyone 
strives for a good quality of life. I am fortunate enough to have this 
with my wife Gill, and the rest of our family.

Would you prefer to be liked or respected?

Without a doubt respected. Whether people choose to like me or 
not like me is not really high on the agenda. What you see is what 
you get and I think that to be respected is far more important. 
People who respect you tend to like you anyway. 

I’ll retire when?

Life is for living and they say you will never work another day in 
life when you do something that you love. So, I guess I will retire 
on the day I die.

STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of  
the most accomplished professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major  

players with 20+ years’ experience in their respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into  
what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

PAUL BOOTH
Pixx Media Limited
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Elaine Reay has been managing the Langley 
House Residential Care Home in Horden near 
Peterlee through her care consultancy Resolve 
Care for the last four years on behalf of the 
Durham Aged Mineworkers Homes Association.

She has now acquired the 26-bed property from 
the charity with a view to extending the care 
services it provides to residents out into the local 
community.

And Elaine is also looking at further care home 
acquisition opportunities across the North East 
as part of plans to build a wider healthcare group 
across the region.

Michael Cantwell and Matthew Flinders of RMT 
Accountants & Business Advisors worked with 
Elaine on all aspects of the acquisition, while legal 
advice was provided by Craig Malarkey, partner in 
Corporate & Commercial Team at Tilly Bailey & 
Irvine LLP.

Langley House is a purpose-built single storey 
nursing care home situated in the centre of 
Horden, close to all local amenities, and is run by 
a 35-strong team.  Most of its residents live there 
on a permanent basis, but it also offers two respite 
care beds.

A nurse by training, Elaine Reay has been working in 

the healthcare sector for more than 30 years.  She 
moved into the private sector in the mid 1990s and 
established her own care consultancy ten years ago 
to provide bespoke care planning, management and 
consultancy services to a range of industry clients. 

Elaine Reay says: “Langley House is a high quality 
facility run by an excellent team, and having 
managed for the last four years, we know both the 
property and the people living and working there 
very well.

"When the opportunity arose to take it on, it 
seemed like a very natural step to take, and it's 
exciting to have now completed the purchase. 

"We'll be maintaining our links with the Durham 
Aged Mineworkers Homes Association, and will be 
looking to extend the services that we offer within 
Langley House out into the local community, so 
that older local people can also get the support 
they need within their own homes.

“We believe there are also opportunities to build 
a small group of residential properties within the 
region through which we can provide a consistent 
level of high quality care services, and we're now 
actively looking at further acquisition options.

“The advice and guidance I've had from both 
RMT and TBI has been absolutely first class.  Their 

support has been central to making this acquisition 
plan a reality and they helped take all the worries 
right out of the purchase process."  

Michael Cantwell, head of corporate finance at 
RMT Accountants, adds: " Elaine has both a hugely 
impressive industry track record and a real passion 
for providing the best possible support for the 
people in her care, and we've been working with 
her for many months to ensure everything about 
this acquisition went as smoothly as possible.

"Langley House and its residents are in extremely 
safe hands and we're pleased to have played our 
part in enabling her to make this acquisition, as 
well as to be supporting Elaine as she plans her 
next move."

Craig Malarkey, partner in the Corporate & 
Commercial Team at Tilly Bailey & Irvine LLP, says: 
“It was a pleasure to work with Elaine and Michael 
on this transaction. Elaine clearly has the residents’ 
interests at heart and it was our job to ensure the 
process went as smoothly as possible to allow her 
to focus on continuing to provide the best possible 
service to the residents.

“I am pleased that we have managed to achieve 
this and that Elaine can take the business forward 
with the exciting plans she has in place. “

CARE PROFESSIONAL ELAINE TAKES THE REINS  
AFTER ACQUIRING HORDEN CARE HOME

An experienced care professional is set to combine her healthcare and business expertise after  
acquiring a County Durham residential care home.
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Elaine Reay (centre) with (from left) Matthew Flinders and Michael Cantwell 
of RMT Accountants, Craig Malarkey of Tilly Bailey & Irvine LLP and Paul 
Mullis of the Durham Aged Mineworkers Homes Association 

www.r-m-t.co.uk
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Peter R
utherford

Why? Because we all have tax allowances that, if 
we do not utilise in a timely manner, we will lose.

As a consequence of this, I have produced a short 
check list for you to consider. It is not exhaustive, 
as individual circumstances could mean that there 
is much more to do.

ISAs

Make sure you have maximised your investment 
in ISAs for the tax year, if possible. Individuals are 
allowed to invest £20,000 and you can replace 
withdrawals or charges made during the year.

Inheritance Tax

If you are trying to reduce your IHT liability you 
can give away £3,000pa and it is immediately 
outside of your estate. If you did not gift anything 
in the previous tax year, then you can add that back 
in giving a total of £6,000. However, that is as far 
back as you can go.

Income tax planning

If you own your own business, you can pay yourself 
a tax-free dividend of £2,000 as part of your 
remuneration package. It is tax free regardless of 
how much you earn. 

Income over £150,000 per annum is taxed at 
45% but because you lose the personal allowance, 
income between £100,001 and £123,700 is taxed 
at an eye-watering effective top rate of 60%!

You should consider the following tips to reduce 
your tax bill.

     Individuals with incomes near these thresholds 
could cut their tax liabilities by reducing their 
taxable income below £123,700 or £150,000.

      Consider making pension contributions or 
payments to charities or community amateur 
sports clubs all of which will reduce your taxable 
income. Remember to include them on your tax 
return as a higher rate tax payer to get the tax 
relief.

Pensions

Changes over the last few years have altered 
the pensions landscape substantially offering 
greater freedom and flexibility than ever before. 
In planning terms there are a number of things to 
consider before 5 April 2019:

      In order to qualify for tax relief, the annual 
contribution limit for an individual (known as 
the Annual Allowance which covers the total 
of personal contributions and those made by 
an employer) is £40,000, within pension input 
periods (‘PIP’s) in the year ending 5 April 2019. 
You receive tax relief for the contributions at 
your highest marginal tax rate. However, this 
could be reduced by £1 for every £2 of ‘income’ 
if you earn over £150,000 in a tax year, until 

your allowance drops to £10,000. This is an 
extremely complicated area, so it is essential 
that you seek advice.

      If you have not made contributions up to the 
limit in 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/2018 then 
the unused Annual Allowance may be available 
for carry forward into 2018/2019. However, 
you must have been a member of a registered 
pension scheme in the tax year giving rise to the 
unused allowance and any contributions made 
in the year reduce the amount available to bring 
forward.

In this article I have just touched on some 
mainstream areas. However, individual 
circumstances may dictate that other solutions are 
considered. Here at Rutherford Hughes, we believe 
we have the knowledge and experience to assist 
you and to enhance your financial position. 

If you or would like more information, or would 
like to discuss your own position, then please do 
not hesitate to contact me or my colleague, David 
Hughes.  

Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office &  
Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.

TIME TO GET 
YOUR HOUSE IN 

ORDER
We are rapidly approaching the 

tax year end, 5th April.  
It comes around every year and 
it is important to think about  

it in advance. 
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Peter Rutherford is a director at Rutherford Hughes Ltd. He can be contacted on 0191 229 9600  
peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com       www.rutherfordhughes.com 



The company is delighted to have received its 
Cyber Essential Plus mark from the National 
Cyber Security Centre, meaning that its internal 
and online IT systems are considered completely 
secure against any form of cyber attack. 

Cascade is an independent and transparent 
service created to generate enhanced cash returns 
and increased protection on deposits through 
professional cash management.  

The Cascade team of eleven administer cash 
savings on behalf of clients and depositors, who can 
also use the portal to administer their own savings.  
Partners including IFA’s, solicitors, attorneys, 
accountants and many more can also self-brand 
the product for presentation to their own clients.

Cascade was recently shortlisted for a National 
Innovation Award for the Best Technology Initiative, 
at the London Institute of Banking & Finance’s 
annual Financial Innovation ceremony. 

Its managing director Dr Emma Black has recently 
won high accolade in both the Forward Ladies 
national awards for Best Digital Company and 
in the North East Business Awards for Digital 

Performance. Dr Emma said: “In every way we can, 

the team and I are constantly driving the company, 

the digital technology as well as our customer 

care and performance onwards and upwards. To 

have our cyber security independently certified 

at the highest levels gives complete confidence in 

the security on our online portal and shows that 

our investment in the highest standards for our 

technology is all worth it. 

“We are delighted to have the Cyber Essentials Plus 
accreditation and are confident that this will stand 
us in even better stead to grow the client base, the 
deposits made and the business over the coming 
year!”

Cyber Essentials Plus is endorsed by the GCHQ 
National Cyber Security Centre. The Cascade Portal 
underwent rigorous testing from independent 
experts that form a Certification Body, as part 
of the government-backed scheme. The process 
ensures that all GDPR compliance is in place 
and that the online portal is not at risk of being 
compromised. 

This is all important when the scale of Cascade’s 
online activity is appreciated. To date the team 
have administered over £700m of savings deposits. 

The online portal is the only one of its kind in the UK 
allowing independent and unbiased cash solutions 
meaning that clients don’t have to choose only one 
bank. With the online portal and Cascade’s client 
support team, all banks are accessed quickly and 
easily, on a daily basis.
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More information is available on www.cascade.co.uk

CASCADE AWARDED CYBER ESSENTIALS PLUS 
ACCREDITATION

Cascade Cash Management (Cascade) has started 2019 with a brand new accreditation that positions 
them as one of the UK’s safest online financial portals. 

Dr Emma Black



The historical and beautiful building, which has 
undergone a £1.2m renovation, is now buzzing 
with scores of tenants happily performing better 
than ever from their new luxury office space. 

The last offices to be released, now ready and 
waiting for their new occupiers  are the Henry 
Bolckow room and the Mo Mowlem room. 

The Henry Bolckow is perfect for up to 12 
desks whilst the Mo Mowlem can comfortably 
accommodate 14 desks, meaning they are the ideal 
space for an energetic SME. Both these rooms can 
come coordinated with an adjoining smaller office 
if desired, ideal for two managers/directors or to 
use as a meeting room. 

And, due to a number of the very first tenants 
moving up to some of the building’s larger offices, 
a handful of smaller offices are becoming available 
for new tenants to snap up and enjoy. Some of the 

offices have the benefit of opening out onto the 
stunning business lounge, whilst others come with 
rather special parquet flooring.  

Facilities manager, Christine Huntington, said: “We 
have some amazing tenants here, too many to 

mention now, and it is very rewarding to see them 
thrive due to the positivity of the building. We are 
delighted that those that are growing want to stay 
in the building and are upsizing to larger offices 
here. It gives more smaller companies the chance 
to enjoy moving in too. 

“There are some good rates available at the 
moment, with our larger offices being immediately 
available now. The larger the office, the better a 
package per desk we can offer, so those interested 
shouldn’t be put off thinking we are too expensive! 
And what you get in return is, of course, excellent 
return on investment!”

As well as office space, Commerce House is proud 
to thriving in its other services, including virtual 
tenancy, co working, hot desking, and event hosting 
in its Chairman’s Room boardroom, business lounge 
and events room.

More information is available on www.commerce-house.co.uk or by calling 01642 917 116.
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2019 SET TO BE AN EXCITING YEAR FOR  
COMMERCE HOUSE

Commerce House in Middlesbrough is celebrating becoming a fully established, thriving business  
community, less than a year after opening its doors. And as part of that celebration,  

potential tenants are in for some good news. 



Commerce Chambers Ltd  

Commerce House, 

1 Exchange Square, 

Middlesbrough TS1 1DE 

t: 01642 917 116

commerce-house.co.uk

 READY 
 FOR 
 BUSINESS
And with offices 
filling fast!

n  IMPRESSIVE 
OFFICE SPACE

n	 BOARDROOM

n HOT DESKS

n BUSINESS LOUNGE

n MEETING ROOMS

n VIRTUAL OFFICE

n  CUTTING EDGE 
TECHNOLOGY

Commerce House, the outstanding, iconic, grade II listed 
building in the heart of Middlesbrough is now fully 
refurbished and has released the last of its stunning office 
space. With rooms available for two to fourteen people.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House is the perfect opportunity for a head 
office, satellite office or to expand operations within the prestigious TS1 area of 
Middlesbrough in the heart of the newest regenerated location in the region. 
And now we have some great deals available for a limited time only!

To find out more and to take advantage of this offer, you’d better get moving! 
Contact Christine Huntington on 01642 917 116 or Christine@commercechambers.co.uk

Your business can be part of the growing Commerce House community!

64168 KH CM Teesside Business Fully Open Ad 297x210 (4).indd   1 06/06/2018   9:19 am



Robson Laidler Accountants, 0191 281 8191, provides marketing advice and copywriting services to its clients.  
Contact Gemma for more info: ggraham@robson-laidler.co.uk
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It is often thought that marketeers and 
accountants are chalk and cheese in perspective, 
personality and priorities and as I go through my 
marketing journey with Robson Laidler this is 
often the case. 

However, I may have found the key to getting some 
creative juices flowing. The same method I’m sure 
can be used for marketing within any professional 
services business. 

Marketing an accountancy firm starts by developing 
a strong brand, increasing visibility and encouraging 
communication. But once you have your brand 
in place how do we increase this visibility and 
communication? – The secret answer? The people! 

The secret - get your staff excited 

This doesn’t mean standing with a party blower 
up their back or tempting them with a large bonus 
but really generating a sense of self-worth and 
accountability within their roles to make them truly 
believe they ‘can’ make a difference and drive new 
business opportunities. 

An engaged workforce is a successful 
workforce 

Getting your staff excited about your brand and 
business is essential. This starts within. Start by 
asking them what they think the brand should be, 
what they feel the firm stands for, what makes it 
different, how do they describe the business to 
others, and my advice; get a good creative agency 
to turn this into tangible brand that is found within 
every crevasse of the business.  

Once you have a strong brand in place that the 
staff helped to create, its over to them to move it 
forward, tell the brand story, to share the insight and 
knowledge within the firm and to encourage a two-
way flow of communication. They helped to create it 
so they should believe in it. 

I think that I’ve found myself a cheerleader

For a business to be successful managers need to 
foster good relationships with their staff. People 
are the most important asset in any business and 
this needs to be nurtured – you need ‘flag wavers’, 
‘champions’, ‘ambassadors’, ‘cheerleaders’, whatever 

you want to call them, in your business. How to get 
this? Giving them some autonomy is a start. 

Knowledge is power 

Here at Robson Laidler we have encouraged 
‘cheerleaders’ by asking staff to share their 
knowledge/power by writing it down into blog posts. 
Fight through the ‘I don’t have time’ reaction by 
really hammering home that this doesn’t have to be 
degree standard; it must be written in layman terms, 
short, sweet and shareable. Simple. 

It can be one sentence, bullet points or even a 
diagram. 

And you don’t have to be an expert. - People/clients/
customers/prospects – like to hear from ‘real’ people, 
they want to know how things ‘really’ work in simple 
terms, what can go wrong, what has gone wrong and 
how you inevitable can put things right. The human 
touch is the best approach. 

In fact, our highest read blog post was by a member 
of staff who discussed the latest accountancy 
software from her ‘technophobe’ perspective. People 
engaged with it appreciating her honesty and took 
real value in the factual content of the post. 

I’m a celebrity – get me in there! 

Never underestimate the feeling your staff get 
when they see their name in bright lights on your 
website or blog page; ‘written by Joe Bloggs’ or 
‘expert comment by ‘Joe Bloggs’. It makes them feel 
special, appreciated, respected - they are the expert, 
or celebrity in the firm. Once they get a flavour 
for it they will be more encouraged to do more of 
the same and therefore giving you more valuable 
content. 

Regional magazines are also full of profile slots such 
as, ‘5 Minutes With’ or ‘Meet the Boss’ that you can 
easily put your newly ‘excited’ and engaged staff 
forward for. 

Staff are the authors 

We encourage staff to get content whenever they 
can and give them the freedom to do so. We ask 
them to take mobile phones to client meetings and 
grab a quick 30 second testimonial at the end. It can 
be as simple as saying; “That was a great meeting, 
can I have a quick one-liner on camera from you on 
what you’ve taken away?” Once staff start getting 
more and more simple one-liners that can be 
used as quick social media posts or uploaded on a 
testimonials page on your website and staff notice 
board, they will be hungry for more. You could even 
turn this into an internal competition. 

Shout it from the rooftops 

Once the workforce are excited, they tell people – 
down the pub, on the bus, to other associates, on 
social media. They love their job, because they feel 
engaged, they are able to make a difference, and 
contribute to the business in a tangible way. 

This works. Word of mouth and referrals is still our 
highest new business driver to date. 

The results are in

From all of the above you are left with ‘real’, shareable 
content from your main asset- your (excited) people 
- that can be used across your website, social media 
platforms and in internal documentation. 
Marketing at its best.  

THE SECRET TO 
SUCCESSFUL 
MARKETING 

STARTS WITHIN

When asked recently, what are the 
unique challenges faced by the 

head of marketing at an  
accounting firm, my initial  
response was ‘the people’. 

By Gemma Graham, Head of Marketing. 
Robson Laidler Accountants, Jesmond. 

Gemma Graham
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We know how to help you plan ahead. If you would like to find out more please feel free to get in touch: www.robson-laidler.co.uk/wealth  
tel: 0191 2818191 or email acowie@robson-laidler.co.uk  

Last month we gave you some tips to get you thinking about planning for the long term as  
January is the time where most of us take stock of our lives in a lot of different areas.  

HOW ARE THOSE 2019 FINANCIAL RESOLUTIONS GOING?
Asks Amanda Cowie, Director at Robson Laidler Wealth 

It’s February now, so the question 
is; how are those resolutions 
going? 

Similar to making a decision to 
start exercising, it’s easier if you 
have a gym buddy!

At Robson Laidler Wealth we 
are here to support you in your 
financial goals, we have an ongoing 
relationship with our clients and 
meet with them regularly to 
make sure that they are on track  
to achieve their plans or help them 
make tweaks where needed.  

Circumstances change and, being 
linked to an accountancy firm, we 
are all too aware of changes to 

tax legislation, which can have an 
impact on plans. 

All of this would suggest that 
having a trusted adviser working 
alongside you will help you keep 
focussed on the end goal.

In a nutshell, the images on this 
page give you a sneaky peak of our 
new video, which tells you exactly 
what we do. Please log on to our 
website to watch it www.robson-
laidler.co.uk or Vimeo Channel: 
www.vimeo.com/robsonlaidler

The video was produced by local 
independent film producer Morgan 
Stephenson who also drew the 
illustrations himself.

Amanda Cowie

Meaningful Financial Planning 

Starts With You



Maven Capital Partners has, through its 
management of two regional funds, provided 
£1.95 million of capital to Dyer Engineering, 
the largest independent engineering business in 
County Durham. The North East Development 
Fund, supported by the European Regional 
Development Fund and the Finance Durham Fund, 
established by and using funds from Durham 
County Council have respectively invested 
£1 million and £750,000, with an additional 
£200,000 sourced from a local private investor. 
The investment will support the company’s 
growth plans to exploit new opportunities in 
multiple industries and will create up to 100 new 
jobs in the region.

Dyer Engineering specialises in the machining and 
fabrication of complex metalwork and components 
for the rail, marine, power, automotive and offshore 
sectors. The company’s three distinct divisions 
offer a full suite of services, from initial design to 
product manufacture. BatchLine manufactures 
high-integrity metal components for the 
automotive and rail sectors; TechProjects fabricates 
complex, larger structures, from design concept to 
production for the oil and gas and renewable energy 
sectors. JobShop provides repair and maintenance 
engineering services to support clients with their 
in-house manufacturing and process operations.

Several of the markets that Dyer Engineering serves 
are experiencing growth with Rail in particular being 
a very active sector underpinned by government 
funding. Dyer Engineering’s client base includes a 
number of large companies, including Hitachi Rail, 

Siemens, BAE Systems, Cummins and Nexus.

The seven individuals who form the senior 
management team have more than 150 years’ 
combined experience across a range of relevant 
businesses and industries. 

Graeme Parkins, Managing Director of Dyer 
Engineering, said “We are absolutely delighted 
to have received this investment into our 
company. We have a vision to create a world 
class engineering business here in the heart of 
County Durham providing world class metal 

components and structures to our customers and 
world class jobs to our employees. Our ethos of 
SmarterStrongerTogether™ is all about who we are 
and how we do things on our journey to becoming 
a world class company. This investment is a rubber 
stamp of our plan and will allow us to turbo charge 
the business’ progression over the next few years 
towards our goals.”

Jamie Fraser, Investment Manager of Maven, said, 
“We are delighted to support Dyer Engineering’s 
ambitious growth plans. This is a leading 
manufacturing business serving a number of high 
growth markets, driven by a strong management 
team with real vision and dedication. The joint 
investment is a fantastic example of Maven’s 
regional funds working together to provide a local 
business with a substantial funding package to 
enable it to grow significantly. We look forward to 
working with the team and supporting their vision 
of becoming a world class engineering business.”

Sarah Slaven, Operations Director at Business 
Durham said: “The Finance Durham Fund was 
created to support business to achieve their 
ambitions. We are confident these investments in 
Dyer Engineering will position them for growth into 
the next decade. County Durham has a significant 
engineering and manufacturing sector of which 
Dyer Engineering is an important part, we look 
forward to continuing to work with them as they 
expand and create new jobs. I hope this news will 
encourage other businesses in Durham to consider 
applying for funding to enable them to reach their 
potential.”

MAVEN LEADS £1.95M INVESTMENT IN DYER 
ENGINEERING 

The largest independent engineering business in County Durham secures funding from Maven’s  
regional funds to create 100 new jobs

Please contact Maven’s local team to discuss your business and its plans or visit www.mavencp.com to find out more.
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(L – R): Michael Vassallo of Maven, Sarah Slaven of Business 
Durham, James Robson, Richard Bradley, Graeme Parkins of Dyer 
Engineering, Cllr Carl Marshall of Durham County Council and 
Jamie Fraser of Maven.



Maven offers flexible debt and equity funding options  
to support dynamic SMEs across the UK, investing up 
to £15 million in a single transaction. 

Maven funding can support a business at any stage of 
its growth cycle and cover a wide range of corporate 
activity including MBOs and buy-and-build strategies, 
as well as the provision of acquisition finance, 
development capital and replacement capital.

CREATING VALUE

www.mavencp.com

Maven Capital Partners UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, Firm Reference Number 495929

If your business is in need of finance to help unlock its growth potential, we may be able to help. 
For more information please contact:
Salvus House, Aykley Heads, Durham, DH1 5TS. T: 0191 731 8595 
Earl Grey House, 75/85 Grey Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 6EF. T: 0191 731 8590

Maven North East A4 Flyer (Jan 2018)_v2.indd   1 16/01/2018   18:30



I will move onto the answer later, but to begin 
with let’s look at why the UK mortgage industry 
believes there is a market for this type of lending.

The main reason for this is that the UK population 
is ageing, the most recent ONS report in November 
2018 stated: -

“With ongoing advances in technology, healthcare 
and lifestyles, people in the UK are living longer on 
average than they might have in years gone by. In 
1997, around one in every six people (15.9%) were 
aged 65 years and over, increasing to one in every 
five people (18.2%) in 2017 and is projected to 
reach around one in every four people (24%) by 
2037.

An estimated 18.9% of the population were under 
16 years old and 62.9% were aged 16 to 64 years 
in 2017. According to projections, the population 
share of later-life age groups is set to increase 
further in future years too. By 2041, the 1960s 
baby boomers will have progressed into their 70s 
and 80s, and by 2066 there could be an additional 
8.6 million people aged 65 years and over in the 
UK – a population roughly the size of present-day 
London. This would take the UK’s 65 years and over 
age group to 20.4 million people, accounting for 
26.5% of the projected population.”

Bank and Building Societies have begun to 
recognise that an opportunity exists for low risk 
lending to clients aged 55 plus, an area which in 
the past has been dominated by Equity Release 
(ER) type mortgages, which still may be the most 
appropriate option, but are not ideal for everyone.

These Later Life Mortgages are now seen as the 
main alternative to ER and have been dubbed 

“Retirement Interest Only” or RIO – this may be 
catchier in a few more years time when the target 
audience is the Duran Duran fanbase….

This type of mortgage can be considered by those 
55 and above who are looking to borrow up to 55% 
of the value of their main residence for a variety of 
reasons including: -

      To replace a standard mortgage

     To buy out a partner

      Home improvements

      To gift to family – the Bank of Mum and Dad 
lives on!

      To repay other debts

      Holidays, cars and other more fun things!

      Many other reasons – just ask!

The borrower must be able to demonstrate that 
the mortgage is affordable based on current and 

investment/rental/retirement income, with interest 
being paid monthly and the capital eventually 
being repaid on the sale of the home.

Whilst rates aren’t quite at the level of mainstream 
mortgages yet, they are more competitive than 
many ER products and at the end of any fixed rate 
period do not generally have the penalties which 
can be part of an ER product. It is rumoured that 
more lenders will enter the RIO market during 
2019, which should have a positive effect in 
lowering the interest rates and fees payable given 
the increased competition this will bring.

Overall, I think this product is a welcome 
development for a growing part of the UK’s 
population. For many people their home is their 
biggest (or only) asset, whilst others may see 
borrowing of this type as a useful option alongside 
their other pension and wealth management 
strategies.

Paul Hardingham and Tony Ibson are Mortgage and Protection Advisers at Innovate Mortgages and Loans. Both have over 20 years of experience 
advising individuals and businesses across the North East of England. They can be contacted for bespoke advice at paul@innovateml.co.uk  

or tony@innovateml.co.uk or call 0191 223 3514.

The purpose of this article is to provide technical and generic guidance and should not be interpreted as a personal recommendation or advice.
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Paul H
ardingham

, D
irector of Innovate M

ortgages and Loans

Your home is at risk if you do not keep up repayments on a mortgage or other loan secured on it.

LATER LIFE 
MORTGAGES 
– WHAT ARE 

THEY?
This is a question I am being 

asked about on an increasingly 
frequent basis, but defining 
this relatively new type of 
mortgage can be a touchy 

subject particularly for those 
of us in middle age who can be 

easily offended!



Stephen Moore, the former Rothschild and PwC 
dealmaker, is opening a Leeds office for Cavu 
Corporate Finance. He joins Shawn Bone, a 
prominent North East dealmaker who founded 
Cavu in Newcastle in 2013 and has established 
the independent advisory firm as a leading 
provider of expert corporate finance advice.  

Cavu advises mid-market corporates on disposals, 
acquisitions, debt and equity finance raising and 
provides strategic counsel to retained clients. It 
also supports smaller high-growth businesses with 
potential to access the early stage equity markets. 

Mr Moore spent more than a decade at Rothschild, 
the family-owned investment bank, and joined PwC 
as partner in 2015 to lead its corporate finance 
practice in Yorkshire. Mr Bone previously held 
senior roles at Deloitte, PwC and BTG Corporate 
Finance in Newcastle and the North East.

Mr Moore said: “Cavu is a term used in aviation and 
naval circles for ‘Ceiling and Visibility Unlimited’, 
which means an unrestricted horizon and perfect 
visibility with no boundaries. It sums up our 
approach to corporate finance. 

“It can be difficult for owners of companies to get 
truly independent advice when dealing with multi-
disciplinary firms offering corporate finance, but 

also trying to cross-sell audit, tax, diligence or other 
consulting services. 

“Cavu fills an important gap in the market by 
providing robust and objective advice to companies 
needing access to private equity and mergers and 
acquisitions markets, with none of these conflicts.”

Mr Moore is recruiting a core team for the Leeds 
office in Queen Street while Mr Bone will continue 
to lead the Newcastle office. Cavu is chaired 
by David Wilkinson, a former senior partner at 
Deloitte. 

Mr Bone said: “Stephen has an excellent reputation 
in corporate Yorkshire and we are delighted that 
he is expanding Cavu’s offering and geographical 
footprint to help private companies, shareholders, 
management teams and private equity investors 
with his proven expertise and extensive funding 
networks.

“The Leeds business has already got off to a flying 
start, advising 25sevenIT on its exit to a Horizon 
Capital portfolio business and the management 
buy-in of CoolCare Ltd from LNT Group. Out of 
Newcastle we have advised on some of the most 
significant deals in the North East region, including 
the Elysian Capital investment in Fastflow, the 
Synova Capital investment into Fairstone and the 

LDC investment into Patrick Parsons. The pipeline 
is looking strong right across the regions with more 
deal completions expected in January and these are 
exciting times for Cavu.

“There is more finance available than ever before 
to companies with growth potential and we 
are committed to helping them achieve their 
ambitions by connecting them with the right funds 
to create wealth and employment across Yorkshire 
and the North East.”

About Cavu Corporate Finance

Cavu Corporate Finance provides advisory services 
to mid-market companies, shareholders and 
management teams across a range of sectors. 

Services include strategic advice; company sales 
presentation, strategic positioning and execution; 
management buyouts, buy-ins and institutional 
buyouts; debt raising and refinancing; private 
equity and venture capital; corporate M&A support; 
restructuring advice and non-executive services.  

Cavu transacts across all sectors and benefits 
from working with an advisory board of 
experienced industrialists specifically across the 
technology, healthcare and energy and engineering 
sectors.

DEALMAKER STEPHEN MOORE OPENS LEEDS OFFICE 
FOR CAVU CORPORATE FINANCE

Strong pipeline for deals across Yorkshire and North East
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www.cavucf.com

Stephen Moore (left) and Shawn Bone



Deloitte has a passion to make an impact that 
matters, and what better way than by supporting 
the lifeblood of the UK economy through helping 
start-ups and small/medium enterprises (SMEs) 
to grow. That’s why a small team at Deloitte 
started building Propel – to understand the 
challenges that ambitious businesses face, 
taking our vast knowledge and expertise working 
with larger businesses and making it relevant 
for smaller businesses. We got to know lots of 
business owners from around the country in 
order to try to understand what their pain points 
were, and found that business owners were 
lacking actionable insights and struggled with 
keeping on top of their finances. 

The purpose of Propel is to support ambitious 
start-ups and SMEs to grow by providing them 
with a subscription-based accounting and analytics 
package, which utilises the best-in-class cloud 
software and apps. These apps can be plugged into 
the Propel Dashboard, which enables entrepreneurs 
and business owners to proactively track how their 
business is performing in real-time. Business owners 
now have access to measure bespoke financial KPIs 
(powered by Xero, QuickBooks Online or Sage 
One Accounting) to track daily sales performance, 
how long customers are taking to pay or the gross 
profitability of different product lines. Additionally, 
the dashboard has the ability to measure non- 
financial KPIs such as social following (Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn), website traffic (Google 
Analytics) or blended KPIs such as marketing 
activity (MailChimp, Campaign Monitor). 

Bookkeeping and accounting is just the start – 

at Propel we add value in different ways such 
as supporting businesses with their fundraising 
activities (cash flow forecasting, investor readiness, 
introductions to investors), tax advice around their 
internationalisation strategy and making sure that 
they are fully utilising Government tax schemes 
(SEIS, EIS, R&D).

Helping SMEs grow – Getting your finances 
in place

Getting your finances in order is crucial in helping 
companies raise and borrow money in the future. 
Doing so will allow you to give potential investors 
assurance that their funds are likely to be in safe 
hands, as well as providing a sound basis for being 
able to put together a forward-looking cash flow 
forecast or model which can be backed up with 
reasonable assumptions.

Accurately recording your costs and revenues 
will allow you to assess the gross profitability of 
different revenue streams across periods of time, 

to identify things like seasonal trends in your sales 
data.

Additionally, this activity can then be used to 
benchmark future performance. You may wish to 
measure online marketing spend as a percentage 
of sales (if you are an e-commerce business) or 
your monthly recurring revenue (if you run a SaaS 
company). 

Imagine being able to see the current performance 
of your business anywhere at any time. What 
are my best selling products? What is my most 
profitable product this week? The Propel dashboard 
provides the answers.

Propel by Deloitte was developed with one aim in 
mind; to help start-ups and small businesses grow. 
We'd like to know more about your business and 
learn how we can support its growth by offering you 
a free business consultation with one of our team 
members. For more information please contact Jo 
Robertson, Associate Director at Deloitte on 0191 
202 5282 or joxrobertson@deloitte.co.uk

HOW PROPEL BY DELOITTE CAN PROVIDE THE 
ROCKET FUEL SMES NEED TO GROW
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Stephen Hall, office senior partner at Deloitte in the North East, explains more about Propel and how it’s 
helping start-ups and SMEs grow with its subscription-based accounting and analytics packages designed 

for ambitious and growing businesses. 

www.propelbydeloitte.com

Stephen Hall



By your side

 Backing your ambition
We’re committed to supporting British business. Our local relationship 
managers are backed by a full range of products and services and will work 
closely with you, offering guidance that’s focused on your business vision. 
We’ve also been voted Business Bank of the Year for the 14th year running. 
It all adds up to experience you can trust.
Find out how we can help.

lloydsbank.com/business

Calls may be monitored or recorded. Please note that any data sent via e-mail is not secure and could be read by others. FDs’ Excellence Awards 2005 – 2018 supported by Real Business.  
For more information visit lloydsbank.com/bankoftheyear

Sonya Atkins 
SME Area Director 
07901 104233 
Sonya.Atkins@Lloydsbanking.com 
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What does Tait Walker do and where are you based?

We are an independent firm of accountants, strategic tax and Wealth 
Management advisors. Our specialist team provides large corporates, 
owner-managed businesses and individuals with a complete set of 
accountancy and advisory services. I am an Associate Partner in the 
Business Services team and head up our Durham office. We have 
other offices in Newcastle, Teesside, Northumberland and, Carlisle. 
We opened our newest office in Durham in October 2017, we’re 
based at Salvus House in Aykley Heads and really enjoy being so close 
to the centre of Durham. 

Why did the firm choose to open an office in Durham?

We work with a lot of businesses in Durham, Washington and 
Sunderland and wanted to create a new base for client meetings 
to help further support our activity, and also to be part of a new 
business community forming in the Aykley Heads area. We specialise 
in manufacturing, construction and technology and so this area was a 
perfect place for us to set up camp given the surrounding businesses. 

What does 2019 have in store?

We’ve had a very warm welcome to Durham and we’re optimistic 
that this will continue. We’ve worked with clients across Durham for 
many years and we’re continuing to grow our offering, especially in 
corporate finance and specialist tax. We’re looking forward to hosting 
lots more events and getting to know a lot more local businesses. 

What do you enjoy doing outside of work – any hobbies?

Cricket is a huge part of my life. I played at junior county level until 
I was 16 and wanted to be a professional cricketer, even though I 
realised it wasn’t going to happen I’ve always remained involved in 
the sport. I’ve played senior cricket for many years and I am currently 
captain of the 1st team at Whitburn Cricket Club as well as a junior 
coach there. My son William also plays at Whitburn and it’s great to 
be able to watch him enjoying the sport I’ve loved for many years. I 
also get to enjoy other sports with my daughters, Eva and Isabella – 
including some very interesting Karate tours all over Europe. 

5 MINUTES WITH…PAUL SHIELDS
Paul Shields is an Associate Partner at accountancy and advisory services firm Tait Walker, where he 
has worked for over ten years. He tells us about the company’s Durham office, which has been open 

for just over a year, and what it’s like working with great businesses in the region… 

www.taitwalker.co.uk



Kevin believes that ‘unlocking the trade 
deadlock’, ‘people pressure’, ‘thinking global’ 
and ‘digital change’ are likely to be high on the 
priority list for manufacturers in the North East. 
With these in mind, he has a positive prediction 
for the sector for 2019. 

Unlocking trade deadlock

This year’s Brexit negotiations has extended a period 
of unprecedented uncertainty for manufacturers 
both here in the North East and across the UK and 
it is hoped by many across the sector that we see 
some movement towards clarity regarding what 
trading will look like post-Brexit. Unlocking trade 
deadlock will allow businesses to plan effectively; 
take key investment decisions; and expand into 
new markets to futureproof their businesses in a 
new trading environment – whatever that looks 
like. 

People pressure

As potential labour markets across the EU will be 
closing, this, combined with an ageing workforce, 
could see the skills shortage in the sector reach 
acute levels in 2019. It’s basic supply and demand. 
With less migrant workers coming to the UK 
there will be an increase in competition for jobs 
in the region. The need for new roles to support 
digital investment will also add to the pressure to 
recruit the best people. This will not only impact 
productivity and efficiency, but the additional 
recruitment costs will apply further financial 
pressure on the sector.

This could see manufacturers investing in capital 
improvements to reduce the reliance on workforce 
and improve productivity; all set against the 

conundrum of uncertainty which reduces the 
confidence to invest, so a courageous approach will 
be necessary.

Think global

With uncertainty on home soil many manufacturers 
are looking towards global markets to maximise 
favourable exchange rates and secure long-term 
growth. But with many looking to Europe, the US 
and Asia markets, macro developments including 
Brexit and the trade spat between the US and 
China could make global expansion trickier in the 
short term. However, trading internationally will 
give manufacturers in the North East the chance to 
diversify business models, spread risk, access new 
customers and find greater returns, so 2019 could 
be the year for thinking global.

Digital change

It can be a disorientating task to keep up with the 
current pace of digital change. Many manufacturers 
don’t understand how digital applies to them or 
what they need to do to become a digital business. 
Many struggle to embed digital change because 
they don’t know where to start or because they 
don’t have the skills or management time to 
devote to it. 

Business leaders, finance leaders and IT leaders 
within manufacturing businesses can kickstart 
practical digital change initiatives. Creating a 
digital strategy, digitising the finance function, and 
acquiring the skills needed to drive digital change 
on the ground and manage the risks can all ensure 
that the region’s manufacturers don’t risk being left 
behind. 

Keep calm and carry on

Now, more than ever, Britain needs to capitalise 
on the high acclaim that a Made in Britain badge 
holds and maximise global opportunities. Despite 
uncertainty, manufacturers are resilient; and in 
unfavourable trading conditions the heart of the 
UK economy will innovate and thrive – building 
on an already impressive manufacturing base, the 
sector will keep calm and carry on. 

WHAT DOES 
2019 HAVE IN 

STORE FOR THE 
MANUFACTURING 

SECTOR?
Kevin Rooney, head of the 

Newcastle office manufacturing 
sector team at RSM, looks ahead 

to what 2019 has in store for 
the sector. 

If you’re interested in what RSM can do for your manufacturing business in 2019 then why not contact Kevin Rooney at  
kevin.rooney@rsmuk.com or your usual RSM contact to discover more about how we can help you.
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Kevin Rooney
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Website - www.arkleandsons.co.uk

A leading North East property firm has raised over £12,000 for two local 
charities at its annual Festive Fundraiser.

Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors and Estate Agents held the event to mark its 
30th anniversary while also raising important funds for Daft As A Brush Cancer 
Patient Care and Marie Curie’s Newcastle hospice.

Bradley Hall group managing director, Neil Hart, said: “Both Daft As A Brush 
and Marie Curie are two very important charities which support local people. 
Each of these organisations’ services are in high demand and need funds to 
keep going.

The firm welcomed almost 300 guests to the Crowne Plaza Newcastle - 
Stephenson Quarter, raising funds through a raffle and auction with prizes 
donated from a range of local businesses including Ramside Hall Hotel and Spa, 
The Barbour Foundation and The Alnwick Garden. Guests were also entertained 
by North East comedian Steffen Peddie and magician Paul Lytton.

DESIGNS ON GROWTH 
FOR NORTH EAST 

ARCHITECTS WITH NEW 
APPOINTMENTS

North East architects Pod Newcastle is 
gearing up for continued growth with two new 
appointments to strengthen further its team.

Launa Cowan, 26, joins the Toffee Factory-
based practice as a newly qualified architect, 
while Matthew Turnbull, 25, comes in as a Part II 
architectural assistant.

The move comes on the back of several large-scale 
projects such as the Callerton Park residential 
development, enabling the firm to ensure the 
resources and expertise are in place as it develops 
further in the next 12 months.

A graduate of Newcastle University, Launa brings 
creative experience in bespoke residential design 
and project management. She will be working 
closely with the firm’s strategic urban design team 
across a diverse portfolio of regional projects and 
clients.

Matthew re-joins after completing his Part I 
qualification in practice with Pod - he was so 
impressive that the firm sponsored him through 
the second part of his qualification, which he 
completed summer 2018.

RAPID GROWTH FOR 
NORTH EAST MORTGAGE 
COMPANY TO CONTINUE 

INTO 2019 
First Mortgage NE is celebrating its most 
successful year to date and has doubled the size 
of its Gateshead headquarters creating local 
jobs.

Since starting the North East franchise in 2013, 
business partners Philip McGuire and Ben Riley 
have opened four branches, created over 20 jobs in 
the North East and more than quadrupled turnover 
figures.

The company, which is part of a national brand, 
has branches in Gateshead, Newcastle, Sunderland 
and Chester le Street, and recently launched 
four additional offices in Northumberland, 
Middlesbrough, Darlington and York, moving into 
new areas to offer convenience for clients who can 
request on site meetings or home visits.

Throughout 2018, nine new faces joined the team 
and the headcount will pass the 30 marker during 
2019. Focus areas for the business this year will be 
the new build sector and first time buyer market.

FIRST LOOK AT FLAGSHIP 
VAUX DEVELOPMENT

One of the region’s most high profile 
developments of 2019 is set to open its doors 
this spring as the final fit-out gets underway.

The BEAM, a 60,000 sq ft office building on 
Sunderland’s iconic VAUX site, will be the North 
East’s only new city centre office development to 
complete this year.

Standing five storeys high, the flagship development 
will provide high-quality office space in the heart 
of the city centre, and will also include ground floor 
space suitable for a bar, café and restaurant that 
will overlook the River Wear and the Wearmouth 
Bridge. 

The £20m site, which is located close to Keel 
Square and St Mary’s Boulevard - both recently 
regenerated by Sunderland City Council - is the 
first of five areas of the city to be developed in a 
20-year regeneration scheme managed by Siglion, 
working in partnership with the council.

PROPERTY FIRM RAISES £12,000 FOR LOCAL CHARITIES



Excellence as Standard

0800 917 8911

duchyhomes.co.uk

Selling from Duchy Homes Sales & 
Marketing Suite in the heart of Morpeth 
Town Centre.

Open Wednesday - Monday, 10am - 4pm, 
Newgate Street, Morpeth, NE61 1AW

A tree lined development of 13 executive homes within walking distance 
of Morpeth high street. Superior specification included as standard.

NHBC NATIONAL WINNER
2016, 2017 & 2018

Fulbeck Grange, Morpeth

LUXURY
UNLOCKING 

ACROSS THE NORTH EAST LIVING



SUMMERSIDE HOUSE, HINDLEY FARM, STOCKSFIELD

PRICE GUIDE: £1.15 MILLION
Summerside House is a very special property, one of a small number of luxury homes converted from an old farm steading. This five bedroom family home, 
beautifully combining traditional charm with luxurious contemporary fittings, enjoys a magnificent location on the South Western edge of the development, 
providing stunning rural views. The gardens were designed by Jamie Dunstan, a Gold Medal winner at Chelsea, and are immaculate with lawned areas, patio terraces, 
external lighting, mature planting and a putting green. An outstanding feature is the recently built, oak-framed outdoor barbeque/bar room, providing a fully-
utilised Australian-style entertaining space with professionally fitted barbeque, beer tap, integrated appliances and bi-folding windows opening to a tremendous 

terrace and al-fresco area with outdoor seating; the total grounds extend to approximately 3.6 acres including paddock.

Contact rare! From Sanderson Young on 0191 2233500   ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk   www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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The Croft, Adderstone Crescent, Jesmond

Medburn Close, Medburn

Bloomsbury Court, Gosforth

Bewick House, Whalton

The Coach House, Alnwick

The Long House, Earsdon, Nr Morpeth

Abberwick Walk, Greenside, Gosforth

Price Guide: £2.5 Million

Price Guide: £715,000

Price Guide: £645,000

Princess Mary Court, Jesmond

Price Guide: £895,000

Price Guide: £699,950

Price Guide: £625,000

Runnymede Road, Darras Hall, Ponteland

Price Guide: £1.35 Million

Price Guide: £695,000

Price Guide: Offers Over £420,000

Stunning Properties
For Sale Throughout The Region

Contact 0191 213 0033 To Request Your Free Valuation | www.sandersonyoung.co.uk

For Fabulous New Buyers Registered in 2019!
Properties Required



Foxton Glade, Lesbury 01665 600 170Smith’s Dock, North Shields   0191 213 0033

Watershaugh Gate, Warkworth  01665 600 170Wylam Grange, Wylam  01661 823 951

SHOW HOME LAUNCHING IN MARCH
10 stone built country homes in sought after village location 
close to Alnmouth | Prices From £535,000

NEW SHOW FLAT TO VIEW IN SMOKEHOUSE 2 
Stunning waterfront development of townhouses & apartments
Prices From £125,000

POPULAR COASTAL VILLAGE
8 Contemporary luxury detached homes with stunning views
Prices From £495,000

LAUNCHING FEBRUARY 2019
Stunning development of 15 luxury apartments nestled 
in 1.1 acres of woodland

IDEAL FOR FAMILY LIVING
Exclusive development of 5 detached homes finished to a 

high specification | Prices From £410,000

DUE TO BE RELEASED IN EARLY SPRING
Luxury development of 13 townhouses & bungalows 

with sea views | Prices From £279,950

MODERN LIVING WITH A RURAL TWIST
Boutique development offering 6 bespoke homes

Prices From £595,000

NEW SHOW FLAT LAUNCHING FEB 2019
Contemporary collection of 1 & 2 bedroom apartments

Prices From £113,950

North Hill, Dinnington 01661 823 951Roseate View, Amble  01665 600 170

West Farm Steading, Earsdon, Whitley Bay 0191 223 3500Hemingway Court, Ponteland 01661 823 951

To View All Of Our New Developments For Sale Please Visit:To View All Of Our New Developments For Sale Please Visit:

www.sandersonyoung.co.ukwww.sandersonyoung.co.uk

Exciting New Developments… A Selection Of Our New Homes Throughout The Region
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To truly experience and appreciate the ethos behind them, further information can be found at www.bricksandmortargroup.co.uk
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They’re called Bricks & Mortar and they have brought 
a completely new approach to property right here 
in the North East as ‘The Digital Estate Agent on the 
High Street.’

As a revolutionary concept, we were intrigued to 
find out more so we called in to see their MD, Stuart 
Nickloes, at their offices on New Bridge Street to see 
what is behind Bricks & Mortar. 

“After being involved with property for over fifteen years 
in both the North East and London, I have witnessed 
significant changes to the industry and yet I felt it could 
be better.” Stuart commented. “The emergence of the 
online estate agents such as Purple Bricks, Emoov and 
Yopa made their mark in the property world which did 
not go unnoticed, however, I have always felt something 
was missing from their approach - the values and 
customer service of a traditional estate agent.” 

The principles and traits behind Bricks & Mortar 
amalgamate the best of both worlds in property - The 
High Street Agent and the Online Agent. They’re a 
hybrid agent with a face. 

Stuart commented, “This is a unique concept in property 
here in the North East. You get all of the benefits of an 
online service with no frills and no fuss, but you also 
have the values you’d associate with traditional estate 
agency.”

The online agents are cost-effective, straight to the 
point and there are some big players in the market but 
they lack the local knowledge, personable nature and 
customer service of the High Street agent. With Bricks 
& Mortar, we’ve created a ‘new traditional’ model where 
we have merged the benefitting factors of the online 
and High Street agents to provide a better experience 
with your property requirements.” 

The benefits of Bricks & Mortar’s online system enables 
24/7 access and status updates for tenants, landlords, 
buyers and sellers. 

“Lack of communication can be frustrating for any client 

in connection with the letting or sale of a property 

especially when it can be the biggest asset you will ever 

own. Knowing it is in a safe pair of hands and being able 

to have all associated information accessible at just the 

click of a few buttons is what Bricks & Mortar put great 

emphasis on.”

Although Bricks & Mortar itself is a new business model 

in Newcastle, its foundations have been around for a 

number of years. We asked Stuart about its history. 

“As an independent business with a team of highly 

experienced staff, the roots of Bricks & Mortar were 

established back in 2003 and we’ve always been a step 

ahead when it comes to property. After going from 

strength to strength, our business has grown into a 

reputable agent from our early days in student lettings. 

Our unanticipated success thrusted us to the forefront 

of the lettings market and in turn we became one of the 

market leaders.”

They certainly aren’t taking their foot off the pedal in 

striving for more in their market. With a variety of services 

on offer under one roof, they’re not just limited to sales 

and lettings; they’re Bricks & More. From Handyman 

Services providing small maintenance to large-scale 

refurbishments, short lets with hosting services to create 

unexpected, extra revenue for landlords and vendors, to 

their Home Staging service to give every property an 

edge over its competitors listed on the market. “Giving 

back to the community is something the team put 

value in,” Stuart added. “With Bricks & More, we work 

alongside a number of independent businesses to offer 

our clients opportunities for discounts for a variety of 

offerings in our area.”

With a New Year, it’s a new time for Newcastle and its 

property market with the emergence of Bricks & Mortar. 

They say they’re ‘The Digital Agent on the High Street.’ 

We reckon they could be right up your street as well. 

ONE TO WATCH IN 2019 – THE ‘NEW 
TRADITIONAL’ ESTATE AGENT

Here at Northern Insight, we know a few things about business and we’ve 
found a rising star in the business community of the North East. 
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Bricks & Mortar MD, Stuart Nickloes



KNIGHT FRANK 
ANNOUNCES A PARTNER 
RETIREMENT AND TWO 
NEW APPOINTMENTS

Knight Frank has welcomed two new property professionals to its 
50-strong Newcastle team including a highly experienced, senior valuation 
specialist and a graduate. 

Following the retirement of stalwart Partner, Ranald Harris, Becky Gaughan 
(nee Thomson) has joined Knight Frank as an Associate in the commercial 
property valuation and advisory team, alongside Kevin Scully.

Ranald Harris had worked at Knight Frank for 23 years and started his property 
career ten years before that at Storey Sons & Parker. He is now enjoying time 
with his family and plans to do some travelling.

Becky brings a wealth of experience to the role having previously worked as an 
Associate Director in the Healthcare valuation team at Colliers International.  
She was a lecturer on the Real Estate degree programmes at Northumbria 
University for eight years and also did a brief stint as an Associate Director for 
the UK Valuation professional group at the RICS in London. Becky started her 
career in commercial property management at UK Land Estates Ltd and has 
lived and worked in the North East since 2000. 

She said: “I am focusing on general commercial valuation in my new role, but 
will also be working closely with the Knight Frank Healthcare team based in 
London to develop the Newcastle office’s role in healthcare valuation work.

“I worked predominantly from home in my last role covering all of the UK, and 
was commuting between Newcastle and London before that, so it’s great to 
be back in an actual office, and in the North East full time. It really feels like 
coming home.” 

Hannah Ives has joined Knight Frank’s Office Agency team as a graduate and 
is currently working alongside Partner, Patrick Matheson.

After graduating from her MSc at the University of Reading, Hannah spent 
over two years in Northern California in the USA, at Colliers International and 
also at JLL where she was an Investment Analyst within the Capital Markets 
Team, working on acquisitions and disposals of assets worth over $10m USD. 

Office Head and Partner, Peter Bowden, said: “Ranald was incredibly well-
respected, not only here at Knight Frank, but industry-wide. He is sorely 
missed but we are delighted to have been able to recruit Becky who is already 
producing some great work and creating new opportunities for us.

“Hannah, likewise, has hit the ground running and we are looking forward to 
an exciting 2019.” 

LUXURY LEISURE TALARIUS 
SIGNS BIGGEST TEAM 

VALLEY OFFICE LETTING 
FOR OVER A DECADE 

Gateshead based slots and gaming company Luxury Leisure Talarius has 
taken 15,000 sq. ft. of office space on Team Valley – which is the largest 
letting on the business park for over ten years.

Knight Frank Newcastle secured the deal on a 15-year lease at the refurbished 
5th Avenue Plaza, on behalf of the landlord. 

Luxury Leisure Talarius, which trades over 230 gaming venues nationally under 
the brand name Admiral, is relocating from elsewhere on the Team Valley to the 
revamped 5th Avenue Plaza to accommodate its recent expansion. The firm will 
be moving in to its new premises at the beginning of 2019.

Global Austrian gaming giant Novomatic acquired Luxury Leisure in 2014 
followed by Talarius in 2016. 

The firm’s new headquarters will accommodate the consolidated and expanded 
management team, including some employees who will be moving up to the 
North East from Talarius’s Milton Keynes office. The total staff headcount 
nationally is now 2,100.

The easily accessible offices at 5th Avenue Plaza have a stunning refurbished 
double height reception, flexible open plan floorplates, fully refurbished office 
space, superb natural light, shower facilities and a high car parking ratio of 1:250 
sq. ft.

Patrick Matheson, partner at Knight Frank, said: “Luxury Leisure Talarius has 
taken 15,000 sq. ft of the 20,000 sq. ft. that is available at 5th Avenue. To secure 
such a significant letting on the Team Valley is really exciting. 

“The communal areas, including the reception, definitely have the wow factor 
and the high standard of the refurbishment meant we had no issues with 
interest from potential occupiers.”

There is now just 4,300 sq. ft. available to let at 5th Avenue Plaza.

CEO Luxury Leisure Talarius, Tom Allison, said: “We made the decision to remain 
in the North East because of the wealth of industry expertise we have locally 
and we wanted to stay on the Team Valley because of its proximity to the A1 and 
we know the location works for us. 

“5th Avenue Plaza is a light, bright contemporary space that will be the perfect 
base for us to run our high street and seaside gaming venues.”

Luxury Leisure Talarius was advised by Naylors.

L-R Becky Gaughan and Hannah Ives

5th Avenue Plaza, Team Valley

For more information visit: www.knightfrank.co.uk
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Tecaz
www.tecaz.com

Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511

Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733

Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 610 100

Opening hours
Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm • Saturday : 9am - 5pm •Sunday 10am - 4pm

At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to  see and touch a range of 
bathrooms or kitchens before you decide to purchase. Our showrooms feature
over 200 bathrooms, 100 showers and 50 kitchen displays, you're sure to  nd

what you are looking for. 
Save up to 60% off RRP on some of our Biggest Brands including Heritage,

Roman, Merlyn, Lakes, Tavistock, Roca, Laura Ashley, Crosswater and
many more!

FREE FREE computer planning and design are available, for larger projects, we offer 
installation support. We are con dent you'll achieve your dream space.
FREE granite or Silestone worktops available on selected kitchen ranges.

Exclusive
But

Affordable



Rather than refusing a planning application, a local planning authority (LPA) may grant permission 
subject to conditions, most approvals have conditions relating to the time frame to start a 
development and materials to be used, but often they have more and can vary between LPAs. This 
article details the top 5 things to know about planning conditions.

1. The 6 Tests

Planning conditions should be kept to a minimum and only imposed where they are: 

1. Necessary; without the condition should the application be refused?

2. Relevant to planning; does the condition relate to planning objectives and is it 
within the scope of the permission to which it is attached?

3. To the development to be permitted; Does the condition fairly and reasonably 
relates to the development to be permitted?

4. Enforceable; would it be practicably possible to enforce the condition?

5. Precise; is the condition clear to the applicant and others on what is required?

6. Reasonable in all other respect; is the condition reasonable?

2. Removing or modifying conditions

If you don’t think that a condition imposed meets the 6 tests you can 
apply to the LPA to modify/remove the condition, the application fee for 
this process is £234. If an application is refused you do have the right to 
appeal the decision, regardless of the outcome of the appeal the original 
permission remains valid and it is only the condition which is removed or 
modified. There is a mechanism to appeal the imposition of a condition 
on the initial application without going through the process to remove 
or modify the condition; however, if you appeal at that stage there is 
a risk as the whole application is reconsidered and could be refused 
in entirety.

3. Pre-Commencement Conditions

Pre-commencement conditions are those imposed on the grant 
of planning permission which prevents a start on site until the 
conditions have been adhered to, this could be by submitting 
information for agreement or ensuring a specific action is taken. 

In its emphasis to boost growth and avoid delays the government 
have imposed that from October 2018 all pre-commencement 

conditions must be agreed with the applicant prior to approval, this 
includes during an appeal process. This does not apply to prior approvals as 

that is not a planning permission. However, be aware if you don’t agree to pre-
commencement conditions your application is likely to be refused.  

4. Approval of conditions

Conditions which require details to be submitted for approval (or in planning jargon 
discharged) can take up to 8 weeks from submission to the LPA, this additional time should 
be planned into your build schedule. The process to discharge conditions does require a fee 
to be paid to the LPA which is £34 for conditions relating to householder development i.e. 
extensions or £116 for other proposals. The charge is imposed for each submission; however, 
you can discharge more than one condition under the same submission.

5. Breach of conditions

If you carry out a development without compliance with a condition, enforcement action 
could be progressed by the LPA. A Breach of Condition Notice (BCN) could be served 
which would require compliance to the condition, there is no right of appeal against 

these notices and you could end up at a Magistrates Court. If you have been in breach 
of a condition for in excess of 10 years there maybe potential for you to be immune from 

enforcement action.

Conditions are imposed to avoid refusing an application, therefore don’t ignore them, if in 
doubt seek assistance from a Town Planning Consultant.

UNDERSTANDING PLANNING 
CONDITIONS

By Chris Pipe, Director, Planning House

PLANNING HOUSE can be contacted on 07944844882/info@planninghouse.co.uk  
or by visiting www.planninghouse.co.uk
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If you have received a planning approval it’s essential you know 
what conditions are attached, what they cover and how they can  

be complied with.



THE BARN 
SEAHAM GRANGE FARM

4 Bedroom Detached House

GUIDE PRICE £699,000 

Contact Bradley Hall Durham 
0191 383 9999

durham@bradleyhall.co.uk

The Barn, is a superb newly built property which 
has been precisely finished to the highest of 
standards. With a meticulous design throughout, 
this impressive four-bedroom property is one not 
to be missed, impressive features and impeccable 
attention to detail run throughout. 

This property briefly comprises of entrance lobby, 
grand hallway, entertaining lounge, contemporary 
open plan kitchen/diner and lounge giving triple 
aspect with panoramic views over the coastline. 
A cinema room, further reception room which 
could be used as a fifth bedroom, fully fitted utility 
room. Ground floor WC and the fourth bedroom 

with ensuite facilities completes the ground floor. 
A contemporary glass staircase leads to the first 
floor with landing, one master suite with ensuite 
and walk in dressing room, a further two double 
bedrooms with en-suites.

The Barn is situated on an extensive plot in Seaham 
Grange, the perfect location for strolls, cafes, 
bars and bistros and is easily accessible to many 
local amenities including good schools, shops and 
Seaham Railway Station.

Seaham is a little seaside town situated at the north 
end of the Durham Heritage Coast, and is renowned 
for its stunning North beach and atmospheric 

towering cliffs, complemented and protected by 
a 3700-feet-long sea wall. It boasts the five star 
award winning Seaham Hall Hotel and Serenity 
Spa and most treasured sculpture, Tommy, created 
to represent the endurance of the returning brave 
soldiers of WW1

The area offers easy access for commuting to 
the A19 travelling both North and South, is only 
minutes from Sunderland, approximately 30 
minutes from Newcastle and 20 minutes from 
Durham.

A viewing is highly recommended to truly 
appreciate what this fantastic property has to offer. 

Features
• Luxury Modern Family Home • Spacious and Open Plan Living
• Superb Panoramic Coastline Views • Four Bedrooms, Four Ensuites
• High Standard Finish Throughout • Energy Rating Pending

Transport
• Bus stops located opposite • 0.3 miles from A1018
• 1.2 miles from A19
• 1.6 miles from Seaham Train Station

x 4    x 3    x 5 



Following on from our success in 2018, we’ve 
started 2019 with a flurry of exciting new 
projects, with new-build clients especially. We’re 
supporting the Bradley Hall residential team 
following several exciting appointments to 
market a range of properties built by both local 
and national developers and local authorities. 
From affordable homes to luxury property, 
Bradley Hall brought approximately £100m 
worth of new homes to market last year.

Alongside the growing numbers of new-build 
properties coming to market in the region, we’ve 
experienced an increase in our clients requiring 
specialist new-build mortgage advice. 

New-build projects across the region have been 
popping up in many different shapes and sizes, 
providing the ideal homes for everyone, from 
young professionals to families and those looking 
for a luxury lifestyle. The price range for these 
properties is vast and each client is provided a 
bespoke service, however, regardless of the cost of 
the property, the buyers circumstances or position, 
it is always important to seek specialist new-build 
mortgage advice. 

When purchasing a new-build, several elements 

of the process are different to the traditional 
procedure. Fees, including upfront reservation fees 
and costs, deposits, timescales, builder incentives, 
and how long your mortgage is valid for before 
completion can all impact the process. We aim to 
ensure the process is as simple for you as possible, 
taking away the stress and managing the process 
on your behalf. 

Although clients vary, new-build developments 
are particularly popular with first-time buyers. 
Commonly, being a first-time buyer is a daunting 
experience and there are also several incentives 
available, each of which come with their own terms 
and conditions.

The Government’s big campaign to help boost the 
housing market came with the introduction of the 
The Government Help To Buy: Equity Loan scheme, 
which allows first time buyers with a lower deposit 
to step onto the property ladder by providing a 
loan of up to 20% to add to their own 5% deposit. 
By creating this 25% combined deposit, the buyer 
can now receive a 75% loan to value mortgage 
from a lender. 

Lenders are more likely to approve your mortgage 
application with a larger deposit, opening more 

options to find the best deal for you – as well as 
better interest rates. The scheme can only be used 
against new build properties. 

Other options to help get first time buyers onto 
the ladder include shared ownership, which means 
that people can own between 25 and 75 per cent 
of their property, paying a subsidised rent on 
the remainder. Terms and conditions apply, and 
homeowners must fall within the lower salary 
category.

The Government also offers a Help to Buy ISA, 
which allows each first-time buyer (not household) 
the opportunity to receive a bonus of up to £6,000. 
Savers can deposit up to £1,200 into a savings 
account and continue to save up to £200 per 
month. The minimum total savings are £1,600 – for 
which you will receive £400 from the government, 
and a maximum of £12,000 – which will earn you 
£3,000 grant for the government. 

In the next few months we’re looking forward 
to working alongside Bradley Hall in helping 
hundreds of people move into their new home; 
with open days and launch events across several 
projects including the Barley Croft development in 
Bedlington, Orchard Dene in Jesmond and The Old 
Registry Office in Morpeth. 

For more information on Bradley Hall’s mortgage services please call 0191 260 2000. www.bradleyhall.co.uk
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THE REGION’S NEW BUILD MORTGAGE SPECIALISTS
By Bradley Hall Director of Mortgages and Finance, Lewis Chambers

Lewis Chambers



The year so far has already brought us several 
exciting projects and launches of a vast range 
of new build developments which we have been 
instructed to market across the region. We’re 
hosting several open days on behalf of our clients 
and are looking forward to arranging many 
more over the course of the year. We’re working 
alongside several established and emerging 
development companies and our department is 
growing at a rapid pace. 

We’ve recently launched an exciting new 
development in Morpeth town centre, built by 
emerging North East developers, Northumberland 
Homes Ltd. The project will see the former and 
historical Registry Office in Morpeth carefully 
transformed into luxury apartments, cottages and 
dormer bungalows. 

In other luxury projects, we are working with Rare 
Earth to bring to market an exclusive development 
of homes in North Carol Wood, Medburn.  This 
exclusive development of five luxury homes are 
situated within this attractive village, while the 
properties benefit from a south facing rear garden, 
two spacious lounge areas, an impressive wrap 
around landing and a triple garage.

The show home at Orchard Dene, Jesmond was 
recently launched as we offer these exceptionally 
built properties to the region’s house buyers. The 
contemporary-styled four- and five-bedroom 
homes, build by Ascent Homes, boast an interior 

high-specification which is second to none and are 
carefully landscaped to create the perfect living 
environment. 

Other luxury developments include a range of 
properties at West Chevington Farm, a range of 
sustainably and environmentally friendly built 
luxury homes on a National Heritage listed 
Georgian-era farm site in Northumberland. The 
estate comprises of 21 rustic-style, stunning and 
carefully planned homes, on generous sized plots, 
accompanied by landscaped community spaces 
and car-friendly access. 

Following on from our successful project selling 
properties within the South Walled Gardens, 
situated in the grounds of Newcastle Race 
Course, we have also launched properties within 
the North Walled Gardens, which includes eight 
contemporary, split level, four bedroom properties 

built by All Saints Living. 

We’re also delighted to be marketing affordable 
properties including those at Barley Croft in 
Bedlington and Woodhouse Mews in Swalwell, 
Gateshead. Properties at Barley Croft, which have 
been built by Gatsby Homes, offer stylish 2, 3 and 
4 bedroom homes which are also available through 
a part-buy part-rent scheme – an accessible way to 
step onto the property ladder. 

Woodhouse Mews boasts 22 one, two- and three-
bedroom properties, each with spacious, modern 
and open-plan living and bespoke floor plans and 
layouts the development is situated in a prime 
location being close to Newcastle, Gateshead and 
the A1. 

We’re also working closely with innovative 
construction companies who are implementing 
new and efficient ways to build property. ORCA 
LGS Solutions has developed a forward-thinking 
way to deliver more housing, faster by employing 
local people and offsite construction technology, 
which has resulted in the three-bedroom, three 
bathroom homes at Priory Mews, Tynemouth. The 
digitally manufactured Light Gauge Steel Frame 
(LGSF) components are produced from a printer, 
quickly assembled in a factory, then installed on 
site to deliver 100m2 of housing per day.

It’s been a busy year for the Land, Development 
and New homes department so far, and we look 
forward to this continuing. 

BRADLEY HALL BRINGS NEW PROPERTIES TO MARKET 
ACROSS THE NORTH EAST

By Bradley Hall Head of Land, Development and New Homes, Jonathan Rudge

For more information please visit www.bradleyhall.co.uk

Last year was an outstanding year for our Land, Development and New Homes department.  
We welcomed hundreds of properties to the North East housing market, supplying much  

needed new homes for local people. 
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North Carol Wood, Medburn

Orchard Dene, Jesmond



JT Planning is seeking planning permission 
for a 328 new homes development on land 
to the west of Blyth, off Bebside Furnace 
Road, Bebside. A public consultation on the 
development is currently underway.

The existing site is a privately-owned parcel 
of land for agricultural and equestrian uses 
bound by existing housing and retail on the 
south and housing, allotments and a petrol 
filling station to the east.

The submission, from JT Planning, proposes a 
range of different house sizes and types from 
one bedroom to five bedroom homes. There 
will also be a mix of styles including detached, 
semi-detached and link properties. The 
development will also include a commercial 
element that would include retail/shops. 

Good design will be an important feature. 
Proposed designs will partly reflect the 
simple, traditional styles of existing buildings 
in the vicinity. Other aspects are expected to 
be more contemporary and will complement 
the existing environment.

Jon Tweddell, director of JT Planning, 
said: “With a development this large it is 
important to offer a mix of house types 

in terms of size and cost, along with some 
affordable housing.

“This site is well located to existing 
services within Bebside and we believe the 
development will enhance and strengthen the 
sustainability of the wider local community.”

For instance, he argues: “A development 
like this, bringing in new people to the area, 
should greatly help smaller businesses in the 
area such as North East Cake Supplies and 
Bebside Auto Exchange, which are located on 
the site’s doorstep. 

“Additional shops, as part of the proposals, 
will look to complement and enhance the 
area and improve its long-term sustainability. 

“New homes for young people and larger 
family homes will enhance and maintain 
the vitality of the village and its facilities 
and amenities, while also having a positive 
impact on the Blyth area.”

Importantly, the development of the site 
brings about a significant investment for 
the Blyth area; will create many new jobs; 
and will contribute towards the continued 
regeneration of this area.

For more details visit www.jontweddell.co.uk

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT TO SUPPORT GROWING 
ECONOMY IN EAST NORTHUMBERLAND

A leading independent North East planning consultancy is advising on one of its largest  
residential developments for many years.
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Example of house styles



Find your house proud moment with our range of 
new homes at Newcastle Great Park

Visit us today to find out how we can help get 
you moving with our fabulous schemes including 

Easymover, Help to Buy and Part Exchange.

––––– 

From £209,995
––––– 

PROUD
We’re

to present

BRUNTON WEST  
& WEST HEATH

Photography shown is indicative of a typical Taylor Wimpey home and may include optional upgrades at an additional cost. Please speak to your sales executive for more details.

Call 0191 406 0913 Call 0191 917 0493
taylorwimpey.co.uk  #taylorwimpey 

Brunton West, Newcastle Great Park,  
Newcastle upon Tyne, Tyne and Wear,  
NE13 9DS

West Heath, Off Wagonway Drive,  
Newcastle Great Park, Newcastle upon Tyne, 
Tyne & Wear, NE13 9BX 

Share your house proud 
moments at #TAYLORWIMPEY

We build the places 
you’re proud to call home

52498_TWNE_Proud_BW_WH_Northern Insight_Ad_267x180.indd   1 18/01/2019   10:24



www.heatonproperty.com

D
am

iano Rea, D
irector, H

eaton Property
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My surprise turned to delight when I discovered 
our Barrister, Justin Bates had drafted the 
legislation. I always said I could pick a winner.  

The snappily titled “Homes (Fitness for Human 
Habitation) Bill” proposed by Karen Buck MP 
amends the Landlord and Tenant Act of 1985 to 
require that rented accommodation is provided 
and maintained in a state of fitness for human 
habitation; and for connected purposes.

This appears simple common sense. In the private 
rental sector, agents generally maintain high 
standards. We do this for several reasons. First, 
we want to be the best, to offer our landlords 
and tenants a sterling service. This ensures our 
business success. Second, we are regulated by ARLA 
Propertymark and Big Brother is looking over our 
shoulder. Finally, it is the right thing to do. The 
Heaton Property ethos is “we will not let a property 
we would not live in”. Simples.

If our tenant has an issue with us or our landlord, 
we have a complaints procedure. This begins with 

a Lavazza coffee and a chat then can escalate to 
the Property Ombudsman who will issue a binding 
ruling. So far, the Lavazza coffee has worked every 
time. Proof, if proof were needed, that Italian coffee 
should be free in the halls of UNESCO, the UN and 
Westminster.     

But where this bill really has an impact is in 
social housing. In private rental, if a tenant has an 
issue with their property, they may contact their 
environmental health department who will act 
on their behalf. With a social housing tenant, the 
Council is their landlord. 

The Housing Association whose name is on their 
tenancy agreement is simply a managing agent 
acting for the Council. So, a tenant applying 
pressure for decent accommodation is effectively 
applying to their landlord for the landlord to take 
enforcement measures. What could possibly go 
wrong with that? 

There is compelling evidence that the rental 
sector is a vital element in the UK housing market. 

Government data reveals that the private rented 
sector has doubled in size since 2004, with almost 
half of all people in England aged 25 to 34 paying 
a private landlord for their accommodation. 
Meanwhile nearly 40,000 fewer social houses were 
rented in 2016/17 than the year before, mainly due 
to Government legislation. 

This is a drive to the bottom. Fewer affordable 
social housing properties for the neediest, while 
increasing standards in the private rental sector 
push prices beyond the reach of the poorest in 
society. It is an issue for Government and one that 
badly needs to be addressed. 

The Homes (Fitness for Human Habitation) Bill is 
a step in the right direction, ensuring that social 
housing tenants have the same rights in law as 
private rental tenants. I am put in mind of Mahatma 
Gandhi who said, “Recall the face of the poorest 
man you have seen, and ask yourself if this step is 
going to be any use to him.” The Homes (Fitness for 
Human Habitation) Bill will be of use to the least 
affluent tenants in the country. 

KEEPING SOCIAL HOUSING RIGHT
Having spent most of 2018 railing against ill thought out legislation hitting the property rental  

sector, I was pleasantly surprised to find a Labour MP in a Westminster constituency had  
done something good for the rights of tenants. 



When local taxi company, Budget Taxis, 
heard that a North East charity were all 
set to feed the streets of Newcastle their 
Christmas dinner, they swooped in to save 
the day.

Budget Taxis, based in Newcastle heard that 
the North East Homeless Charity had plenty of 
offers for Christmas dinner vegetables, but no-
one had come forward to supply the main part 
of the dinner, the turkey, so in true Christmas 
spirit they offered to bridge the gap.

Mohammed Suleman, (Suly) owner of Budget 
Taxis expressed that his gratitude for the charity 
was the motivation behind this generous 
gesture: “We’re more than happy to supply 
the turkeys required to North East Homeless 
Charity so they can give the homeless a hearty 
lunch at Christmas. This was a no-brainer for 
us, we’re pleased we’re able to help.”

North East Homeless Charity’s aim is to supply 
much-needed food, clothing, advice and help 
to the homeless in the region and every week 
go out with warm clothing, hot food, mobile 
phones etc to offer some level of comfort to 
them during tough times.

Helping, sometimes in excess of 150 homeless 
people each week, NEH is an Outreach 
programme aimed at making the lives of the 
regions’ homeless men and women a little 
more comfortable during their time of need.

With Christmas out of the way those on the streets are less thought about and yet the freezing temperatures of February are still dropping. If 
you’d like to take inspiration from Budget Taxis generosity, contact NEH at info@northeasthomeless.org.uk for volunteering options. 

TAXI FIRMS TURKEY PLEDGE TO THE HOMELESS
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Victoria Court is located on Gowan Terrace in 
the heart of Jesmond. The building has been 
reconfigured to boast six 2 bedroom apartments 
and two 1 bed apartments to suit the local rental 
market, and each one will benefit from its own 
secure car parking space at the rear of the block.

The project is being delivered by North East 
developer and landlord Karbon Homes, with a 
high specification £700,000 refurbishment of 
the building led by main contractor Burridge 
Construction.

Letting agent Pat Robson has been appointed to 
market the building locally, with young professional 
tenants as the key market.

Jayne Hore, assistant director of sales and 

marketing at Karbon, said: “We can’t wait to show 
prospective residents around these new homes at 
Victoria Court.

“The building is in a fantastic location, right in the 
heart of Jesmond, within easy walking distance of 
the shops and cafes around Acorn Road, and just a 
few minutes from beautiful Jesmond Dene.

“You can walk or cycle wherever you need to go 
locally, but these apartments also boast their own 
reserved off road parking spaces.”

Tim Nixon, director at Pat Robson and Company, 
said “Rental demand in central Jesmond from 
professional and corporate tenants remains strong, 
and we are confident that the design, specification 
and location of Victoria Court will ensure a good 

market reaction.”

Stephen McCoy, Commercial Director for Burridge 
Construction, added: “We are delighted to have 
this opportunity to build on our excellent working 
relationship with Karbon Homes, on a project 
which not only demonstrates our strength in high 
quality refurbishment but also adds to our growing 
portfolio of residential work.”

Karbon Homes is a major landlord in the North 
East, with almost 30,000 homes of different types 
across the region.

The company offers rented homes, Shared 
Ownership, Rent to Buy and homes for sale, with 
all profits re-invested to build and maintain more 
properties for the communities it serves.

If you’d like to register your interest in Victoria Court, please contact Pat Robson & Co in Jesmond on 0191 209 0100 or  
email jesmond@patrobson.com
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VICTORIA COURT APARTMENTS IN JESMOND CLOSE 
TO COMPLETION

This new development of eight apartments on one of the smartest streets in Jesmond,  
Newcastle is now very close to completion.

 Jayne Hore from Karbon Homes is joined by Stephen 
McCoy from Burridge Construction and Tim Nixon from 
Pat Robson & Co to visit Victoria Court in Jesmond 
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Geo Journey, a creative company that helps to educate children about the world, has launched a 
Hotel Transylvania 3 themed subscription box to celebrate the film’s arrival on DVD and Blu-ray™ on 
December 3 last year, courtesy of Sony Pictures Home Entertainment.

Geo Journey, based at the North East BIC, offers a subscription-based service for children aged four to 10.

To celebrate the release of family animation Hotel Transylvania 3, Geo Journey are launching a limited-
edition subscription box themed around the movie which includes a Hotel Transylvania 3 themed eye mask, 
stationery set and activity book. All contained in a mini suitcase.

Geo Journey’s owner, Christina Armstrong, said: “I’ve always been a big fan of Hotel Transylvania so I was 
really excited to be presented with this opportunity.

“The movie is about monsters going on a cruise holiday while our product is about travelling around the 
world. There’s a definite synergy there and it’s a great fit for us.

“It’s amazing to be working on a Sony Pictures Home Entertainment release – it just goes to show how 
much our brand has grown over the past 12 months.”

KIDS’ SUBSCRIPTION COMPANY 
CELEBRATES DVD RELEASE OF HOTEL 

TRANSYLVANIA 3

A group of engineers are celebrating after 

recruiting new staff and taking on larger premises 

just months after being made redundant from a 

North East manufacturing firm.

Washington-based Triotec only launched in May 

last year but have gone on to achieve around 

£500k in turnover due to a high demand for 

their services, which includes manufacturing and 

supplying components to the oil and gas industry.

The company’s three directors: Andrew Calvert, 

Gary Marshall and David Downes outlined a £250k 

turnover target when they first launched the 

business with support from the North East BIC.

Now, the company has expanded into a larger 
industrial unit to accommodate its growing team 
and house aerospace machinery bought from Rolls 
Royce.

Andrew said: “The expansion has happened quicker 
than we expected and we’re delighted to have 
achieved double what we thought we would have 
in terms of turnover.

“It’s a result of the long hours we’ve put in, which 
has led to us receiving so many orders from clients. 
This means that we’ve had to acquire high-end 
machinery to streamline our processes and bring 
in two new members of staff to deal with the 
demand.”

RAPID EXPANSION MANUFACTURED AFTER 
REDUNDANCY

(L-R) John Mills, David Downes, Andrew Calvert, Gary Marshall & Rodney Dodd

www.ne-bic.co.uk

A volunteer-run community radio station serving 
Darlington has moved into a new broadcasting 
base in the town’s centre.

Darlo Radio, established in 2017, has joined 
Darlington’s Business Central to facilitate its 
business growth and bring the community together 
by giving people a voice to discuss local issues.

The online station, which is run on a not-for-profit 
basis, is the brainchild of Programme Director Phil 
Osborne who has over ten years of experience in 
the radio broadcasting industry.

After previously operating the business from a 
home-based studio, Mr Osborne believes the move 
to the business centre is highly significant for the 
station’s growth.

He said: “The station has been growing at such a 
rate that we had to move into a professional set up 
and Business Central works perfectly for us.

“There’s a friendly atmosphere in the building and 
nothing is a problem for their staff, which is very 
important as I’ll be bringing notable guests into 
the building and I need them to feel at ease before 
going on air.

“It’s also an impressive building to look at so I’m 
looking forward to inviting guests here.”

(L-R) Fiona Waistell & Christina Armstrong

DARLINGTON’S 
COMMUNITY RADIO 

STATION MOVES 
INTO TOWN CENTRE

Phil Osborne
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SUNDERLAND CREATIVE 
SERVICES BUSINESS 

HELPS FELLOW WEARSIDE 
COMPANY 

Creative communications firm Jonarc has helped 

Theatre Space North East CIC raise over £1000 

for homelessness charities during a recent 

production of A Christmas Carol. 

Jonarc, which is based at Hope Street Exchange in 

Sunderland, were on hand to deal with everything 

from the production’s eye-catching marketing 

design, to the press, PR, ticketing and box office 

management of the show, leading the original 5 

dates to sell out in less than 48 hours. A further 6 

shows were added, which also sold out immensely 

quickly. 

The production, which was funded by Arts 

Council England and presented in aid of Crisis 

and Newcastle’s West End Food Bank, earned over 

£1000 in cash and food donations during the run. 

Gaining a plethora of 5 star reviews from critics, 

industry press and audiences alike, the producers 

are planning to return in 2019 with a touring 

version of the show.

CLINICAL SPECIALISES 
IN SUPPORTING 

MARKETING AGENCIES
Former Board Directors of Omnicom Experience 
Agency TRO, Chris Wright and Nick Burrows 
have launched new agency CLiNiCAL, focused 
on creating stronger marketing communications 
agencies.

CLiNiCAL’s philosophy is simple; for an agency 
to grow they need strong foundations through 
coherent functional leadership with a clear purpose, 
set of values and strategies. 

CLiNiCAL have developed a unique model to 
evaluate agency strength and make clear strategic 
recommendations. The Agency Strength Audit 
analyses 50 key strength indicators which provide 
focus for CLiNiCAL’S recommendations on how the 
agency can become stronger and the likely impact 
as a result.

CLiNiCAL have developed solutions to address 
challenges in the workplace including a 2 day 
functional leadership workshop, a workshop 
exploring agencies’ purpose, values and strategy 
and a business development audit.

Additional solutions address key functions such as 
sustained talent growth, supporting the board and 
supporting individual development.

THE BRAND SOCIETY OPENS IN NEWCASTLE 
A creative, digital business is helping to reinvent Newcastle’s St. Peters Marina area as a focal point for 
enterprise with the launch of cooperative service The Brand Society.

Precept, the brand performance specialist, has unveiled The Brand Society. It is located at St. Peter’s Wharf, 
overlooking St. Peter’s Marina and just a few minutes from Newcastle Quayside and city centre. 

The Brand Society is open to both Precept clients and non-clients and offers its members coworking, events 
facilities and kit hire to support marketing activities, as well as hosting regular events to share knowledge 
and insight. 

Nick Johnson, Founder of Precept, said: “We love working on St. Peter’s Marina and are proud to show our 
continued commitment to the area by launching The Brand Society.”

The Brand Society premises has facilities ranging from a multi-functional shared space including a bar and 
kitchen area to the more outlandish Speakeasy room for more informal discussion. 

Newcastle-based O Communications has 
announced a string of new retail client wins.

One of the UK’s biggest retail businesses intu has 
appointed O to handle its PR accounts for both of 
the region’s shopping centres intu Metrocentre and 
intu Eldon Square.

In the independent retail sector, Boldon-
headquartered menswear firm Master Debonair 
sought the PR expertise of O to build its brand 
awareness regionally and nationally. Since starting 
the campaign, O has helped Master Debonair 

establish its first London store and bolster its 

ecommerce operation.

Meanwhile, Fenwick Newcastle recently 

reappointed its longstanding PR partner O to 

deliver its 2018 Christmas experience, including 

the fully reimagined Santa on the Rooftop and 

popular Christmas window reveal.

O was also recently revealed by PR Week as one of 

six shortlisted agencies in the Best Agency Outside 

London category, for the second year running.

O BAGS NEW CONTRACTS AS IT STRENGTHENS 
RETAIL PORTFOLIO





Seaham-based mailing house, MetroMail, 
understand this and after a challenging year, 
MetroMail are stronger than ever. Part of the 
Saga Group of companies the mailing experts 
specialise both in direct mail and transactional 
mail, offering all data, print and fulfilment 
services under one roof.

One of their latest investments is their Moll one-
piece mailer machine. This machine creates a 
number of formats and folds to suit clients’ needs. 
In addition, it glues all sides of the document, 
making it eligible for a Mailmark® barcode and, 
therefore, a discounted postal rate.

Why should businesses add one-piece mailers to 
their marketing mix?

In general, direct mail can generate a great return 
on investment when done correctly. In fact, Royal 
Mail have found that, ‘as a result of receiving 
direct mail 92% of people were driven to online 
activity [and] 87% were influenced to make online 
purchases’ (Royal Mail 2014: 29). One-piece mailers 
are a great example of a cost effective, punchy 
mail piece that is more environmentally friendly 
than traditional mailers such as polywrapped 
brochures. By using information captured in clients’ 

databases, MetroMail can create truly dynamic, 
highly personalised mailers which are targeted to 
an individual’s interests. MetroMail have found 
that this has allowed some customers to convert 
from costly brochures to small, one-piece mailers 
which are targeted to an individual. This, therefore, 
drastically increases their return on investment. 
However, the power of personalisation still isn’t 
something that is utilised by everyone, only 
‘9% [of businesses] personalise based on more 
sophisticated insights such as attitudinal data’ 
(Saville 2016:05).

In addition, one-piece mailers can be used for 
reactive marketing. For example, if a customer goes 
on to your website and places some items in their 
basket, but decides not to buy them, you can send 
them a one-piece mailer containing discounts and 
incentives for those products, and this can land on 
their doormat 24-48 hours after they have visited 
your website. This can have a much stronger impact 
than email, ‘51% of people delete email within two 
seconds and only 27% of consumers spend time 
reading them’ (Royal Mail 2014: 13).

One-piece mailers can be very tactile and aesthetic; 
they can be laminated for a different effect, die 
cut into different shapes or even scented so that 

they smell a certain way when they land on your 
doormat.

A note from MetroMail’s MD

“We need to move with the times and move into 
new markets,” said Chris Pygall. 
“We are continually updating our equipment so that 
we can offer a world class service across numerous 
channels. The ways in which we can specifically 
target individual customers is something that 
businesses haven’t properly grasped; we aim to 
change that. Our advancements in data solutions 
will help drive this change.”

Chris Pygall, Managing Director.

Continuing along the lines of investment, 
MetroMail have a number of new machines due to 
arrive in 2019, all of which are part of Chris Pygall’s 
strategy for change. These include two new Sitma 
1050’s with paper-wrapping ability and a Böwe 
Systec Fusion inserting machine. In addition, there 
were a number of investments in 2018, including a 
Pitney Bowes Epic inserting machine, 2 offline-line 
inkjets, a Horizon StitchLiner booklet maker and, of 
course, their Moll one-piece mailer machine. 

These investments have opened up MetroMail’s 
customers to a new, exciting future of direct mail.

METROMAIL CONTINUES INVESTMENT TO BECOME THE 
UK’S LEADER OF INNOVATIVE DIRECT MAIL SOLUTIONS

Innovation is THE word of the moment. For businesses to stay ahead of the curve in today’s current 
climate, they must anticipate their clients’ needs - and investment is key.
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www.metromail.co.uk



TO FIND OUT MORE OR TO SPEAK TO US ABOUT ANY OF OUR OTHER 
SERVICES, GET IN TOUCH TODAY: 

www.metromail.co.uk               0191 301 1700               enquiries@metromail.co.uk

Unit 6, Foxcover Enterprise Park, Admiralty Way, Seaham, SR7 7DN

EyE catching

POSTAL DISCOUNTS

HIGHLY 
PERSONALISED

Various shapes

Various formats

START YOUR ONE-PIECE MAILER CAMPAIGN WITH METROMAIL!
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Aahh, the eerie silence of The Curse Of The 
Phantom Win… 

It’s when you’ve carried out your victory dance, 
geared up for the incoming project, told your Mam 
about it and then six months down the line you 
still haven’t heard a word from the client and most 
definitely haven’t received a penny for your time.

It’s an exhausting and gut-wrenching experience 
for anyone no matter what sector you’re in, but 
can be especially damaging to small companies. 
When faced with new business, it’s common 
for companies to resource accordingly by hiring 
additional staff or even turning down other jobs 
in preparation for the big project that has just 
been won, so a phantom win can sometimes have 
devastatingly detrimental effects. 

The truth of the matter is, the phantom win is 
always going to be with us. Without introducing 
harsh, up-front contracts, bang on the table 
demands and cold steel terms and conditions that 
are enough to make any future client run for the 
hills, for one reason or another most businesses will 
experience the phantom at least once. 

So how can you help your business deal with such 
a thing?

First things first - communication is key. This 
might sound extremely clichéd coming from 
a communications agency, but we speak from 
experience. Setting out clear expectations from 
both parties at the start of a new business win can 
be game-changing and avoid any confusion or cold 
feet further down the line. 

It’s also important to not let a follow-up give you 
the frighteners. Remember, whoever gave you the 
work was impressed with your pitch and your 
ability. You’ve done your half of the bargain and 
you have every right to ask when they’ll be doing 
theirs. They agreed to use your services so don’t be 
afraid to send another email and give them another 
call. 

Following up is important and should be part of 
your business DNA, but it’s equally important to 
know when to cut your losses. If you’re one un-
answered email short of blocking up their inbox for 
the rest of eternity, it may be time to step away 
and focus your energies on other business leads. 

Set yourself some boundaries – five failed follow-
ups? Time to move on. 

As frustrating and damaging as a phantom win is, 
you need to keep your cool, keep it together and 
keep it professional. Exercise your willpower to 
resist an angry phone call you might later regret. 
The client’s reasons may be something beyond 
their control and it’s always best to leave the door 
open. You also never know when or where the same 
client may pop up again and you’d rather not have 
said something that could come back and bite your 
behind. Google cute puppy images and repeat after 
us, “Keep your cool, keep it together and keep it 
professional.”

In danger of sounding even more clichéd, there is a 
lesson to be taken from almost everything. The next 
time you’re asked to pitch for work, make sure you 
do your research on the potential client and weigh 
up the pros and cons of pitching. Also keep an eye 
out for any red flags you may have experienced 
before, such as long delays in communication 
and vague answers to direct questions. And if the 
phantom still returns, remember cute puppies…

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how we can help your 
business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us (not so anonymously) @SilverBulletPR.

ASK SILVER BULLET...

“ ”
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John Dias

WHAT DO WE DO IF WE WIN A PITCH FOR BUSINESS  
BUT NEVER HEAR FROM THEM AGAIN?



Call the B2B PR specialists for 
technical writing and ideas to grow 
your company's reputation.

PR & MARKETING

Tel:0191 233 1300
mhwpr.co.uk

Sometimes
it’s doing the 
little things

well that get 
you no     ticed

Project3_Layout 1  21/01/2019  14:05  Page 1
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Marketing is no longer about creating a one-
way conversation with potential customers, it is 
about growing an engaged community around 
your brand and involving your followers in the 
discussion.  

Curtis Gabriel is one of the leading social media 
marketing agencies in the country, working with 
several international brands across a spectrum of 
industries. However, their roots are firmly planted 
in the North East, so we took the time to find out 
how they continue to deliver outstanding results 
for some of the best-known businesses in the 
region. 

NORTHERN INSIGHT
“Curtis Gabriel took over Northern Insight social 
media in  late October and in such a short period 
the results have been remarkable. We have grown 
our Twitter and Instagram followers rapidly and 
also seen our Facebook stats improve. They are a 
pleasure to work with and I would not hesitate in 
recommending their services to anyone.”

Michael Grahamslaw, Managing Director

Northern Insight magazine showcases the very 
best of North East businesses and the magazine 
continually works to provide its readership with a 
clear overview of the people and companies who 
are succeeding and driving business development 
forward within the region. Curtis Gabriel’s strategy 
aimed to connect with all the key players featured 
in each edition of the magazine through social 
media to further develop the client-business 
relationships. With the magazine itself being 
a platform from which to project the featured 
businesses credentials, develop brand awareness 
and generate business growth it is vital that 
Curtis Gabriel present each of them effectively. 

By developing a social media strategy tailored 
to the magazine’s needs, in just 2 months Curtis 
Gabriel have raised the profile of Northern Insight 
significantly achieving over 1 million impressions 
and encouraging significant organic growth across 
all media platforms.

ITPS
“When business as usual left no time for sharing 
great news, promoting upcoming events or just 
connecting with our stakeholders, we arrived at 
the decision that this could be better managed 
by a specialist third party. We subsequently 
developed a great partnership with Curtis Gabriel 
who not only understood our business but 
became an extension of our team establishing 
quite quickly an excellent rapport with our 
marketing department. Since working together 
our online presence has grown enormously with 
more people talking about us than ever before. 
Where we knew we weren’t the experts, Curtis 
Gabriel are and the results of their expertise 
speak volumes.” 

Garry Sheriff, Managing Director, ITPS ltd

Social media has become one of the fastest growing and most popular forms of marketing in recent 
years and there are several reasons for this shift. Compared to traditional forms of marketing it can 
be more cost effective, time efficient, versatile, targeted, relevant and ultimately more interactive. 

CURTIS GABRIEL 
TRUSTED SOCIAL MEDIA PARTNERS

LA TAXIS
“When Curtis Gabriel took over our digital 
marketing, we had an old website, no presence on 
Google, no SEO and social media platforms with 
small and unengaged audiences. Fast forward 
3 years and we have a fully optimised and well 
maintained website and social media platforms 
that are the envy of taxi firms across the UK. CG 
recently promoted a recruitment campaign and 
we gained almost 100 new drivers. They have also 
helped us maintain our market share when Uber 
launched in the city, by marketing our app and 
doubling the number of users in 2 months. Highly 
recommend their services.”

Rob Armstrong, LA Taxis

LA Taxis is one of Newcastle’s largest private hire 
companies with over 30 years’ experience in the 
region, however, like all businesses, it is imperative 
that they continue to grow and adapt to the 
changing economic climate and customer behaviour 
patterns. With ride share app disruption entering 
the city, LA Taxis needed to stay ahead of the game 
and social media provided a key opportunity. Curtis 
Gabriel have created a bespoke social media strategy 
to ensure that LA Taxis can promote their own app 
whilst also developing a personal and community 
feel to their social media platforms. Separately, 
Curtis Gabriel headed up a digital recruitment 
campaign for the firm and nearly doubled their 
fleet, a feat which gained Curtis Gabriel a reputation 
across the UK in the transportation sector. 
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SOCIAL, DIGITAL AND DESIGN AGENCY
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Curtis Gabriel have shaped ITPS’ social media 
activity which has formed an integral part of the 
marketing and awareness strategy surrounding 
its key brand values and services. This has taken a 
variety of forms including LinkedIn training with 
the staff, working with suppliers on lead generation 
campaigns, profiling community activity and 
developing engaging creative content. All this 
activity is supporting the long-term success of the 
brand. 

Curtis Gabriel have raised maximum awareness of 
the company’s services within the IT industry as 

well as attracting attention from the North East 
business community. Profiling ITPS as a voice in 
both communities was important and a challenge. 
The technical side of the IT content took time to 
understand but Curtis Gabriel put the ground work 
in and the rewards were clear to see. ITPS are also 
a very modest company who do an awful lot in the 
North East, supporting many charities and Sports 
Clubs, so integrating with these on social media 
was easy. The challenge was the sheer volume and 
finding an effective balance.   

In the calendar year of 2018 Curtis Gabriel helped 

increase the social following by over 40% resulting 
in record levels of impressions, engagements and 
website visitors. 

HOTEL INDIGO 
DURHAM
“I have worked closely with Simon and his team 
for several years and quite simply, I’m incredibly 
satisfied with the level of service that the Curtis 
Gabriel team provide. If you want a basic social 
media posting company with an ad-hoc post here 
and there, always chasing and getting nowhere 
then Curtis Gabriel is not for you! I speak to my 
account manager Gabrielle daily and monthly 
we discuss the current and forthcoming strategy. 
Quarterly we agree a strategy document, which 
always changes but it’s never a problem and I 
always receive strong and market appropriate 
guidance when I need it. If you’re building a 
comprehensive Marketing, PR and Social Media 
strategy for your business, you won’t look back if 
you select Curtis Gabriel.”

Patrick McCaffrey, Hotel Indigo, Sales & Marketing 

Manager

Hotel Indigo Durham is an IHG hotel located in 
Durham’s Old Elvet area in the former Old Shire 
Hall building.  It is an incredibly historic building 
which has kept many of the original features and 
its focus on the neighbourhood story is what helps 
it to continually stand out from the crowd. Curtis 
Gabriel created Hotel Indigo Durham’s social 
media platforms for the opening of the Hotel in 
2018. After a successful hotel launch, the platforms 
are generating over 4,000 engagements and 500 
website visits each month. Creating a community 
feel to their social media platforms, Curtis Gabriel 
developed relationships with local businesses and 
attractions such as Durham Cathedral, whom the 
hotel has since sponsored in the development of 
their roof. Despite being a part of a large brand, 
Curtis Gabriel have tailored Hotel Indigo Durham’s 
social media to create an online presence with 
its own style, suited to the hotel and utilising the 
historic area it is situated within. 

Whether you’re looking to build brand 
awareness, get quality website traffic, generate 
leads or drive sales, we tailor our social media 
management process to meet your needs.

To discuss how Curtis Gabriel can help develop 
your brands social media presence visit www.
curtisgabriel.com or call their Newcastle office 
on 0191 340 3600.

I N S I G H T
NORTHERN



When it comes to hiring a PR practitioner or 
agency, there are so many choices out there it can 
sometimes be difficult to know where to start. A 
lack of barriers to entry in public relations means 
that anyone can set themselves up with a phone 
and a laptop – and that you might not get the 
most from your investment. 

It is possible to find someone who ticks all the right 
boxes, fits with your business and delivers more than 
the odd press release. Public relations is much more 
than media relations and when deployed strategically 
can be a game changer for your organisation. 

Look for proof of continuous professional 
development

If you want someone with a comprehensive skillset, 
I always recommend looking for candidates who are 
members of a professional body like the Chartered 
Institute of Public Relations (I’m its immediate past 
president) or the PRCA. 

This is a way to make sure you find someone whose 
PR activity will align with your organisational 
objectives and result in clear business outcomes, 
while working within a code of conduct. Remember 
the person you’re hiring will be responsible for 
managing your reputation. 

An even better choice is a chartered PR practitioner. 
Chartered status means that person has been 
evaluated on their leadership, ethical and strategic 
capabilities, and is committed to continuous 
professional development (CPD). 

I was the first CIPR member in the North East to 
become Chartered and all of my team are members 
of the Institute, as part of our commitment to 
delivering to the highest standards and being 
accountable. 

Time served is not the equivalent of the appropriate 
training and qualifications, especially in an industry 
which is evolving very quickly. 

Best practice in procurement

If you are recruiting for a new PR role in your 
organisation or if you want agencies to pitch for 
your work, the CIPR has launched a brand-new client 
advisor service to help you follow best practice.

If you’re after a member of the team, one of its client 
advisors can help you prepare a job description and 
interview candidates, useful for companies which 
are new to PR, want to ensure the job description 
is accurate and their chosen professional can deliver 
fully in the role on offer. 

Similarly, if you want agencies to pitch for your work 
and have a budget of £5,000 or more to spend, a 
client advisor can help you prepare a brief and select 
an agency. 

All CIPR client advisors are experienced chartered 
practitioners and undertake this work at a reduced 
fixed fee.

Use the toolkit

The CIPR also has a procurement toolkit available to 
support PR recruitment. The toolkit is designed to 
help clients of the PR profession and their suppliers, 
including agencies and other service providers, to 
work together to maximise the value delivered by PR 
practitioners and PR activity.

From a practitioner point of view, having an accurate 
view of the job or brief makes a huge difference 
to how you approach the interview or pitch and 
critically if you even throw your hat in the ring. It’s 
worth following the guidance to get the best people 
for the job.

For more information on the CIPR Client Advisor 
Service, visit:

      www.cipr.co.uk/content/cipr-client-advisor-
service

The CIPR procurement toolkit is available at: 

      www.cipr.co.uk/content/policy-resources/
toolkits-and-best-practice-guides/procurement-
toolkit

Sarah H
all
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BEST PRACTICE 
IN PUBLIC 

RELATIONS 
PROCUREMENT 

By Sarah Hall, managing director of  
Sarah Hall Consulting Limited

Choosing the best PR practitioner or 
agency for your company is really 
important if you want someone 

who can deliver results against your 
business objectives. Here Sarah Hall, 

managing director of Sarah Hall 
Consulting, shares her top tips on 

getting your recruitment right.



French writer Antoine de Saint-
Exupéry once said: “A goal 
without a plan is just a wish.” 
And here at Harvey & Hugo we 
couldn’t agree more.

Businesses should never 
underestimate the importance 
of a strong, consistent PR and 
marketing strategy to keep your 
content fresh and engaging.

Of course, there’s much more 
to creating a communications 
strategy than simply saying, 
‘this is what I am going to do’. 
You must consider your target 
audience, timing and most 
importantly your key messages.

To create a strong strategy, it 
is key to plan, prepare and plan 
some more.

To help you implement and 
visualise your 2019 PR and 
marketing strategy we’ve created 
a fabulous wall planner, packed 
with useful awareness days to 
keep your content fresh.

So, if you want to find out more about planning your PR & marketing strategy with help from our wonderful wall planners and pack of experts, 
throw us a bone on 01325 486666, email info@harveyandhugo.com or call into Business Central, Darlington, we’d be happy to help.

IT’S ALWAYS GOOD TO HAVE A PLAN, RIGHT?
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I caught up with Kirsty Ramsey, Chartered 
Marketer and Senior Marketing Manager at Tait 
Walker at the beginning of the year to congratulate 
her on her successful graduation from the CIM 
Marketing Leadership Programme (Consultancy) 
in 2018. Tait Walker is a North East Accountancy 
firm with five offices across Newcastle, Durham, 
Teesside, Northumberland and Carlisle and Kirsty 
is responsible for the marketing team and working 
with the service lines on strategy and business 
development.

What was your inspiration for Studying the 
CIM Marketing Leadership Programme?

I didn’t do a marketing degree at university, I did 
business and economics which I loved, with a few 
marketing modules towards the end. However, 
having worked in Marketing for some time, I wanted 
to ensure I had the best qualifications I could to take 
my career forward. The skills I have gained in strategy 
development, project leadership and business 
change have been invaluable already. I was lucky 
to have a supportive team and the backing of the 
partners at Tait Walker; I couldn't have got through 
this challenging programme without them.

What advice would you give someone just 
starting in their Marketing Career?

As with any profession, some standards are 
recognised all over the world. Working for an 
accountancy firm I have seen first-hand how vital 

knowledge and qualifications are not only to the 
firm but to clients who value the commitment 
and determination it takes to become a qualified 
accountant. Marketing is no different, and I strongly 
believe the Chartered Marketer status can open lots 
of doors for someone looking for a long-term career 
in marketing. As well as considering how to start the 
journey to becoming chartered, I’d also recommend 
doing as much informal learning as you can to keep 
up to date with the fast-paced, ever-changing world 
of marketing.

Looking back is there anything you’d do 
differently to progress your career?

Honestly, I don’t think I would change too much; 

maybe I would have gone abroad for a year or to 
London to get more experience of how marketing 
adapts in different cultures. I would probably have 
started my CIM training earlier if I could go back, but 
in a way, I’m pleased I held off and got to do the new 
version of the masters level programme. The new 
learning from this course has added so much to my 
day to day role and future projects, as well as giving 
me new skills that I can adapt to other areas of life.

What new challenges have you set yourself 
for 2019?

I’m not one for setting prescriptive goals, but I do 
have lots of work projects this year that I’m very 
excited about, it's going to be a busy year ahead 
which the whole team is looking forward to. Inside 
and outside of work, I’m determined to do more 
for the local community in 2019 and work with our 
charity committee to do as much as we can for local 
projects and people. As I’ve just become a member 
of our Better Health at Work committee – I think I 
better throw in a few goals around enjoying fewer 
cocktails and more nights at the gym too!

If you would like to have a chat with me about how 
nesma can support the development of your career, 
please get in touch and we can meet up for a coffee. 
The CIM Marketing Leadership Programme is not 
just for traditional marketers but ideal for business 
development executives, entrepreneurs and business 
owners too.

A NEW YEAR CATCH UP

Veronica Swindale, Director, Chartered Marketer, FCIM, CIM Ambassador of the North. Whether it’s working on your current skill set or  
exploring a new area of expertise nesma has all your marketing and communication know-how covered.

www.nesma.co.uk     hello@nesma.co.uk

V
eronica Sw

indale



Many people often misunderstand and 
underestimate business networking 
opportunities. Which is a shame, because it can 
prove very lucrative. There are four principle 
areas to the secret of successful networking. 

First - Organisation and structure

I‘ve been to many networking events where I’ve put 
on my name badge, grabbed a drink and entered 
a room of people I don’t know. The vast majority, 
either standing alone gawping at their mobiles 
or chatting to colleagues and cliques. Leaving 
as empty handed as I arrived. This doesn’t work 
and is frankly, rather pointless. Effective business 
networking needs to have a purposeful structure, 
so that attendees understand what’s happening, 
how to prepare and what to expect. A good 
example is the B2B Networking Organisation. B2B 
Networking, which originated in the North East, is 
an extremely effective networking system that uses 
a proven template.  In short, members meet over 
breakfast in a relaxed atmosphere at a local venue. 
In turn, each member is given the opportunity to 
briefly outline their business, products or services 
and what they are looking for. Then one member 
is asked to present a more detailed overview of 
what they do. Then the group brainstorms some 
topical commercial issues and looks to assist fellow 
members with advice, contacts and referrals.  Over 
time members get to know each other personally 
as well as professionally and as such get to like and 
trust each other. This is crucial, because without 
understanding, trust and respect people are unlikely 
to share knowledge or business contacts with 
strangers. Networking groups that exert undue 
pressure to supply referral quotas, as a membership 
criteria, tends to result in people providing weak 
referrals or risk upsetting hard earned clients, which 
defeats the object. 

Second - Patience and trust

Networking is principally a sales and marketing 
activity and needs to be considered as such. All 
successful sales and marketing activity requires 
patience and trust. Like a course of anti-biotics, 

marketing activity needs to be sustained to be 
effective.  Just as an advertising campaign needs to 
be structured, persevered and given time to work. 
It’s the same with networking, you need trust and 
patience for it to succeed. It’s unrealistic to expect 
instant results after just one meeting. Only until 
people get to know you, will they realistically open 
up and share valuable commercial assets with you.  

Third - Effort

Like most things in business, you get out what you 
put in. The same goes for networking.  People, by 
nature, are reluctant to trust strangers immediately 
and will wait until they are more familiar before 
opening up. Those who put in the extra effort to 
understand fellow members and going the extra 
yard with preparations and presentations will be 
the ones who become trusted and respected first 
and consequently the ones to benefit from quality 
referrals and recommendations first.   

Forth - Belief and attitude 

To succeed in anything, you must first believe in 
what you’re doing, otherwise you’ll not achieve 
your full potential. No matter how good the 

patter, a sales person who doesn’t fully believe 
in the product they’re flogging won’t do as well 
as those who do. It’s the same with networking, 
so it’s essential that the right people from the 
business attends. If the members of the group 
are predominantly business owners, directors 
or senior managers, then make sure you send 
a representative of an equivalent standing as it 
would be unfair and unrealistic to send raw recruits 
or apprentices along. And, more often than not, will 
make it harder for fellow members to take your 
commitment seriously.  

Summary 

Networking won’t be for everyone, but for those 
who embrace the opportunity, chose the right 
group and put in the effort, the rewards can be very 
lucrative. I can honestly say, the vast majority of 
my business comes from networking and, pound 
for pound, offers a very good return on investment. 
When it comes to selecting a networking 
organisation there are lots out there of varying 
quality. Having tried Network B2B, I can honestly 
say they are one the very best, if not the best, out 
there and well worth a try. 

THE POWER 
OF BUSINESS 
NETWORKING 

Angus Long of business 
consultancy, Impression 
Marketing, explains and 

highlights the benefits of 
successful business networking.

www.impression-marketing.co.uk   www.networkb2b.co.uk

Angus Long
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Highlights PR is a successful PR agency run by 
Keith Newman. Uniquely, their office is a boat 
based on the River Tyne. Here, Keith tells us how 
you can maximise PR opportunities with his 
unique service.

As a PR professional, I’m frequently asked by 
journalists and radio/tv presenters if I know of 
any experts that they can quote in articles or do 
interviews with.

Coverage like that immediately gives my clients a 
competitive advantage over their business rivals 
and propels them into the public eye often leading 
to increased brand awareness and ultimately, sales. 

As one of my RADAR clients, I’ll ensure that you are 
always on the media’s RADAR and that you will be 
put forward at every opportunity. In addition, your 
details will be passed to my media contacts every 
two weeks so that you are always in their mind. 

This service is just £20 per month and you can start 
immediately. There are no limits to the amount of 
times you are presented to the media. 

All I ask is that you complete a simple questionnaire 
and supply a head and shoulders photo for my 
records. 

To become more than a blip in the media’s RADAR 
simply email keith@highlightspr.co.uk and quote 
“Northern Insight”.

For a no obligation chat about your PR and a coffee on-board Highlights – the floating office, call Keith on 07814 397951 or  
email Keith@highlightspr.co.uk 

HOW CAN WE “HIGHLIGHT” YOUR BUSINESS?  

We’re not about gimmicks, gizmos 
or giveaways - we’re about getting you noticed.

P.S. Free torch for every
        new customer (lol)
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Keith Woods



Sure.

Except Miquela Sousa is a hyper-realistic CGI 
animation. In other words, an avatar. She’s not 
real. But she’s also not your run-of-the-mill 
avatar (if that even exists). Lil Miquela boasts 
quite the impressive CV, with 1.5 million 
followers on Instagram, two singles on Spotify, 
a feature in Vogue, a campaign for UGG and a 
cover of Wonderland Magazine all under her 
digitally composed belt already. Feathers have 
also been ruffled recently as she was hired as 
contributing arts editor for DAZED magazine, all 
in her third year of existence.

Miquela’s account launched in April 2016 and it has 
been linked to Brud; a Los Angeles-based start-up 
that specialises in “robotics, artificial intelligence 
and their applications to media businesses”.  An on-
going, and entirely fictional, feud between Miquela 
and the agency has meant that the narrative in 
which ties have been cut and then reformed has 
played out over the last year. Her 1.5m followers 
watch on avidly. Recently, Miquela moved back 
with her ‘old managers’ and through a series of 
diary entries on Miquela’s Instagram highlights, 
she described it as how she imagines moving back 
in with parents would feel. Her account account 
intentionally blurs the line between fantasy and 
fiction as she shares her thoughts and emotions, 
even directly addressing the ‘robot thing’ as some 
‘creepy sci-fi stuff’ that she tries not to think about.

Adding this dimension of emotional intelligence 
allows for engagement through relatability. 
Audiences are able to connect with Miquela, 

forming a personal bond based on interest, trust 
and integrity. This type of connection between an 
influencer and a target audience is often utilised by 
brands as they guide purchase intentions through 
to repeat purchase, brand loyalty and ultimately, 
brand advocacy. 

Time magazine named Lil Miquela as one of the 
25 most influential people on the internet in 2018. 
Featuring next to the likes of Trump, Rihanna and 
Kanye West in regard to her ability to globally 
impact social media and drive trends and news. The 
emergence of these artificial influencers is set to 
disrupt the social industry as we know it; Forbes 
explained that integrating a bot who understands 

consumer likes and dislikes within a social strategy 
can prove to be very powerful for brands. They are 
able to direct the most relevant products at the 
most relevant time whilst removing the need for 
researching and sourcing the most appropriate 
bloggers and celebrities.

The inclusion of robotic influencers poses some 
important questions for PR and marketing 
professionals. Would including the likes of Lil 
Miquela in a long-term strategy position a brand as 
super hip and cool? Would it appeal to the Gen Z 
and millennial audiences that so many brands just 
aren’t quite sure how to target? Or would there 
be uproar as these dystopian characters start to 
replace those influencers that have worked hard 
to create engaging and sharable content for their 
organically generated audiences?

Delving deeper, the existence of artificial influencers 
could be a subtle nod to the superficiality of 
Instagram and the way the internet is developing. 
Does a review of the latest skin product from an 
artificial influencer carry the same authenticity as 
a paid for #ad or an honestly held review of the 
product? Only time will tell. The future of artificial 
influencers is all too new to predict, but despite 
the minor logistical details, it is important to 
acknowledge that these industry players are now 
very real.

19/L.A./ROBOT: 
INTRODUCING 
THE HOTTEST 

NEW 
INFLUENCER ON 

THE BLOCK
@lilmiquela was at the British 

Fashion Awards in December. Her 
Instagram feed was immediately 

inundated with her head-to-toe in 
Prada outfits, followed by a morning 

after the night before (perfectly 
posed) snap of her enjoying 

breakfast in bed. The caption even 
raved about VSCO Cam’s new filters. 
Sounds like any normal run-of-the-

mill influencer, right?

Lianna McLean is account executive at W North, part of W Communications. Follow us @wcommnorth on Twitter and Instagram. 
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Lianna McLean

Lil Miquela
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TRACK 2: HELLO! IS IT ME YOU’RE LOOKING FOR?
Cause I wonder where you are, and I wonder what you do... are you somewhere on the 14th page 

of Google? - For our second instalment of the hospitality insight, we are looking into search engine 
optimisation and sharing our three key considerations before embarking on your SEO journey.

You’re not the only one feeling lonely in the world of digital jargon and acronyms.

Let me start by saying...I don’t love you, but we 
can help you. Search Engine Optimisation, or 
SEO for short, is a series of changes or alterations 
made by your website provider which should 
be implemented, assessed and amended on a 
monthly basis to help you appear higher in the 
search results.

Over the years SEO has been subject to some 
serious debate of both its results and methods by 
web-based companies and external sources alike, 
especially in the hospitality sector. Search engines 
have been known to change how they index 
websites without warning. This means that what 
was standard practice today, may not be tomorrow. 
To add further confusion to this dark art, Search 
Engine Optimisation is associated with complex 
acronyms, digital jargon and spam emails landing 
in your inbox selling you “first page of Google” 
results.

We are here to help you with some of the basics 
before talking to a web company about the more 
complex elements of SEO and ensure you start on 
the right foot.

SEO is about identifying goals and measuring 
results. Only when we analyse data can we 
determine if the overall strategy was achieved. But 
before we do that, we need to get the basics right. 
At the risk of upsetting SEO companies, we break 
down our first-time optimal setup for websites 
into three key areas, Meta Descriptions, Keywords 
and Page Titles - granted, there are lots of other 
elements but these will get you off to the best 
possible start and form the core of your path to 
search engine success.

A ‘Meta Description’ is a description of what your 
customers will find on that specific page, this is 
not a place to copy and paste some content from 
your ‘about’ section. Google recently increased the 
limit to 160 characters, so use it. We focus on what 
the core of that page is and any relevant calls to 
action contained within. For example, if you are a 
country hotel based in the North East and we are 
working on your homepage, using something like 
“Hotel in the North East” is definitely not the best 
solution, and trust me we seen this many times 
before. You need to really understand your market, 
get into the mindset of your customers, identify 
trigger phrases and plan accordingly. A description 
like “17 Bedroom Luxury Hotel and Wedding Venue 
situated in the North East where you can eat, relax 
and stay.” now that will grab the attention of your 
prospects! This was just a simplified example, but 
you get the idea. Just remember your description is 
a deeper insight into your business and what that 
page will hold based on your customer’s desires 
and trigger phrases.

Next up is ‘Keywords’ and here begins the debate. 
The long and short of it is, as of September 2009, 
Google no longer indexes websites based on 
keywords, period. That being said, there are other 
search engines that do (to some extent) and it’s 
a great exercise to run from a business analysis 
perspective, it also helps your SEO company see 
what your planned results may be. The keywords 
you come up with say a lot about your business, 
from experience they help us assess your planned 
results and expectations for your website so these 
are worth spending some time on, even if they 
don’t directly affect your search engine ranking.

Finally ‘Page Titles’, we love these. They really are 
the shop signage to your digital presence, the 
magazine cover to your publication, the red light 
in the window to say you’re open... well... you get 
the idea. This is how you appear to the world when 
someone searches you directly or for a service you 
are offering. They need to be captivating, enticing 
and inviting to encourage people to click onto your 
page. It is also prime real estate, most websites 
default their page title to the business name, there 
is nothing wrong with this, it just doesn’t grab 
your potential customers attention. We will always 
be emotive, descriptive or both when creating 
page titles. Emotive is the use of trigger words, 
something like “Hotel Name - Eat | Stay | Play”. 
The descriptive method is similar to your Meta 
Description, “Hotel Name - Luxury North East 
Hotel”. The trick to a great page title is length, too 
long and it looks like an advert, too short and you 
may miss a prime customer opportunity. We would 
advise you keep them under 60 characters to give 
you the best possible chance of the title being seen 
on all devices. Remember, your page title appears 
at the top of the browser window or tab on most 
devices, make it count!

Track 1: Hotel, Motel, Holiday Inn

Track 2: Hello! Is it me you’re looking for?

Track 3: Oops!... I did it again

Track 4: I believe in miracles

Track 5: Ah, push it - push it real good

Track 6: It’s everything you ever want

Track 7: We’re gonna have a party tonight

Track 8: What’s cooler than being cool?

Track 9: Some will win, some will lose

Track 10: Don’t believe me just watch

Track 11: You’ve got a friend in me

Track 12: Start spreadin’ the news

Let me start by saying... I don’t love you, but we 
can help you. Search Engine Optimisation, or 
SEO for short, is a series of changes or alterations 
made by your website provider which should 
be implemented, assessed and amended on a 
monthly basis to help you appear higher in the 
search results.

Over the years SEO has been subject to some 
serious debate of both its results and methods 
by web-based companies and external sources 
alike, especially in the hospitality sector. Search 
engines have been known to change how they 
index websites without warning. This means that 
what was standard practice today, may not be 
tomorrow. To add further confusion to this dark 
art, Search Engine Optimisation is associated 
with complex acronyms, digital jargon and spam 
emails landing in your inbox selling you “first 
page of Google” results. 

We are here to help you with some of the basics 
before talking to a web company about the more 
complex elements of SEO and ensure you start 
on the right foot.

SEO is about identifying goals and measuring 
results. Only when we analyse data can we 
determine if the overall strategy was achieved. 
But before we do that, we need to get the basics 
right. At the risk of upsetting SEO companies, 
we break down our first-time optimal setup for 
websites into three key areas, Meta Descriptions, 
Keywords and Page Titles - granted, there are lots 
of other elements but these will get you off to 
the best possible start and form the core of your 
path to search engine success.

A ‘Meta Description’ is a description of what your 
customers will find on that specific page, this is 
not a place to copy and paste some content from 
your ‘about’ section. Google recently increased 
the limit to 160 characters, so use it. We focus on 
what the core of that page is and any relevant 
calls to action contained within. For example, 
if you are a country hotel based in the North 
East and we are working on your homepage, 
using something like “Hotel in the North East” is 
definitely not the best solution, and trust me we 
seen this many times before. You need to really 
understand your market, get into the mindset 
of your customers, identify trigger phrases and 
plan accordingly. A description like “17 Bedroom 
Luxury Hotel and Wedding Venue situated in the 
North East where you can eat, relax and stay.” now 
that will grab the attention of your prospects! 
This was just a simplified example, but you get 
the idea. Just remember your description is a 
deeper insight into your business and what that 
page will hold based on your customer’s desires 
and trigger phrases. 
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Next up is ‘Keywords’ and here begins the debate. 
The long and short of it is, as of September 2009, 
Google no longer indexes websites based on 
keywords, period. That being said, there are 
other search engines that do (to some extent) 
and it’s a great exercise to run from a business 
analysis perspective, it also helps your SEO 
company see what your planned results may be. 
The keywords you come up with say a lot about 
your business, from experience they help us 
assess your planned results and expectations for 
your website so these are worth spending some 
time on, even if they don’t directly affect your 
search engine ranking.

Finally ‘Page Titles’, we love these. They really 
are the shop signage to your digital presence, 
the magazine cover to your publication, the red 
light in the window to say you’re open... well... 
you get the idea. This is how you appear to the 
world when someone searches you directly or 
for a service you are offering. They need to be 
captivating, enticing and inviting to encourage 
people to click onto your page. It is also prime real 
estate, most websites default their page title to 
the business name, there is nothing wrong with 
this, it just doesn’t grab your potential customers 
attention. We will always be emotive, descriptive 
or both when creating page titles. Emotive is 
the use of trigger words, something like “Hotel 
Name - Eat | Stay | Play”. The descriptive method 
is similar to your Meta Description, “Hotel Name 
- Luxury North East Hotel”. The trick to a great 
page title is length, too long and it looks like 
an advert, too short and you may miss a prime 
customer opportunity. We would advise you 
keep them under 60 characters to give you the 
best possible chance of the title being seen on 
all devices. Remember, your page title appears at 
the top of the browser window or tab on most 
devices, make it count!

TRACK 2: HELLO! IS IT ME YOU’RE LOOKING FOR?

Cause I wonder where you are, and I wonder what you do... are you somewhere on the 14th page 
of Google? - For our second instalment of the hospitality insight, we are looking into search engine 

optimisation and sharing our three key considerations before embarking on your SEO journey.  
You’re not the only one feeling lonely in the world of digital jargon and acronyms.

Written for Northern Insight by

Adam Hill, Founder of Creativehill

The Hospitality Specialists

OUR TOP TIP:
Think about what trigger phrases you 
want your business, services or products 
to be associated with. This will help you 
write captivating descriptions, page titles 
and identify keywords.
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Let me start by saying... I don’t love you, but we 
can help you. Search Engine Optimisation, or 
SEO for short, is a series of changes or alterations 
made by your website provider which should 
be implemented, assessed and amended on a 
monthly basis to help you appear higher in the 
search results.

Over the years SEO has been subject to some 
serious debate of both its results and methods 
by web-based companies and external sources 
alike, especially in the hospitality sector. Search 
engines have been known to change how they 
index websites without warning. This means that 
what was standard practice today, may not be 
tomorrow. To add further confusion to this dark 
art, Search Engine Optimisation is associated 
with complex acronyms, digital jargon and spam 
emails landing in your inbox selling you “first 
page of Google” results. 

We are here to help you with some of the basics 
before talking to a web company about the more 
complex elements of SEO and ensure you start 
on the right foot.

SEO is about identifying goals and measuring 
results. Only when we analyse data can we 
determine if the overall strategy was achieved. 
But before we do that, we need to get the basics 
right. At the risk of upsetting SEO companies, 
we break down our first-time optimal setup for 
websites into three key areas, Meta Descriptions, 
Keywords and Page Titles - granted, there are lots 
of other elements but these will get you off to 
the best possible start and form the core of your 
path to search engine success.

A ‘Meta Description’ is a description of what your 
customers will find on that specific page, this is 
not a place to copy and paste some content from 
your ‘about’ section. Google recently increased 
the limit to 160 characters, so use it. We focus on 
what the core of that page is and any relevant 
calls to action contained within. For example, 
if you are a country hotel based in the North 
East and we are working on your homepage, 
using something like “Hotel in the North East” is 
definitely not the best solution, and trust me we 
seen this many times before. You need to really 
understand your market, get into the mindset 
of your customers, identify trigger phrases and 
plan accordingly. A description like “17 Bedroom 
Luxury Hotel and Wedding Venue situated in the 
North East where you can eat, relax and stay.” now 
that will grab the attention of your prospects! 
This was just a simplified example, but you get 
the idea. Just remember your description is a 
deeper insight into your business and what that 
page will hold based on your customer’s desires 
and trigger phrases. 
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What were your career ambitions  
growing up?

I always wanted to be a spy! Turns out it’s quite 
difficult and although led to believe, it’s not all 
about fast cars and Mojitos so I followed my 
passion, art and design. 

Tell us about the inception of your company?

We started in 2015 executing creative solutions for 
a range of businesses, but I’m a foodie! My business 
focus was always on hotels, bars and restaurants 
- we ended up winning some awards for our work 
and the rest is history.

What services do you provide? 

We offer a range of services around the hospitality 
sector, we call it “profitability through desirability”. 
We partner with hotels, bars and restaurants to 
increase online traffic, bookings, reservations and 
manage all aspects of their digital presence. The 
world has moved past the days of websites, they 
are so much more and our business focusses on the 
success of the hospitality sector and the companies 
within it. 

What’s your proudest business achievement? 

As a business, I think it was the day we took a 
customer’s online traffic from 200k to over 1 million 
during the launch helping their hotel achieve online 
success. But personally, I enjoy the buzz of being 
asked to deliver talks on improving the hospitality 
sector online and make a real difference. Being 
identified as a specialist from something that 
started as passion is a real personal achievement. 

How has the industry evolved in the last  
few years?

The rise of commission based booking engines has 
played a huge role in hotel marketing. It’s allowed 
hotels and get rid of non-occupied rooms at the 
last minute but conversely has given opportunities 
for users to “find the best deal direct” reducing the 
commission overhead. 

Who are your heroes in and out of business?  

I don’t like going for the cliche business heroes, I 
have lots of people I look up to, talk to and take 
advice from that inspire me. They know who they 
are.

Which fictional character do you  
most relate to?  

Just because I am watching it at the moment I will 
go with Ray Donovan - for all our methods are 
very different, we help fix the problems that other 
people don’t know how to - hospitality speaking.

How do you like to unwind? 

I like to travel, see the world and experience new 
things. It’s nice to get away although it’s hard to 
switch off from the hospitality mindset. 

What are your 2019 business goals?

This year we launch our new platform to help the 
hospitality sector take control of their own events. 
Our focus will be delivering that system to and 
working with our customers to bring features that 
don’t exist in the market.

IN CONVERSATION 
WITH...

This month we chat to…

ADAM HILL
Creativehill
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Sage, the market leader in cloud business 
management solutions and Northumbria 
University, Newcastle, have been announced 
as new sponsors of Digital Union - the largest 
network of digital, creative and technology 
businesses in the North East.

As sponsors, Sage and Northumbria University will 
play an important role in driving forward the vision 
of the membership organisation as it continues to 
champion the North East’s creative, digital and 
tech industries on both the regional and national 
stage.

The announcement comes as Digital Union 
membership tops the 200 mark, with more and 

more businesses flocking to be part of the network, 
which brings together like-minded businesses to 
collaborate and share ideas, whilst providing access 
to vital business support services and lobbying key 
policymakers on behalf of the region’s digital and 
tech sectors.

Jim Mawdsley, CEO at business support agency 
Generator, which runs Digital Union, said: “We’re 
thrilled to welcome both Sage and Northumbria 
University as Digital Union sponsors. They are 
both leaders within their fields and bring with 
them a wealth of insight and experience that will 
strengthen the support we provide to growing 
businesses, whilst and adding further gravitas to 
our collective voice on the national stage.”

A customer service software brand is set 
to revolutionise the way companies handle 
communication across channels including social 
media, SMS, webchat, messenger, and email 
launched a strategic partnership in The North 
East this week.

Created by entrepreneur, founder, and CEO, 
Jack Barmby, the omni-channel communication 
software, Gnatta, acts as a central hub, connecting 
your business-wide channels and systems to 
deliver a best-in-class customer experience. 

Already successfully used to respond to customer 
queries by retail and logistics giants, the software is 
now available through Washington-based company 
Sirius Telecom, exclusively to companies in The 
North East.  

Director at Sirius Telecom, Jolene Sundin, said “In 
simple terms, this is unique software that puts 
multi-channel business enquiries from social media, 
email, SMS, webchat, telephony, and Messenger 
onto your desk within 3 seconds in real time.  We 
already know that 97% of customers are now 
multi-channel users, each with an average of 5.6 
comms channels, so speed of response can save a 
company thousands – if not: millions – in employee 
hours, turnover, and reputation, eliminating human 
error in the process. ” 

Blocknorth have launched an online learning platform, delivering blockchain 
knowledge to businesses in the UK and globally. Headquartered in Newcastle-upon-
tyne, Blocknorth are bringing blockchain technology to a wider audience through 
CPD accredited online learning courses. 

Blocknorth learning courses are designed for those employees with little to no knowledge 
of what blockchain is, what it does and why it’s impact may be significant for them. 

The Blocknorth team are passionate about the North East and are keen to drive the North 
East forward as a foremost tech and blockchain hub in the UK. 

Alongside the launch of the online platform, Blocknorth is thrilled to announce the 
signing of a key strategic partnership with Syscoin, a high profile open-source blockchain 
platform & cryptocurrency with a market capitalisation of $25million. 

Syscoin delivers ‘business on the blockchain’, developing the world’s first fully decentralised 
marketplace where users can buy and sell securely, without middlemen or card fees. 

Blocknorth will holding a number of key ‘Welcome to Blockchain’ networking events in 
2019, more details of which will be released in January. For businesses looking to find 
out more about blockchain technology, we’d encourage them to reach out through our 
website. 

SOFTWARE GIANT AND LEADING NORTH EAST 
UNIVERSITY BACK REGION’S DIGITAL AND TECH SCENE

BLOCKCHAIN START-UP IN NORTH EAST SIGNS SIGNIFICANT 
PARTNERSHIP DEAL

SOFTWARE 
LAUNCH SET TO 
REVOLUTIONISE 

CUSTOMER 
COMMUNICATION



How to guard against 
business risk
Making predictions about IT industry trends is not easy but there is one 
thing we can be absolutely certain about, and that is that the number of 
cyber security attacks will continue to rise throughout 2019.

Threats are shifting and changing with increasing speed, with organisations 
ranging from SMEs through to financial institutions, British Airways, 
T-Mobile and even NASA reporting breaches.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk

www.itps.co.uk

As IT security experts we receive a lot of appeals for help from 
organisations in the middle of a cyber attack. While no organisation can 
totally avoid risk, they can and should mitigate it. 

There are a few different things you can do, like 
recognising the risk, planning for the worst, training 
your staff, stay up to date and get some insurance.



A report from the World Economic Forum, 
which surveyed 12,000 business leaders in 140 
countries, showed that cyber-attacks were 
the biggest concern among businesses across 
Europe, North America and Asia.

Threats are shifting and changing with increasing 
speed, and 2018 saw case after case hit the 
headlines, with organisations ranging from SMEs 
through to financial institutions, British Airways, 
T-Mobile and even NASA reporting breaches.

Recognise the risk

Don’t think it won’t happen to you, nothing and no 
one is immune. Cyber criminals don’t just attack 
large corporates, they target any organisation 
that is not properly protected, exploiting basic 
weaknesses in IT systems and software. SMEs are 
seen as particularly easy targets, providing access 
not just to their own organisation but to their 
larger partners and clients.

Plan for the worst

As with any other facet of business planning, you 
should hope for the best but plan for the worst. 
Without robust security measures and a business 

continuity strategy in place to cope if your data 
is stolen, your ecommerce site is taken down, or 
your systems compromised, you are putting your 
organisation at risk.

Don’t try to do everything yourself. Review the 
potential threats and risks, then assess your 
in-house skills and capabilities to determine 
whether you need to bring in outside help in the 
form of a trusted security partner.

Train your people

Once you have invested in the smartest 
prevention and detection systems on the market, 
reinforce that move with strict company-wide 
processes and thorough staff training to create 
a strong cyber-culture. Human beings are 
fallible and a successful attack need not be as 
sophisticated as you think. Many hackers have 
a low level of skill and succeed simply because 
someone was tricked into clicking on a link.

Get some insurance

For full wrap around protection, transfer some 
or all of the risk to one of the growing number 
of cyber and data insurance specialists. The 

Hiscox Cyber Readiness Report 2018 showed 
that a worrying 73% of the 4000 organisations 
surveyed had gaps in their ability to manage 
cyber security readiness. Insurance is no 
substitute for security measures, but it can form 
a safety net and offset the cost of an attack. 
Having foundation measures in place such as 
those included in the Government-backed Cyber 
Essentials and Cyber Essentials Plus certifications 
demonstrates to your insurers that you take 
cyber protection seriously. 

Stay up to date

As IT security experts we receive a lot of appeals 
for help from organisations in the middle of a 
cyber attack. While no organisation can totally 
avoid risk, they can and should mitigate it. Many 
of the situations our new clients find themselves 
in could have been easily prevented.

Cybercrime has been transformed from an IT 
issue to a strategic risk issue that directors and 
senior managers cannot afford to ignore. Give 
us a call or come along to one of our regular 
security briefings to find out more about how we 
can help you protect your business.

HOW TO GUARD AGAINST BUSINESS RISK
Making predictions about IT industry trends is not easy but there is one thing we can be  

absolutely certain about, and that is that the number of cyber security attacks will continue  
to rise throughout 2019.

For more information call 0191 442 8300, email contact@itps.co.uk or visit www.itps.co.uk
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Here at Generator, the year ahead for us is 
extremely exciting as we look forward to 
building on the key partnerships that we have 
created over the last 12 months, which will only 
help us to service both our members and clients 
more effectively.

In the previous round-up for this publication, 
I mentioned the North East Supply Chain 
programme managed by RTC North, which we are 
a key partner of. This programme has investment 
from the North East Local Enterprise Partnership 
(NELEP) through Local Growth Fund, the North East 
Automotive Alliance (NEAA) and the North East 
Process Industries Cluster (NEPIC), and Generator. 
It has the potential to set the pace nationally as a 
blueprint for how different sectors can collaborate 
and exchange knowledge, in turn ensuring that we 
are all more efficient, productive, and ultimately 
more profitable. 

Our role in this process is clear: we will be a conduit 
for other sectors accessing the digital solutions 
they need in order to increase productivity, sell 
more efficiently or even just promote their own 

businesses more effectively. Everyone needs a 
digital solution, right? Some businesses might 
simply not understand what that means. This 
programme will give businesses in the NELEP 
area the opportunity to access digital and tech 
expertise from around the region, allowing them 
to unlock more business opportunities, collaborate 
with different sectors, and scale on a whole new 
level. With the right execution, this programme will 
greatly benefit all involved.

One Region, One Sector, One Statement is a key 
campaign that we are currently focusing on as part 
of Digital Union. This is an important campaign 
to us as it will be the first time that the creative, 
digital and tech sectors in the North East have 
come together to produce one cohesive piece 
of work, reflecting the progress and position of 
these sectors. This statement is being produced 
with contributions from Digital Union, Sunderland 
Software City, Dynamo, Digital City, Newcastle 
Tech Trust, Invest North East and local councils 
such as Middlesbrough and Gateshead. Despite 
increasing political divisions, we are one region, 

and we believe that these sectors should reflect 
that. This exciting movement will undoubtedly see 
more partnerships in the future. ‘Together, we are 
stronger’ - is an old adage, but in this case, a true 
one.

Why is this statement so important? It’s quite 
simple: there are so many documents and 
reports that state what the sector looks like, yet 
none provide consistent data or are completely 
regionwide. The goal is not to have a campaign 
around the sector (not yet, anyway). The goal is to 
identify our strengths, explore how effective our 
education system is in producing the talent we 
need, and determine the true value of the sector to 
the regional and UK economy. 

Keeping in mind that UK Music reported last year 
that the value of the entire UK music industry was 
£4.5 Billion in 2017, our research has revealed that 
the value of the entire North East tech and digital 
sectors is £2.3 Billion. It is evident that our region 
is growing rapidly, and the North East is becoming 
increasingly digital-focused. 

Jim Mawdsley, CEO at Generator, dives deeper into two key initiatives that look to both  
strengthen and promote the North East creative, digital and tech sectors in 2019.

ONE REGION, ONE SECTOR, ONE STATEMENT
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Go on... treat yourself

B E A U T Y  &  TA N N I N G  S A L O N 
f o r  m e n  &  w o m e n

www.newcastletreatmentrooms.co.uk
80 HEATON ROAD, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE6 5HL

Facial Treatments Massage Waxing

Male Waxing Manicures & Pedicures Men’s Facials

Nobody does tanning, beauty treatments and therapies better than the 
team at The Treatment Rooms. To book your appointment call

0191 276 3076

Companies and organisations across the North 
East are facing disruption through shifting 
consumer behaviours and expectations, digital 
transformation and breakthroughs in technology 
that are accelerating change at speeds unlike 
anything we’ve ever experienced.

The challenge for many of us is harnessing the 
power of our relationships, be that with customers, 
suppliers or other associates, in a world which is 
becoming increasingly mobile. To do this, we need 
workplace productivity tools that enable innovation 
and bring together all of the diverse knowledge and 
capabilities right across our organisations.

In the face of such rapid technological change, 
modernising our workplaces can seem like a 
daunting challenge but there are two key decisions 
which underpin a successful digital strategy – 
choosing the right cloud technology platform and 
building a trusted relationship with an experienced 
partner, who can be with you on the journey far 
beyond just moving email and files into the cloud.

A successful strategy delivers a fully cloud-
connected modern desktop, providing the right 
tools to allow teams to be as collaborative, agile 
and productive as possible. Microsoft 365 is a suite 

of productivity and security tools which combine 
the power of Office 365 and Windows 10 with a 
comprehensive enterprise security layer - critical to 
protecting users, data, brands and reputations in an 
increasingly wild digital jungle.

When it comes to cloud technology and security, 
Microsoft has truly done the heavy-lifting for us. 
Microsoft 365 is constantly evolving to ensure that 
incoming email, or even mobile devices which have 
been left on a train, can now be safely managed in 
terms of their threat.

With Microsoft taking-on so many of the technical 
‘nuts and bolts’ (and headaches!) of security 
directly, at Synergi we believe that this frees us up 
for a crucial role in our customers’ journey, that of 
learning and adoption; as a partner we can focus 
our time on helping customers to fully understand 
the platform’s capabilities and to optimise the 
benefits over time.

If you’re interested in learning more about 
Microsoft 365 and how it can benefit and protect 
your organisation, I’d recommend attending our 
free seminar on 21st February where we’ll be 
explaining it all through, without the ‘geek speak’, 
over a warm coffee and a croissant, (contact 
enquiries@synergi.it or call us on 0191 477 0365 
for further details)

In a rapidly changing technology environment, it 
might just be the most important couple of hours 
you invest in this year.

SLEEP WELL IN THE CLOUDS
By Justin Short, Chief Technology Officer, Synergi.

Based in Gateshead, Synergi is a Microsoft Gold Partner with a dedicated focus on cloud-based digital strategies, helping organisations of all sizes 
across the region and the UK to transform by focussing on five key outcomes – Communication, Collaboration, Automation, Insight and Security.

Look out for our future columns throughout 2019 which will expand on each of these areas. www.synergi.it
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From small businesses to major corporations, 
every brand needs to have a social media 
marketing plan in 2019. This can be as simple 
as a calendar with a list of important dates on 
- anything to prompt you to post to get your 
message out. 

As social media platforms have evolved into must-
have communication channels, more businesses 
are relying on these platforms to reach their target 
audiences.

With the start of a new year, it’s a good time to 
look at the emerging trends on social media and 
implement them into your strategy. 

But what is going to influence our social media 
following to engage? And what do we need to be 
aware of to stay current and relevant in 2019?

As always, it’s a matter of what you have time to 
do and to do well. Brand professionalism, voice, 
authenticity, and trustworthiness matter more 
than ever.

Social media platforms continue to grow annually. 
Contrary to rumour, Facebook is not dead - in fact, 
Facebook has more than 2 billion active users each 
month! 

Facebook has said the Stories format “will soon 
replace the newsfeed as we know it.” With 200 
million Instagram users using Instagram Stories 
each month, Stories aren’t just for Snapchat 
anymore. Savvy marketers need to be on top of 
this one.

Instagram Stories enables creators to create deeper 
and more engaging content that audiences feel 
more connected with a brand. The use of emojis, 
GIFs and Polls allow brands to be creative with 
their business and allow participation. Alice Hall, 
(@alicepinkboutique) Founder of Pink Boutique 
regularly asks her 57k followers if she should stock 
a particular item, or which colour her followers 
prefer. It allows her to buy correctly and develop 
a product line for the forthcoming season with the 
input of her followers. 

Heard of Mrs Hinch (@mrshinchhome)? The 
modern day Mrs Mop has taken her Instagram 

account to the next level as she uses Instagram 
Stories to film herself cleaning. Her hacks and tips 
has prompted a best selling book deal, overnight 
success and sell-out of some of household named 
cleaning products - a firm favourite to follow at 
Play the Field.

Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram have emerged 
as the top platforms for video marketing, and 
audiences are responding more than ever. With the 
launch of vertical videos on IGTV from Instagram 
and continued new options for YouTube Creators, 
video is evolving fast.

But it doesn’t have to be as complex as scripting, 
filming and editing. Ever gone Live? “Going live” 
has been a growing trend for a number of years, 
but the authenticity of live video is really speaking 
to your audience and showing your personality to 
engage with your following. 

Personal branding is a must on social media. Putting 
a real, human face to a brand is key in building 
trust and loyalty, especially for small, relatively 
unknown businesses. Personal branding gives a 
business a human element that will naturally 
connect customers and make the brand seem more 
relatable. 

Businesses that learn to foster their human 

element will have a real advantage over those 

who hide behind a logo. @kerrylockwood_ over on 

Instagram gives her followers a real insight into her 

life. Whether it be her daily errands, how to style 

her hair or her daughters messy bedroom, we see 

more to her life than just her gorgeous home and 

life as an interior designer. 

Influencer marketing continues to develop and 

grow on social media platforms. Influencers 

are social media figures who have gathered a 

defined community around themselves. Their 

large followings give them influence over others. 

Likes Mrs Hinch, they are incredibly effective as 

salespeople because we inherently trust the people 

we follow on social media.

The selfie culture continues to flourish on social 

media, with the popularity of selfie photo evolving 

into the self-recorded video. These “selfie videos” 

are drawing high user interest on social media. Like 

the selfie photo, the selfie video allows users to 

capture a moment in time, but the video format 

allows users to communicate in a deeper and more 

personal way than a photo ever could.

April Bowden, Director of Play 
the Field, who specialise in 

digital marketing, inform us of  
what’s in store for us in the 

world of social media for 2019.

Contact April via her website www.playthefieldnorthumberland.co.uk 
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In case you missed it, this is a spaceprobe 
which was launched back in 2006, and has 
been travelling to the outer parts of the solar 
system at 32,000mph for the last thirteen years, 
collecting various bits of information along the 
way. It was last in the news when it visited Pluto 
three and a half years ago, sending pictures 
of snowfalls and ice mountains on the dwarf 
planet’s surface and providing more information 
about Pluto than had ever been available before. 

This time, New Horizons was visiting a much 
smaller object, one which I confess I hadn’t 
heard. Ultima Thule, a name chosen from classical 
mythology which meaning beyond the borders of 
the known world, is a small frozen, rocky object 
located in a region called the Kuiper belt, about as 
far past Pluto as Saturn is from us. Objects in that 
part of the solar system are essentially fragments 
of the material that originally made up the solar 
system when it was formed from a huge cloud of 
gas particles 4.5 billion years ago. Pictures of Ultima 
Thule are not only pictures of an object a long way 
away, they are also pictures of a long time ago. 

So what, you may say? What is so special about 
a small rock billions of miles away from us? And 
to some extent, it’s a fair question. Space missions 
do not come cheap. The total cost of the New 
Horizons probe was about $700 million dollars, or 
about £500 million pounds. This is actually small 
beans compared to the cost of the Apollo missions, 
which put man on the moon almost exactly 40 
years ago; they cost something of the order of £25 
billion dollars back in the 60s and 70s, which be the 
equivalent to the total wealth of a small country. 
How can spending this kind of money be justified 
when at the same time there are so many American 

citizens who are homeless or unable to feed their 
families? Surely that kind of money could be better 
spent.

And yet, there is something undeniably exciting 
about finding out about our early origins. The 
history of human civilisation has been one of 
constantly asking questions about ourselves 
and our surroundings. One of those questions 
has always been where have we come from and 
how did we get here. It’s entirely understandable 
that we want some answers and developments 
in technology over the last 50 to 100 years have 
allowed us to get some answers to those questions. 

There is something about space investigation, 
and ultimately space travel, which is even more 

fundamental than that. The mountaineer George 
Mallory, who died on his attempt to climb Mount 
Everest in 1924, was once asked why he was so 
desperate to climb the mountain. “Because it’s 
there,” he famously replied. Space is just there. 
When the weather is good, we see it for about 16 
hours a day if we lift our eyes above the horizon. 
Some of you will live in places away from cities and 
light pollution where you can see the thousands 
if not billions of stars in our galaxy. It is literally 
a wonderful sight, and I am sure we have all 
speculated about life beyond the planet. That 
natural curiosity is ingrained in us, and I feel lucky 
to live at a time where the answers to some of 
those fundamental questions are within reach.

I was fascinated by reports over 
Christmas featuring NASA’s New 

Horizons probe.

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk  
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk

By Kieran McLaughlin,  
Headmaster at Durham School.

Kieran McLaughlin
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NEW HORIZONS



Confidence for Life

MORAL INTEGRITY • AMBITION • RESPONSIBILITY • KINDNESS 
“The MARK of a Durham School education”

Registered charity number 1023407
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What was your background prior to joining Westfield School?

I have taught science in schools for nearly thirty years, for the last twenty 
in girls’ schools. Before Westfield, I was Senior Deputy Head in a girls’ school 
in Buckinghamshire and before that I spent 15 years in Croydon and Surrey.

I love the outdoors, I spend a lot of my spare time camping and walking. 
Within schools, I have run many Duke of Edinburgh expeditions and I enjoy 
seeing the transformative effect these experiences can have on a young 
person’s life. 

What do you feel have been your major achievements  
at the school?

After just four terms I think that my work is only starting to have an impact.

Redevelopment, building for our future: 

Most visibly we have planned, designed and started to build a new suite of 
science laboratories. Once these open in the summer, we will be refurbishing 
some older classrooms to create a wonderful Art and Technology suite 
with new Maths classrooms next to the new development to create a fully 
integrated STEAM (Science, Technology, Art, and Maths) centre. 

After this, our current labs will be gutted and refitted as a purpose-built 
Junior facility to bring all parts of the school closer together.

Increasing our delivery of ‘teaching that makes a difference’

We have increased the focus on evidence based learning and teaching, we 
are already seeing a positive impact of this approach on the workloads of 
staff and girls while achieving better outcomes.

Our Girls, Our Community

Over the last year we have tightened our focus on preparing our girls for 
future employment by having over 30 external companies coming in to 
share careers advice. We have increased the number of local primary schools 
attending our outreach days as well.

I believe that these changes are being noticed as we have increased numbers 
of visitors and applicants to Westfield. 

Can you explain what Round Square means for those  
who don’t know?

Round Square is an international group of schools who share a similar 
philosophy. This is based around six concepts: Internationalism, Democracy, 
the Environment, Adventure, Leadership and Service. We ensure that our 
activities and our offering enable all girls to experience these six areas and 
learn to be leaders for the future with an international outlook. It is a big 
expectation but we are very proud that our alumna really embody these 
six IDEALS.

In practical terms, it means that our girls from KS2 upwards go on a variety 
of experiences. These range from residential trips, international conferences 
and volunteering activities.

Can you highlight some key student accomplishments over the 
past 12 months?

 Success takes many forms, some make great headlines while others are 
more individual and personal. Academically, we celebrated 100% of our 
girls achieving 5 or more GCSEs grades 9-4 and well over half of our A-level 

results being A*-B grades but all our girls did extremely well for them giving 
wonderful value-added scores.

We also have sporting stars with girls in national development or age group 
squads in sailing, gymnastics and golf plus many representing their county 
in sports as varied as bowls, squash, hockey and football.

Building new business skills and leaders of the future

We are building a strong local reputation for entrepreneurship with our 
Young Enterprise teams being some of the most successful in the region. 
This year’s company, SEAclaimed, has really captured the zeitgeist with its 
concentration on re-using plastics from the sea to create its products. 

What positive changes have you seen in education generally, and 
what changes would you like to see going forward?

I have seen a real improvement in the overall standard of education 
nationally. There have always been some very good schools but now almost 
all schools are achieving better results for their pupils. Teaching has become 
a much more reflective, evidence driven profession and this is giving so many 
more pupils the opportunity of a great start in life. 

Unfortunately, there is often an over-reliance on data, tests and inspections, 
too many schools teach to the test and our children are now the most 
examined in Europe. With so many cut-backs, many schools cannot afford 
to give a broad and balanced education to their pupils. I believe that the 
freedoms that independent schools enjoy allow more opportunities for 
pupils to experience learning for learning’s sake and to gain a much broader 
spectrum of opportunities.

With the increase in pressure of the education system I welcome a greater 
emphasis on the needs of the child. There is a much higher awareness of 
the importance of positive mental health and developing strategies for 
prevention of issues.

How much emphasis do you place on extra-curricular activities? 

As a non-selective school we pride ourselves on developing individuals. 
Everyone is good at something and, at Westfield, we provide many 
opportunities to discover what that something is.

Clearly, we support our academic girls who go off to study medicine or 
engineering but we also celebrate the girls who are incredibly creative and 
follow their passions in art studios or the theatre/film and the girls who are 
the entrepreneurs for the future and are running their own businesses while 
at school or intend to in the future. We encourage a wide range of physical 
activities so everyone can find something active they enjoy and we insist 
that all girls attend a range of extra-curricular activities through the week as 
we believe in developing a well-rounded character. 

Where do you see yourself and the school in five years’ time?

In five years’ time I expect that Westfield will have continued on its current 
trajectory of managed growth. I believe that our reputation will be such that 
we will be the first choice locally for girls who want a broad education to go 
alongside academic success. 

We will maintain our key delineator of individual attention bringing out 
the best in all our girls meaning that we can achieve greater success for 
everyone.

westfield@westfield.newcastle.sch.uk

FROM THE 
HEADTEACHERS 

STUDY...

NEIL WALKER
Westfield School
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Each of these schools will have its own 
admissions policy according to its aims and 
distinctive ethos. This is a real strength of the 
independent sector allowing parents to match 
their educational priorities and their child’s 
needs to the ‘right’ school.

At Newcastle School for Boys, we have been 
delighted by the high number of applicants 
we have attracted again this year. With record 
numbers applying to join our Senior School in 
Year 7 and also our sixth form, demand for places 
has never been higher.

Each of our applicants sit entrance assessments 
and further specialist assessments where they 
may be applying for a scholarship.  

For entrance, we are looking for boys who will 
be able to access our academic curriculum 

successfully. We do not operate a pass mark or a 
cut-off point in the rank order to guide selection. 
Each applicant is taken on his merits. We are 
interested in each boy’s potential, character and 
attitude as well as their exam performance.  

Academic ability and potential is assessed through 
a range of age-appropriate tests. Some of these 
are online assessments and allow us to standardise 
boys’ performance so that comparisons can be 
made nationally and against previous years’ 
cohorts. Other assessments, particularly in 
English and Maths, are more bespoke and match 
to our own particular curriculum. There is also 
an interview which invites boys to tell us about 
themselves - their character, their interests and 
ambitions.  

For boys applying for one of the various different 

types of scholarship award we make each year 
in areas as diverse as art, music and sport, boys 
will undertake a further specialist, often practical, 
assessment.

We see the admissions process very much as 
a two-way one. Applicants are, of course, also 
looking at us to decide whether we are the right 
fit for their sons.  

Sitting entrance assessments is a a nerve-
wracking time, but we do everything that we 
can to put boys (and parents) at ease. We are 
not trying to catch anybody out or to trip them 
up. Our interest is in catching boys at their best 
and to do the best we can to understand their 
potential.  

Good luck to all applicants in the coming weeks. 

For more information, please visit www.newcastleschool.co.uk or contact admissions@newcastleschool.co.uk
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SCHOOL ADMISSIONS –  
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

By David Tickner, Headmaster at Newcastle School for Boys.

In recent and coming weeks, many boys and girls across the region and up and down the country are 
sitting entrance and scholarship exams for entry into one or more of their chosen independent schools. 

E D U C A T I O N  I N S I G H T

David Tickner





For more information about the range of products and services at Lookers SEAT, the new name for Jennings, call into the Middlesbrough 
dealership, contact 01642 204040, or visit www.jenningsmotorgroup.co.uk

Based at the company’s Cargo Fleet Lane dealership in Middlesbrough, 
Joseph Codling, 36, and Robert Oliver, 25, both from Skelton in North 
Yorkshire, have just completed two years’ extensive training and 
assessments, which has steered them on the road to becoming fully 
fledged SEAT approved service technicians.

Ongoing support and encouragement from their supervisor and Master 
Technician mentor, Matthew Jones, 36 - who achieved the highest accolade 
with support from the company in 2011 – has encouraged the duo to 
progress onto the next level of diagnostic technician status.  

The third step in the qualification process will be to work towards Master 
Technician status - a qualification widely recognised in the motor industry.

Joseph said: “We’ve both truly been inspired by Matthew who has been 
extremely supportive and encouraging throughout.  He’s a fine example of 
what can be achieved when you’re given the opportunity to progress your 
career and achieve additional qualifications through your employer.  We’re 
looking forward to working towards the next stage in the qualification 

process, but our overall goal is to achieve Master Technician status.” 

Joseph has worked at the Lookers SEAT dealership, formerly Jennings, 
for the past 12 years.  His career in motors began after he completed an 
apprenticeship at a local garage where he was responsible for assisting with 
service repairs, prior to joining the Middlesbrough site.

For the past four years, Rob, a time-served apprentice, has worked within the 
service department at the SEAT dealership.  He previously gained experience 
working at a local, independent garage.

It’s not just the same trade the trio have in common, they all live in Skelton, 
which means they also car share the 24-mile round trip to and from their 
place of work in Middlesbrough, Teesside each day.

Loyal and dedicated Matthew, who has 18 years’ experience in the motor 
industry, said: “It’s quite a rarity to find three employees from the same 
company, all of whom share the same trade, and live in the same small 
village.”
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M O T O R S  I N S I G H T

TEAM SUPERVISOR INSPIRES COLLEAGUES TO AIM 
FOR HIGHEST ACCOLADE IN THE TRADE

Two dedicated members of aftersales staff at Lookers SEAT, the new name for Jennings, are aiming to 
follow in the footsteps of their supervisor and mentor by becoming Master Technicians.

(centre) Supervisor, Matthew Jones has inspired 
colleagues, (left) Joseph Codling and (right) Robert 

Oliver to aim for Master technician status at 
Lookers SEAT in Middlesbrough. 



Models shown: KA+ Active 1.2 (85 PS) Petrol Manual. Combined Fuel Consumption (WLTP) 43.5 mpg (6.5 L/100 km). Combined CO2 Emissions (NEDC Equivalent) 129 g/km.* Fiesta Active 1.0 EcoBoost 
(100 PS) Petrol Manual. Combined Fuel Consumption (WLTP) 46.3 mpg (6.1 L/100 km). Combined CO2 Emissions (NEDC Equivalent) 113 g/km.* All-New Focus Active 1.0 EcoBoost (125 PS) Petrol 
Manual. Combined Fuel Consumption (WLTP) 47.9 mpg (5.9 L/100 km). Combined CO2 Emissions (NEDC Equivalent) 107 g/km.*
Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving 
results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted, variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. *There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures. 
The CO2 figures shown however, are based on the outgoing test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration.
Ford Lease Contract Hire is available to Business Users only, subject to status. Guarantees/indemnities may be required. Rentals shown based on a 6-0-35 non-maintained agreement (6 initial rentals up front followed by 35 rentals +VAT) with a mileage of 10,000 per annum. Subject to availability. Rentals must be made 
monthly. Prices exclude VAT. When the vehicle is returned it must be in good condition and not have exceeded the agreed mileage, otherwise further charges will be incurred. Prices are correct at the time of going to print and are subject to change without further notice. Terms and conditions apply. Ford Business Contract 
Hire is provided by ALD Automotive Limited, Oakwood Drive, Emersons Green, Bristol BS16 7LB. Cars not necessarily as illustrated. Certain categories of business users may be excluded. Offers end 31st March 2019. E&OE.

OPEN HOURS: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm

STOCKTON, Yarm Road.  
Call: 01642 081 930. 
GATESHEAD, Eslington Park, Dunston.  
Call: 0191 357 3148.

Business users only

Contract Hire Offers That Really  
Mean Business at Lookers Ford

New Ford Fiesta Active 1 1.0 EcoBoost 5dr (100 PS)
 • Metallic paint
 • 17” 5-spoke Rough Metal machined-finish alloy wheels 
 • Rugged bodystyling kit with Active front wing badges 
 • Rough Road Suspension including increased ride height 
 • Selectable Drive Modes - Eco, Normal, Slippery 
 • Electric windows • Quickclear windscreen
 • Air conditioning

All-New Ford Focus Active 1.0 EcoBoost (125 PS)
 • Metallic paint
 • 17” 5-spoke ‘Foundry Black’ alloy wheels 
 • Raised ride height • Active front & rear bumper 
 • Selectable Drive Modes with Slippery & Trail mode 
 • Keyless Start with Ford Power Start Button 
 • Ford SYNC 3® with voice control • Navigation

New Ford KA+ Active 1.2 5dr (85 PS)
 • Metallic paint • Silver-finish roof rails 

• Unique 15” 4x2-spoke alloy wheels in Grey finish 
 • Rugged bodystyling kit with Active front wing badges 
 • Rough Road Suspension with increased ride height 
 • Cruise control • Air conditioning
 • Ford SYNC 3® with voice control 

www.JenningsMotorGroup.co.ukThe new name for

Only £175+VAT per month with Ford Lease
Advance rental £1050.60+VAT followed by 35 monthly rentals of £175.10+VAT

Only £149+VAT per month with Ford Lease
Advance rental £894+VAT followed by 35 monthly rentals of £149+VAT

Only £195+VAT per month with Ford Lease
Advance rental £1168.14+VAT followed by 35 monthly rentals of £194.69+VAT



Did you know we are an approved paint 
and body repairer for Audi, Seat, Skoda, 
Volkswagon, Peugeot, Alfa, Jeep, Fiat, 
BMW, Mini and Chrysler.

All jobs are carried out by our team of 
specialist technicians, using only the 
highest quality equipment, tools and 
technology required to restore your vehi-
cle back to its original state. Let’s face it, 
it’s the smallest of scratches, dents, faded 
paintwork and wheel scuffs that make 
your motor look, well, a little tatty, but 
the smallest number of cosmetic repairs 
can bring your car back to its former glory.

And, if you’re worried that the work 
carried out by us doesn’t come with a 
manufacturers warranty, you’d be wrong.  
In fact, for a paint job we offer a lifetime 
warranty.  On top of that, we guarantee 

to beat any genuine dealership quote, 
so what are you waiting for and more 
importantly - why pay more?

We cover you for all eventualities, from 
the smallest of dents and scratches, 
including bumper and plastic component 
damage, to accident restoration and alloy 
wheel refurbishment. Whether it’s minor 
or substantial body repairs, we will work 
to get you back on the road within the 
fastest turnaround time.

If you have been unlucky enough to have 
been involved in a road accident, you will 
want to ensure that your car is restored 
to its original condition in the shortest 
time possible and with our team working 
on your behalf, you can be assured that 
you’ll be back on the road in no time.

To find out more, or for a consultation about how we can help you, please don’t hesitate to contact us on 0191 272 2322 or  
log onto our website: www.fgsgarages.com

Fed up at 
paying over-

the-top 
dealership 

prices for 
paint and 

body repairs?  



SHARE 
THE 
LOVE

T O  B O O K  N O W ,  V I S I T :
M P W R E S T A U R A N T S . C O M

V A L E N T I N E ’ S  D A Y

T H U R S D A Y ,  1 4 T H  F E B R U A R Y

DINE FROM THE À LA CARTE 
MENU, OR CHOOSE FROM OUR 
VALENTINE’S DAY SPECIALS



Showcasing the 
North Easts  

finest art

Milkhope Centre, Seaton Burn, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 6DA     Tel : 01670 789944     www.blagdongallery.co.uk
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An epic wartime love story on a Greek island and 
a creepy mansion with a rock and roll party in 
full swing – Newcastle Theatre Royal has it all in 
its Spring/Summer 2019 season.

The spectacular season opens with Rebus: Long 
Shadows (25 Feb – 2 Mar). Ian Rankin’s legendary 
Rebus novels have long dominated bestseller tables 
and primetime TV screens but now, Newcastle 
theatre goers can be mesmerised by Edinburgh’s 
most famous Detective Inspector in a thrilling live 
stage experience.

In May we visit the picturesque Greek island of 
Cephalonia for Captain Corelli’s Mandolin (21 – 
25 May).  This world premiere production tells the 
compelling story of beautiful islander Pelagia and 

how her life on the idyllic island is turned upside 

down by the arrival of war and foreign occupation.

A summer spook-tacular signals it’s time to ‘Do 

the Time Warp Again’ in The Rocky Horror Show 

(5 - 10 Aug). Packed with timeless classics like 

Sweet Transvestite, it is the story of two squeaky 

clean college kids whose car breaks down outside 

a creepy mansion where a rock and roll party is in 

full swing.

Shows for 2019 also include the behemoth 

extravaganza Les Misérables (15 Aug – 5 Oct), 

music and dance spectacular Saturday Night Fever 

(5 - 9 Mar) and soul-sational West End hit Motown 

the Musical (4 - 22 June).

Famous for their music, comedy, film and TV 
location tours of the region, Tyne Idols have 
announced a once only, full day bus tour for fans 
of Lindisfarne.

Tyne Idols, who are based in Whitley Bay, provide 
guided rock and roll, TV and movie heritage tours 
of Tyneside. The new tour will be will be based 
around the many coastal locations that figured in 
the group's development and will be compered by 
ex-Lindisfarne drummer Ray Laidlaw.

The tour starts on the afternoon of Saturday 13 
April in Whitley Bay and includes a Fish and Chip 
Supper at Trenchers Restaurant and tickets for 
The Lindisfarne Story at Whitley Bay Playhouse at 
7.30pm.

The show features Billy Mitchell and Ray Laidlaw 
who will tell how the band was formed, the story 
behind the hits and how they set a record for the 
most performances at Newcastle City Hall. 

After recently delighting two full houses totalling 10,000 people at Newcastle Metro Radio Arena, 
the DVD of the Sunday for Sammy concert reached the number three slot in the music video 
Official Charts. Only Elvis Presley and Cliff Richard attained a higher slot.

Sunday for Sammy is a celebration of North Eastern culture staged to raise funds to support the next 
generation of North Eastern performers with training, expenses and equipment.

The three-hour star packed DVD contains appearances from cast regulars including Tim Healy, Billy 
Mitchell, Kevin Whately and Denise Welch while surprise guests include Brenda Blethyn and Johnny 
Vegas. Musical highlights include Trevor Horn singing Video Killed The Radio Star, Ralph McTell 
performing a poignant version of Streets of London and a crowd pleasing duet between Joe McElderry 
and Jersey Boys singer Ryan Molloy.

The DVD is available form JG Windows in Newcastle and Metrocentre.

THEATRE ROYAL ANNOUNCES TANTALIZING 
NEW SEASON

RAY SAYS “MEET 
ME ON THE 

CORNER FOR 
LINDISFARNE 

PACKAGE TOUR”

TOP THREE FOR SAMMY
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How do you feel to be performing in the new 
UK tour of The Mousetrap?

Very excited. Opportunities like this come out of the 
blue and I was really delighted to be asked to be a 
part of the show. At the time, I was probably one 
of the very few people from all of the millions to 
have never actually seen it, but when I settled down 
to read the script I was immediately hooked. Now, 
whenever I tell people I’m in The Mousetrap I receive 
such a positive response and everybody has a tale to 
tell about it.

What can audiences expect  
from The Mousetrap?

A chance to be a part of history! This is the West 
End’s longest running show at 67 years and a good 
old murder mystery from the Queen of Crime herself, 
Agatha Christie. If you like a good thriller, you won’t 
be disappointed. 

Were you previously an Agatha Christie fan? 

I’ve always wanted to perform an Agatha Christie and 
a period piece of theatre so this is the perfect fit. One 
of the things I really notice and admire from her body 
of work is that she’s very good at writing interesting 
women. When you consider the time in which she 
was writing it’s quite fascinating. 

What is your favourite element of Mrs Boyle? 
Do you share any character traits?

I love Mrs Boyle’s anger, she’s very funny and 

bombastic. I wish I shared her confidence at being 
that angry but I’m the opposite, I bury any anger and 
let it out at all the wrong times. I really admire that 
she’s in the moment, she’s angry and she’s not afraid 
to let you know it. 

How does it feel to become part of such an 
iconic play as The Mousetrap?

It feels amazing. When I was very young, I met and 
worked with a fantastic actress called Kathleen Byron 
who went into The Mousetrap and she told me then, 
over 40 years ago, that it was a very long running 
show. I can’t quite believe that now I’m in it!

Many people will remember you as Cassandra 
from Only Fools and Horses. What was is like 
being in one of the biggest British TV sitcoms 

of the time? 

It was a hugely rewarding experience and a big part of 
my life. When I started I was already a fan of the show 
and I didn’t realise I would be in it for a length of time 
- I thought I was just doing two episodes. I had never 
done a sitcom before and I learnt on the job from two 
of the very best with David and Nick. I did my first 
episode over 30 years ago and people still approach 
me now saying they love it and that their kids now 
love it too. It’s a tribute to the writer John Sullivan 
that the comedy has transcended all this time. 

Do you have a preference to performing on 
stage or screen? 

I love all aspects of acting and, for me, it’s about 
doing something different every time. I started in the 
theatre when I was 10 years old and I always try to 
return to the stage and not let it go too long without 
doing a play. It’s a different sort of muscle that you 
need to keep exercising.

What are you most looking forward to about 
touring across the country?

I think there’s a bit of a joke between women of my 
age that we say we go on tour to get away from 
everything and have a break. It’s nice to completely 
immerse yourself in a job, to get on the road and have 
a break from domesticity. I always like going to new 
towns and cities, visiting the local beauty spots and 
galleries, and I often use the time to do some writing 
as well.

Why should people come and see  
The Mousetrap?

Just ask anybody and they’ll say you have to see it. 
Everybody who has seen it seems to absolutely love 
it and really take to it. I think it also gets reinvented 
with every cast so there’s always something new to 
take away from it too.

SHUDDERING 
SUSPENSE IN 

SUNDERLAND 
Agatha Christie’s The Mousetrap will 

be playing Sunderland Empire from 28 
February – 2 March. Northern Insight 
meets former Only Fools and Horses 
star Gwyneth Strong who talks about 

what the audience can expect from this 
classic murder mystery.

www.atgtickets.com/Sunderland
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KATE SIMPSON 
Kate Simpson Fine Art

MEET THE 
ARTIST...

Did you always want to pursue a  
career in art?

I always wanted a career in art but never thought I 
would be an artist. I graduated from Northumbria 
University in Motion graphics and Animation so 
my path was to do something along those lines! 
I ended up selling originals and commission work 
whilst I applied for animation jobs until I started 
to phase out applying for jobs and kept working on 
my drawings.

Describe your career path so far?

As I said I have a degree in Animation and Motion 
Graphics and ended up doing my artwork instead. 
I started selling quite a few originals and booking a 
lot of commission work. I’ve always been inspired 
by the animals that inhabit the Northumbrian 
countryside. 

I was awarded The David Shepherd Wildlife Artist 
of The Year 2014 (when I had just started self 
employment) so that gave me a real boost to 
continue working on my art.

I’ve been lucky enough to illustrate a few books as 
well as work for some big companies with freelance 
work and to be shortlisted for the Rural Business 
Awards in 2018. 

2019 has started very well already with my first 
solo exhibition at Blagdon Gallery in April 
(nervous and excited all at the same time!). 

What should people expect at your 
exhibitions?

A lot about Northumberland and its inhabitants. 
Wildlife and livestock have been a huge 
inspiration to me as a result of getting involved 
in country pursuits. Blagdon Gallery showcases 
Northumberland’s finest artists so to be included 
is pretty special.

What do you most enjoy about  
your job?

Drawing! I know it’s a cliche but I do absolutely love 
it. I adore putting that idea down on paper that I’ve 
been wanting to create for so long. Sometimes it’s 
even hard to go to sleep as I just want to draw.

What is the most challenging aspect  
of your work?

Trying to combine the business element with the 
creative part. Creativity comes naturally to me 
(big headed I know!) but I am self employed and 
I do have to sit myself down and make business 
decisions especially when I do large freelance work 
for companies

Who are your Heroes?

I don’t have a hero but I do admire people who 
are creative like Mary Ann Rogers, Sophie Allport, 
Hannah Dale and have made the most of their 
talent and became a success. It gives us all hope 
that the continued hard work will be worth it 

What are your forthcoming plans?

My first plan is to organise work for my upcoming 
exhibition at Blagdon Gallery in the Spring. I 
also have a few projects that I’m working on that 
I’m hoping to have released at the end of the year. 

How do you like to unwind?

I ride, so I take the horse out nearly every morning 
which is a very relaxing time and if I complete a 
drawing later on in the day then I enjoy walking the 
dog. Other than that it’s just more drawing I guess!
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Kate is exhibiting at the popular Blagdon Gallery with a preview show in April and then  
throughout the remainder of the month and the whole of May. 

For more information visit the website www.blagdongallery.co.uk



For reasons unknown, I’ve always had a 
vague notion of Malta being a destination 
synonymous with the more “vintage” 
traveller, but arriving into St Julian’s late on a 
Saturday evening certainly vanquished that 
perception.  The tourist hub of the country, 
it’s a bustling resort currently undergoing 
a radical, and somewhat controversial 
transformation, if the locals we spoke to 
are a reliable gauge. The skyline is awash 
with cranes and many have questioned 
the motives and the legitimacy of the 
funding behind the extensive development. 
Whatever the truth of that, it’s definitely 
not a place for those seeking the quiet life, 
but party animals won’t be disappointed. 
With its myriad bars, clubs and casinos, the 
nights are predictably raucous. However, if 
full-throttle debauchery isn’t your thing, 
you don’t need to go too far for a change 
of pace. Nearby Spinola Bay, with its 
picturesque waterfront bistros has a more 
relaxed vibe (especially the awesome Juuls 
Reggae Bar), while Portomaso Marina is 
home to the sort of upmarket venues you 
would expect from a place festooned with 
luxury yachts. 

To explore Malta’s rich history, you’ll need to 
venture out of the resorts and the majestic, 
UNESCO World Heritage-listed capital, 
Valletta, is a great place to start. Built by 
the Knights of St. John in the 16th Century, 
Valletta is a pint-sized city that packs a 
mighty punch, with incredible architecture 
and panoramic vistas. It served as European 
Capital of Culture in 2018 and is a fitting 
choice. Among its many cultural attractions, a 
visit to the impressive National War Museum 
is highly recommended, to gain a sense of the 
extraordinary role which the city - and the 
Maltese people - have played in the history of 
the Mediterranean and beyond. 

Valletta plays host to numerous annual 
music events, including the spectacular 
Carnival in February/March, the International 

Jazz Festival in July and the Three Palaces 
Festival in November, which features classical 
performances in grand, historic settings. My 
life thus reached its cultural zenith with a 
visit to the stunning National Museum of 
Archaeology for an evening performance by 
the Stockholm Philharmonic Wind Quintet. 
Special thanks to the nutty old lady behind 
us humming along to the compositions 
(whilst noisily ransacking her handbag for 
boiled sweets) for ensuring I wasn’t the most 
uncultured buffoon in the room!

Another must see is the “Silent City” of Mdina. 
Originally the nation’s capital, Mdina is a 
fortress town in the north of the main island, 
which was founded in the 8th Century and has 
barely changed since Medieval times. Game of 
Thrones fans will recognise it as the original 
location chosen for King’s Landing and there 
is certainly an other-worldly atmosphere 
as you stroll around its narrow streets and 

beguiling courtyards. Even more ancient are 
the Megalithic temples found at Mnajdra 
and Ggantija (Malta and Gozo respectively) 
with both sites among the oldest and most 
significant religious sites on Earth.

One of the great things about Malta is its 
diminutive size, meaning that even on a short 
visit you can explore most of what it has to 
offer. It is made up of 3 islands; Malta, Gozo 
and Comino and public transport is cheap 
and efficient, making buses and ferries a good 
way to navigate. As a former British colony, 
they drive on the left, but you’ll need to be a 
confident driver to negotiate the hectic roads, 
especially on the main island.  However you 
choose to get there, Gozo is worth visiting 
to sample the quieter side of Maltese life, 
while the principal attraction of Comino is 
the stunning Blue Lagoon, a small and shallow 
bay with crystal clear waters offering great 
snorkelling. It does get very overcrowded in 
high season though.

For a taste of authentic Maltese cuisine, try 
Ta’Marija in Mosta, whose “folklore nights” 
showcase traditional fare, such as rabbit ravioli, 
as part of a fun (if slightly cheesy) evening of 
dance-based frolics. The Sunday fish market in 
the small, southern fishing port of Marsaxlokk 
will also appeal to foodies. Our own culinary 
highlights included some amazing steak at 
Little Argentina in Sliema, delicious Maltese 
dishes in the wonderfully atmospheric 
Bacchus in Mdina and the super-cool Noni in 
Valletta, where you’ll find exceptional fine-
dining at surprisingly reasonable prices.

Like many places which rely heavily on 
tourism, Malta is currently in the throes 
of the battle between modernisation and 
traditional values. The pace and direction of 
the development in resorts like St. Julian’s 
won’t suit all tastes, but Malta remains a 
fascinating country full of historic treasures 
whose friendly people will afford you a warm 
welcome and for my money that makes it well 
worth a visit.

MALTA: A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
Steve Russell looks beyond Malta’s shiny new façade and discovers  

a host of historic wonders.
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The “Silent City” of Mdina

Fly year-round to Malta from Newcastle with Easyjet (www.easyjet.com). For further information go to www.visitmalta.com
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3 cow sculpture in Valletta. Part of a series of sculptures across the city depicting 13 Maltese proverbs 
for the 2018 European Capital of Culture initiative. 



Alex Nelson 
(Ticket Guru)

Book rail tickets in the palm 
of your hand, including 

“split tickets”
We show you how to do it

Your local National Rail 
Station, wherever you are

NATIONAL RAIL BISHOP AUCKLAND LTD, DL14 7TL

Linking the two is Perth Avenue, proving that someone in the planning 
department had a sense of humour. Qantas now provide a 17.5 hour direct 
flight from Perth, Australia, to London Heathrow, but Perth, Scotland, is 
easier to reach by train in around three hours, including on LNER’s direct 
Highland Chieftain from Darlington and Newcastle once a day. Otherwise 
change from LNER to Scotrail at Edinburgh Waverley. Perth station appeared 
in the film “The King’s Speech”.

I usually get to Perth once a year, usually on a Friday at the end of August, when 
bus and rail firm Stagecoach, headquartered in the City, has its AGM. I usually 
try to visit somewhere else at the time, and last year it was Branklyn Garden, 
a small but fascinating National Trust for Scotland garden on the east side of 
the River Tay. To get there I walked across a railway bridge accessed from Tay 
Street, alongside the river, and walked up to the Garden with a pleasant cup 
of coffee and cake on the terrace outside the café. This attractive garden was 
developed by John and Dorothy Renton in the early 1920s after they built their 
Arts & Crafts-inspired house. It’s set on the side of Kinnoull Hill, overlooking 
Perth. The couple were keen to have a garden that featured rare and unusual 
plants and flowers from all over the world. Thanks to the seeds collected by 
renowned plant hunters and due to Dorothy’s remarkable gardening skills, the 
couple’s wish was granted. There’s a Branklyn Gardens also in Ingleby Barwick 
on Teesside. Don’t get confused! Today, gardeners and botanists come from 
across the globe between April and October to admire Branklyn’s outstanding 
collection, particularly the the rhododendrons, alpines and peat-garden plants. 
But the riverside park which I walked through to the city centre has plenty of 
interest of its own.

Scone Palace, crowning place of Scottish Kings, is on winter hours through 
February and March, offering FREE admission to the huge grounds and shops 
until full opening in April. If you are in need of a haircut, try Sweeney Todd’s 
on South Street, unless the photo puts you off! The Perth Concert Hall and 
Museum and Art Gallery in the north east quadrant of the city are worth a 
visit, and a twenty minute walk out of town will take you to the Black Watch 
Regimental Museum, open through the winter, which is acclaimed as one of the 
best regimental museums in the UK and there’s a bus back into the city centre 
and the station from outside the museum.

Whilst Perth can easily be visited in a day, you might want to stay a night 
or two and I have two recommendations. Right opposite the station is the 
Station Hotel, not as grand as it used to be but comfortable enough and a great 

place to drop your luggage before going out to explore. A trip advisor reviewer 

described it as having “masses of potential” which can be a euphemism for “in 

need of refurbishment”. But it’s a great building to have a poke around and 

at £35-£50 a room this time of year is a bargain. More upmarket in the city 

centre’s South Street is the Salutation Hotel, also walkable from the station.
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OUT & ABOUT - PERTH

In the Brockley Whins area of South Tyneside are two adjoining housing estates. To the west is the Scotch estate where  
all the roads are named after cities and towns in Scotland, which is Jarrow NE32. To the east is the Australian estate in  

South Shields NE34, with roads named after cities and towns in Australia

Alex Nelson nationalrail.com
www.visitscotland.com    www.perthcity.co.uk



Book now at flybe.com for travel to London City
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Trip Advisor's Best  
Fish and Chips in the 

North of England

1-3 Beresford Road,  
Seaton Sluice, NE26 4DR

the-harbour-view.com

Northumberland County Council has launched an exciting new campaign 
called Discover our Land to build a community of people to champion everything 
that is great about the county.

The campaign comes just weeks after Northumberland was named the ‘Best UK Holiday 
County/Destination of the Year’, and will shine a light on the county as somewhere to 
visit, to raise a family, to build a career and to establish, invest and grow a business.

Discover our Land was unveiled to the Northumberland business community at Close 
House in Northumberland, and is being backed by businesses big and small with a 
presence in the county, including Hepple Gin, Tharsus, DeepOcean and Northern Wilds.

Encouraging start-ups, business growth and international trade in Northumberland is 
one of the key aims of the campaign, which will showcase some of the county’s leading 
businesses to inspire more entrepreneurs to create jobs and economic prosperity.

ORTHODONTIC 
PRACTICE MARKS 10 YEAR 

ANNIVERSARY WITH 
CHARITY DONATIONS

A leading North East orthodontic practice is 
marking 10 years of serving patients by donating 
to ten charities that have played a part in its 
development. 

To mark its 10 year anniversary in January, 
Queensway Orthodontics – the North’s leading 
specialist provider of Invisalign and Invisalign Teen 
– donated to ten charities including Dementia 
Friends, Kidscape, Butterwick Hospice, Billingham 
Foodbank and Daisy Chain.

Queensway Orthodontics has a long history of 
community engagement and has worked closely 
with charities, including Daisy Chain, to ensure 
that the team had adequate training in caring for 
people who live with autism. As an organisation 
with a duty of care, the team also worked with 
charity Kidscape to ensure it had measures in place 
to encourage good behaviour and prevent bullying. 

In 2009, Dr Guy Deeming launched Queensway 
Orthodontics in Billingham alongside the well-
established Queensway Dental Clinic following the 
award of a new NHS contract. This was followed by 
the opening of its Jesmond practice in 2016. 

HIGH-TECH GYM 
OFFERING UNIQUE NEW 

TRAINING CONCEPT 
OPENS IN THE NORTH 

EAST
You don’t need to be an athlete to train like one 
in 2019 thanks to F.I.T.; a unique new gym which 
has launched in Newcastle upon Tyne.

F.I.T., which stands for functional, intelligent 
training, is more than just a gym. It is an entirely 
new fitness concept that creates a motivating 
environment in which to train and develop your 
fitness. 

The brand-new facility, located next in Gosforth, 
boasts the longest indoor running track in the 
North and gives clients access to world-class 
technical gym aids, including those used by Team 
GB and other global sporting institutions. 

At the new £100k site, clients are able to take 
advantage of nine dedicated lifting platforms, 
an extensive free weight suite, core and mobility 
specific zones, yoga, pilates and F.I.T classes which 
take place seven days a week.

TODDLER IS INSPIRATION 
FOR NEW DESIGNER 

BRAND 
A young student who came to the UK from his 
native Gambia to better his chances in life has 
launched a new street fashion brand inspired by 
his young son. 

Lamin Gibba from Heaton in Newcastle settled in 
the region after meeting his Geordie wife, Danielle 
in London. The couple now have a two-year-old 
son, Jackson, who inspired his creative dad to 
develop his own fashion brand. 

The distinctive, brightly coloured “Jerry J” t shirts 
and hoodies are aimed at modern men and women 
who like to dress in style. The new designer street 
wear brand gets its name from Lamin’s street name 
of Jerry and the first initial of Jackson’s name. 

“Our brand has a complete range of high-quality 
designer street wear items including baseball caps, 
hoodies and tracksuits. I’ve brought a lot of cultural 
influences from my experiences in Africa.” Lamin 
said. 

DISCOVER OUR LAND CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED TO PROMOTE NORTHUMBERLAND





What have been the highlights of 2018 for 
Ellingham Hall?

There are three things that stand out: we’ve had 
our busiest ever summer with weddings; our Head 
of Weddings Wendy Sproul was named Wedding 
Co-ordinator of the Year in the North of England 
Wedding Awards, and we officially launched the 
venue for Corporate events.

What has been your biggest challenge  
this year?

As this has been the busiest summer, the biggest 
challenge has been logistics. It was essential to 
ensure our guests expectations were met or 
exceeded, but it was equally important to look 
after and support my team.

What has been your proudest moment?

It was when Wendy Sproul, our Head of Weddings 
won her award! As well as being proud of her, I 
was also proud of the fact the whole team had 
been recognised for the service we deliver. We 
pride ourselves on our service, and this award 
highlighted that effort.

What are you currently working on?

I’m currently working on launching our sister 

venue Lemmington Hall, as an exclusive use event 
space.

We are also arranging a calendar of events to 
enable the public to experience Ellingham Hall. 
As an exclusive-use venue, there isn’t the same 
chance to visit like you can with a hotel. These 
events will also give us a chance to welcome back 
previous wedding guests and clients, many of 
which would love to relive their special memories. 
We value all our clients and guests, and want 
them to come back to see us. 

We’re also working on building on the success of 
the corporate launch.

Tell us about your team?

I’m fortunate to have in place strong Heads of 
Departments, all of which have been with me 
for between four and nine years. I appreciate 
it’s quite unusual in this industry to work with 
people for so long, and I hope that length of 
service shows how well we get on, and that we 
are a genuine team. I also think the key is mutual 
respect and listening to them. Their opinions and 
work are valued, and that’s what has helped make 
Ellingham Hall what it is today.

As we plan for further growth in 2019 and 2020, I 

recognised that we needed additional experience 
in marketing and sales, and have made two new 
appointments in Lynn Sanderson and Rachel 
Barlow. I’m looking forward to working with them 
for many years to come! 

How do you keep ahead of the competition 
in such a competitive sector?

We were one of the first exclusive-use wedding 
venues in Northumberland, and in that time 
we’ve focused on customer experience, retained 
our exclusivity, and our attention to detail hasn’t 
wavered. It’s important to move with demand 
and offer a high quality service at a good price. 
We listen to our customer feedback to help us 
improve where we can.

What services do you offer?

Exclusive weddings, corporate and special events; 
private parties; private dining and holiday cottage 
breaks. 

Where do you see the business in  
12 months time?

We should have experienced the planned growth, 
and launched our second venue ready for trading 
in 2020.

Anthony Hunter, the General Manager of one of the region’s increasingly successful Event venues is 
celebrating 10 years in his role. Here he explains how he’s looking forward to another decade …

www.ellingham-hall.co.uk
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ANTHONY HUNTER 
Ellingham Hall

MEET  
THE GM...



Valentines Dinner 
Saturday 16th Feb
Share your love of food with your loved one with a romantic 
candlelit five-course dinner, and live acoustic entertainment 
by the fabulous Jess Avison. 

£49.50 per person 
Or upgrade to an overnight stay - rooms from only £120
Arrival from 7pm (Check in from 4pm) / Dinner served from 8pm

 
£49.50

Mother’s Day Sunday Lunch 
Sunday 31st March
Spoil your Mother, Grandmother or another special lady in your 
life with a delicious three-course Sunday lunch in a beautiful 
country house setting.  
Lunch £30 adult / £15 child (under 12 years)
Arrival from 2pm 
Why not order our beautiful hand tied Bouquet of seasonal flowers for an extra special treat (additional cost)

Easter Eggstravaganza Family Fun Day 
Wednesday 17th April
Join us this Easter holiday for a fabulous range of children’s 
activities and a BBQ for the whole family. Children can enjoy 
a woodland Egg Hunt, fun arts and crafts workshop, and finish 
with a chocolate egg from the Easter Bunny. 

£15 child (Includes BBQ & Drink) / adults free entry (BBQ Additional Cost) 
Arrival from 12pm / Event finishes 3pm

Easter Monday Lunch
Monday 22nd April
Finish the Easter weekend on a high, with a delicious three-course 
lunch and children will receive a novelty chocolate Easter egg as 
a special treat. Afterwards, why not take the children outside to 
explore the woodland and grounds and let off some steam in 
our fun tree houses.
£30 adult / £15 child (Under 12)
Served from 12pm

Father’s Day Laser Clay Experience 
Sunday 16th June
Why not treat your Dad, Grandad or another special gentleman 
in your life, to a fantastic Laser Clay Shooting experience. 
Enjoy the stunning grounds and setting, before relaxing with 
a Northumbrian steak burger and an accompanying craft ale.

£40 per person (Minimum Age 12 yrs.) 
Sessions start from 1pm

 
£30

 
£15

 
£30

 
£40

Spring / Summer
2019 Events Calendar 

Booking Essential - Contact us today to book your event
Call: 01665 568118    Email: info@ellingham-hall.co.uk    www.ellingham-hall.co.uk
Ellingham Hall, Ellingham, Chathill, Northumberland NE67 5EY Find us @ellinghamhall

PER PERSON

PER ADULT

PER CHILD

PER ADULT

PER PERSON



Its menu offers a true taste of flavours from afar; 
a mix of small plates, sushi, tempura, dimsum 
and chargrilled robatta all for diners’ delectation. 

Of course, with a name like The Muddler, it’s no 
surprise that the restaurant also boasts an inventive 
cocktail menu brimming with house specialities 
(see the Zen Garden, an English garden classic 
given an Asian twist) and all of your old favourites. 

I visited on a Friday lunchtime with my son Jack 
and found the restaurant doing brisk business – no 
sign of the January lull here. 

The former Osaka site has witnessed a stunning 
revamp. Muted gold lighting provides a twinkling 
backdrop whilst dark chocolate shades and walnut 
surfaces combine to create a rich aesthetic which 
feels very 1920’s Gatsby-inspired. Most impressive 
of all are some cosy seating alcoves bathed in a 
brilliant gold.  

Despite the grandness of the décor, the atmosphere 
is far from stuffy. We received a warm welcome on 
arrival and were invited to try one of The Muddler’s 
signature cocktails. 

To give you a flavour, some eye-catching entries 
included the ‘Black & Gold’ – Altos Reposado 
muddled with blackberry and basil and embellished 

with a golden leaf alongside the ‘Muddler Spritz’ - 
a refreshing livener made with Strawberry Aperol, 
elderflower and Sauvignon Blanc. 

Whilst this all sounded marvellous, we swerved 
the cocktails in favour of a lovely bottle of Malbec. 
Now talk about Wet Jan.  

The food selection looked equally inviting. The 
restaurant has drawn upon some of the region’s top 
Pan-Asian chefs who have created an imaginative 
menu boasting various little arty inflections. 
Diners can pair small plates with more substantial 

mains or choose to go big with a tapas-style feast. 
Naturally, we did the latter.  

Three dishes apiece were advised and we were 
soon tucking in to wasabi prawns, chargrilled beef 
robatta and panko chicken katsu – done very 
well here slathered in sweet soy and spicy mayo. 
Other highlights included the salmon teriyaki, 
prawn tempura and Pork Sui Mai – steamed 
pork dumplings with dipping sauce which proved 
arguably the dish of the day.  

All dishes were very neatly presented, garnished 
with a tangle of Asian side salad. The team at 
The Muddler aspire to create dishes which could 
be termed ‘Food Art’ and our experience certainly 
lived up to this mantle. 

It’s also worth noting that The Muddler has an 
epic sushi menu with a choice of platters available. 
Many are served with a swoosh of dry ice – a 
theatrical touch (quite apt given the restaurant’s 
location) which really adds a sense of spectacle. 

I fully expect The Muddler to slot seamlessly in to 
Newcastle’s dining scene. Following a soft launch 
pre-Christmas, its winning offering of fusion food 
and prime city centre setting is sure to make this a 
new favourite for 2019 and beyond. 

For more information, visit www.facebook.com/TheMuddler
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Newcastle’s Grey Street received a further boost recently with the opening of The Muddler –  
a decidedly opulent new restaurant serving pan-Asian cuisine. 

ALL THAT GLITTERS MIGHT BE GOLD 
By Michael Grahamslaw





For further information contact CateringUnits.co.uk

Unit 28, Team Valley Business Centre, Team Valley, Gateshead NE11 0QH

Tel: 0845 5195065 Email: info@cateringunits.co.uk

WE CATER TO YOUR
EVERY NEED...

CATERING UNITS

We are a family owned and managed company who
together have over 25 years in the catering and
manufacturing industry. Our hands on experience in
the outdoor catering sector gives us great insight into
the every changing needs of the mobile caterer.

We take time to listen to your needs and always go the extra
mile to meet them. Your unit will be unique to you, visually and
functionally. We will do all we can to help you stand out from
the crowd and give you a head start in making your business a
successful one.

We employ a loyal team of craftsmen who have many years of
experience between them and our attention to detail is such
that we see clients return to us time and time again. We
manufacture bespoke catering units using high quality
materials to a very high standard, at competitive prices.

Our customers include: • Apartment group 
• Ramside event catering • Angel of Corbridge 
• Longhorns ...to name a few!

Catering Units - A4.qxp_ACCENT-feb2017  01/02/2017  09:17  Page 1





Having worked at a number of the region’s top 
restaurants, Tyneside lad, Michael Kilgallon, has 
joined the pub bringing real culinary pedigree 
and a raft of new ideas.  

In post just a matter of weeks, it hasn’t taken long 
for Michael to put his own spin on things launching 
an all-new menu for 2019 shaped around 
homemade burgers, sharing platters, gourmet pies 
and loaded fries. 

Central to the new look menu is a respect for fresh 
ingredients and an emphasis on local provenance. 
All dishes are freshly prepared; burgers are a chef’s 
personal blend of ground meat and spices whilst 
brioche buns are hand delivered from Geordie 
bakers. 

Comfort food fans are also in for a treat, with ‘posh’ 
pies sourced locally from the award-winning Amble 
Butchers – made with Northumbrian meats, fresh 
stocks and handmade pastry. 

We arrived on a Friday lunchtime and it didn’t take 
us long to be seduced by the pub’s cosy embrace. 
The wood-panelled bar area has a lovely, homely 
feel which is the perfect place to lose an hour or 
two, especially with live sport and a good selection 
of beers. 

With much to choose from, we sought the 
recommendations of Michael who cherry-picked a 
cracking couple of starters. Buffalo chicken tenders 
came marinated in a zingy homemade spice rub 
alongside crispy onion ring strips and Cajun mayo. 
Jack chose the curried hog spring rolls which were 
served on a slick of sweet chilli salsa with fresh lime 
and a shredded Asian side salad. Presented on large 
sharing plates, these looked good and tasted even 
better, although sharing was definitely not caring 
here! 

Following on, we both opted for a couple of sharing 
platters which are fast becoming a firm favourite 
of the new offering. Tender strips of steak / chicken 
sat alongside thick cut chips, pillow-y pitta breads, 
side salad and a spicy mayo dip. A side jug of bone 
marrow gravy also proved a real hit. 

We were both blown away by the quality and 
presentation of the food which we both agreed was 
well beyond your typical pub grub. 

The Blue Bell has always been renowned for a good 
pub lunch yet with a chef of Michael’s calibre at the 
helm, this is a venue set to move from strength to 
strength. We urge you to try it. 

NEW CHEF CHIMES THE RIGHT NOTES
Michael Grahamslaw reviews the Blue Bell in Jesmond Vale

With a new chef ringing the changes at the Blue Bell, my son Jack 
and I thought it was high time to revisit this old gastropub favourite. 
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www.the-blue-bell.com





Situated in the heart of Northumberland near to 
Newcastle Airport, the Grade-II listed privately-
owned hotel is ideally located to explore the 
surrounds of Ponteland. Available to host 
various events including weddings and corporate 
functions, the venue boasts nine luxurious 
bedrooms, an award-winning restaurant and 
snug bar and lounge areas. With numerous dining 
options available including Sunday Lunch and an 
exquisite à la carte menu, on this occasion we 
were delighted to sample the hotel’s afternoon 
tea offering, which has gained a renowned 
reputation within the region.

After a warm welcome, we were swiftly ushered 
to the hotel’s cosy lounge area. With open fires, 
comfortable sofas and traditional decor, the venue 
promotes a relaxing and intimate atmosphere, 
whilst the large windows still maintain a light 
and airy feel. Ready for an afternoon of indulging, 
we perused the afternoon tea menu and were 
delighted by the prospect of finger-cut sandwiches, 
scones and sweet treats that were on offer. Served 
daily from 12 til 5, the hotel offers a unique take 
on afternoon tea, with both a classic afternoon 
tea menu, as well as a Gentleman’s afternoon 
tea offering. This includes an abundant selection 

of coffees and loose leaf teas, from the classic 
English Breakfast to more adventurous blends like 
Darjeeling and Green Dragon. With a special offer 
of only £29.50 for two people throughout February 
and March, afternoon tea at Horton Grange is 
certainly not to be missed.

We were then presented with our three-tier 
masterpiece and were certainly not disappointed. 
Choosing the classic menu, I quickly tasted the 
scrumptious sandwiches, an array of British 
favourites including honey roasted ham, cheese 
savoury and roast beef & horseradish. Not just for 
men, Harriet instead opted for the Gentleman’s 
afternoon tea menu. With delicious homemade 
scotch egg and mouth-watering steak & ale pie, 
the menu suited her savoury palette perfectly. 
Whilst I eagerly glugged a glass of prosecco on the 
side, Harriet enjoyed her tea, although there is the 
option to enjoy a glass of Glenfiddich whisky or 
vintage port alongside the Gentleman’s menu.

Of course, no afternoon tea is complete without 
scones, so I then devoured both the fruit and 
plain variety, which were soft and light in texture. 
Slavering sweet strawberry jam and rich clotted 
cream on top, the scones certainly hit the spot. 
With the Gentleman’s menu, Harriet savoured 

a tasty mature cheddar scone served with tangy 
tomato chutney, which was rich with spices and 
flavour.

Despite feeling full, we were still delighted to 
sample the array of cakes and sweet treats that 
were on offer. With a selection of traditional 
favourites including mango panna cotta served 
with zingy orange jelly, my favourite had to be the 
milk chocolate delice, a heavenly layered dessert 
comprising milky chocolate mousse, rich ganache 
and a crumbly biscuit base. Whilst the Gentleman’s 
menu is perfect for those who enjoy more savoury 
options, Harriet still enjoyed some tasty puddings, 
with delectable raspberry cranachan and delicious 
chocolate brownie.

After a thoroughly relaxing afternoon, I can 
certainly see why afternoon tea has become a firm 
favourite amongst customers at Horton Grange. 
With friendly, attentive staff and impeccable 
service throughout, it is no surprise that the hotel 
receives many non-residents eager to try their 
afternoon tea too. Combined with the venue’s 
unique location of being easily accessible from 
Newcastle but still having the idyllic country house 
feel, Horton Grange really does tick all the boxes.

Horton Grange Country House Hotel can be found at Berwick Hill Road, Ponteland, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 6BU.  
For more information visit their website www.hortongrange.co.uk or call (01661) 860686.
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HORTON GRANGE HITS THE HEIGHTS
By Holly Grahamslaw

Falling spectacularly off the new year diet wagon, I recently visited Horton Grange Country House Hotel 
for afternoon tea with my friend Harriet, and what a treat it was.



Afternoon Tea for 2 
Enjoy our sumptuous Afternoon Tea for 2 People, freshly prepared with its selection of sweet  

& savoury treats. Available at this very special price from 1st January 2019 until 31st March 2019.
(Available 7 days a week.)

Horton Grange Country House Hotel, Berwick Hill Road, Ponteland, Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6BU
T: (01661) 860686 E: info@hortongrange.co.uk W: www.hortongrange.co.uk

dinner for 2

£29.50 per couple

Enjoy a delicious 2-Course Dinner for two guests this Winter, which is also served with a glass of 
Wine each. Available at this very special price from 1st January 2019 until 31st March 2019. 

(Available 7 nights a week. Offer must be booked in advance, and please quote ‘DINE&WINE’ when booking.)

£39.50 per couple

Afternoon Tea & Dinner for 2.indd   1 07/12/2018   14:23



Opened in 2013, Niche was London’s first 
100% gluten-free restaurant to be accredited 
by Coeliac UK. Since becoming entirely 
gluten-free in 2015, following one of the 
owner’s and Executive Chef Marc Warde, being 
diagnosed Coeliac himself, Niche has doubled 
its trade and enjoyed rave reviews from the 
UK’s hospitality media and press. Niche 
has also held the TripAdvisor “Certificate 
of Excellence” since 2016 and OpenTable’s 
Diners Choice award for the last three years.

When they were looking to refurbish the 
restaurant, owners Marc and Adrian called 
in RDA’s design experts to reinterpret the 
current industrial trend into a softer restaurant 
environment.

Retaining the feature slate and existing branding 
and artwork which has become synonymous 

with the restaurant, RDA’s team designed and 

installed feature tiling, new flooring, fixed 

seating throughout and a new gantry over the 

bar. Additionally, new hanging pendants to 

create a softer ambience.

Marc Warde said: “Our aim is to become the 

friendly and accessible face of free-from dining. 

As such we felt our ambience and environment 

is part of the experience our customers have as 

a whole; and is as important as the food itself. 

“From our initial meeting with RDA we felt they 

understood Niche and the look and feel we 

wanted to create, and we couldn’t be happier 

with the results.”

For further information about RDA, visit www.rdalimited.co.uk or tel: 0844 873 4993    
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RDA HELP CREATE “NEW LOOK” NICHE FOR  
GLUTEN FREE DINERS

North East based RDA, an award winning catering design and installation company, has recently helped 
to transform the interior of Niche, a thriving Gluten Free restaurant based in Islington London.



Call 0344 879 9192  and quote “Bags of Rewards” 
or email conference@macdonald-hotels.co.uk

www.MacdonaldHotels.co.uk/LindenHall

A beautiful 18th century manor house, our hotel is the perfect venue for distraction free 
meetings, team activities, away days or as a spectacular setting for corporate events.

LOVE TO SHOP?

Every new meeting, conference or event booked to take place 
by 31st March 2019 will receive Love2shop vouchers. 

To fi nd out more visit www.Macdonald Hotels.co.uk/BagsofRewards 
or call 0344 879 9192

REWARDING YOU FOR 
YOUR BUSINESS 

AT MACDONALD LINDEN HALL GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

• Located just o�  the A1 with free parking

• Meeting capacity for up to 300 delegates

• Six fl exible meeting rooms

• Linden Tree Pub for exclusive events

• Private grounds for team activities

• Stay connected with freeWiFi



Enjoy a freshly prepared 
Sunday Lunch from
£10.95 per person.

With a selection of starters and 
desserts served to your table and a 
choice of freshly carved meats from 

our hot display.

Our main course options consist of:
2 roasts, chefs � sh dish of the day,
pie dish and vegetarian o� ering.

Served from 12.30pm - 4.00pm

Enjoy a freshly prepared 
Sunday Lunch from
£10.95 per person.

With a selection of starters and 
desserts served to your table and a 
choice of freshly carved meats from 

our hot display.

Our main course options consist of:
2 roasts, chefs � sh dish of the day,
pie dish and vegetarian o� ering.

Served from 12.30pm - 4.00pm

Holiday Inn Newcastle - Gosforth Park
Great North Road, Seaton Burn, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 6BP

T. 0191 201 9988    F. 0191 236 8091   W. www.hinewcastlegosforthpark.co.uk

E. conferences@hinewcastlegosforthpark.co.uk
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Sardinian food, it’s all about simple, 
authentic food, cooked with passion.

AVAILABLE

EVERY SUNDAY

FROM 12PM

TILL IT’S GONE!

COZZE E VONGOLE
Mussels, Clams, White wine, 

And Garlic

ANTIPASTO SARDO
Sardinian Meats, Cheeses, 

Marinated Vegetables, 
Crisp Bread

FUNGHI TRIFOLATI
Wild Mushroom Crostini, 

Rocket, Pecorino

TORTINO DI PATATE E 
PECORINO

Layers of Sardinian Crisp Bread, 
Potato, Cheese

BRASATO AL CANNONAU
Braised Beef in Cannonau Wine, 

Mashed Polenta, 
Roasted Root Veg

MAIALETTO 
ARROSTO SARDA

Sardinian Suckling Pig, Roast 
Potatoes, Salad

TRIO DI PESCE
Salmon, Seabass, King Prawns, 

Lemon, Olive Oil

RAVIOLI AL PESTO
Ricotta and Spinach Ravioli, 

Pesto, Pine Nuts

SEADAS
Fried Sardinian Pastry filled 

with Pecorino Cheese
and Saffron drizzled with 

Honey and Lemon

AFFEGATO CON MIRTO
Vanilla Ice Cream, Espresso, 

Mirto Rosso

Main Course £20
2 Courses £25 
3 Courses £30



Once the engagement is announced and the date 
is set, for a Bride-to-be, it becomes ‘all about the 
dress’ but selecting a wedding gown is not like 
the usual dress shopping experience and nine 
times out of ten the designs you’ve pinned on 
your mood board or the styles created in your 
mind are nothing like the dress you walk down 
the aisle in.

There is an art to finding the perfect wedding dress. 
There are four important elements; silhouette, 
shade and fabric, with the biggest consideration 
being comfort. When making your plans the first 
rule is to ensure the focus is on fun and to give 
yourself plenty of time, definitely more than one 
day for the search; you hopefully only get the 
one wedding dress so don’t put any pressure on 
yourself and I’d always recommend making it the 
most spectacular experience you can. It’s really 
surprising how many Brides select the first dress 
they try on or settle on a dress because of the 
anxiety they have built up.

I always plan three days for wedding dress shopping 
into the schedule. The first day I book appointments 
in three to four boutiques and request a range 
of dresses in the different silhouettes, shades 
and fabric. All the glitz and gloss at this stage is 
irrelevant. There is a golden rule to adhere to; your 
hair colour and skin tone must be the same on 
the search days as it will be on your wedding day 
otherwise you may fall in love with a dress that 
doesn’t compliment your new look come wedding 
day. Also, take into consideration if you wish to 
lose or gain weight between the two dates, if your 
body is going to change shape drastically this will 
have a huge impact on the effect of the dress; what 
flatters one body shape and size won’t suit another. 
Working out the perfect combination that really 
showcases your beauty is the key to you feeling 
incredible and truly special; the princess effect. It 
took me ages to find my dress so do not panic. It 
took me a whole day to figure out the shape and 
whether to wear a full dress or bodice with skirt, 

then finding the right colour that suited my skin 
tone and made eyes sparkle took much longer.

The key ingredient is comfort. If you are not 
comfortable the dress is not right for you, you 
may love the beauty of the dress but if it’s wearing 
you, it will show. Remember you need to be able 
to move in it, eat, drink, be merry and throw your 
awesome booty on the dance floor; your partner 
can’t sweep you off your feet if you’re trapped in 
your dress! I’ve had to rescue a few brides out of 
their dresses during their wedding day who forgot 
all about comfort and ended up having panic 
attacks, asthma attacks and anger attacks, all 
because of the dress and the discomfort it created. 
You want to radiate elegance and beauty not look 
like a slow cooker about to go off.

Most importantly have fun, include bubbles and 
fun with frolics in your experience. You and your 
family and friends will cry and giggle your way 
through the adventure so plenty of tissues and 
lots of photos. When will you know which wedding 
gown is the one, believe me, you’ll know, it’s the 
most incredible moment; enjoy the magic!     

For more information visit www.mjweddingplanner.co.uk
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THE PERFECT 
WEDDING 

DRESS
The dress! Some of us have 
dreamt about our wedding  

dress from being little girls, I 
spent so much time designing 

wedding dresses with my 
Fashion Wheel in the 80’s, you 

can imagine, all huge frills, bows 
and puffy sleeves.

Michelle Jones
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Last year’s St James’ Park game drew a club 
record attendance of 30,174 as crowds flocked 
to the iconic venue, and you could enjoy this 
year’s fixture in the ultimate style with friends, 
family or work colleagues.

St James’ Park offers an unrivalled stadium 
experience in a city renowned for its hospitality, 
with our variety of match-day options giving 
you the ideal setting to build relationships with 
established or potential customers, to reward or 
motivate your staff or to upgrade your regular 
match-day ticket for a day of indulgence.

John Marshall of A1 Tank Services Ltd said: “We 
experienced the corporate hospitality in the 
International Suite at last year’s ‘Big One,’ and 
what a fantastic experience it was. Described by 
some of my guests as the best corporate function 
that they had ever attended, the attention to detail 
was impeccable. We have already booked again for 
this year - an occasion not to be missed!”

Options range from intimate and exclusive boxes 
with prime seating, fine dining and luxurious 
surroundings to seats in the dedicated lounges with 
pre and post-match analysis, premium seating and 
a private pay bar, with our expert hospitality team 
on hand to discuss your specific requirements.

For further information regarding any of our packages or to make your booking,  
please email corporatesales@newcastle-falcons.co.uk or call our hospitality team on 0191 214 2892
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BOOK HOSPITALITY FOR THE BIG ONE  
AT ST JAMES’ PARK

Make ‘The Big One’ an extra special day at St James’ Park on Saturday March 23,  
with hospitality packages unveiled for the 5.30pm Gallagher Premiership kick-off  

between Newcastle Falcons and Sale Sharks.

PREMIERSHIP VIP 
HOSPITALITY -  

£219 + vat

Three-course fine dining, 
premium seats, car parking 

and match-day analysis.

CORPORATE BOXES -  
£139 + vat per person  

(8 to 20-seater)

Three-course meal, premium 
seating and car parking.

100 CLUB -  
£70 + vat

Dedicated lounge, private 
pay bar, match analysis and 

Milburn Stand seats.



www.newcastlefalcons.co.uk

/newcastle.falcons @FalconsKP

To book your place, call 0191 214 5588 or email  

our events team events@newcastle-falcons.co.uk

Celebrate 
Valentines 
Day in style!

F R I D A Y  1 5 T H  F E B R U A R Y  2 0 1 9

Drinks reception

A selection of canapés

Four-course gourmet meal

Live entertainment

TICKETS

£45
INC VAT PER 

PERSON

183919_Falcons_Valentines Day Gourmet Night Flyer.indd   1 11/12/2018   13:17



Newcastle Falcons return to St James’ Park 
for The Big One on Saturday March 23, facing 
northern rivals Sale Sharks in the Gallagher 
Premiership.

Last season’s fixture at the home of Newcastle 
United almost trebled the club’s record attendance 
as a crowd of 30,174 filed through the turnstiles, 
and sales for this season’s Big One have proved 
even stronger with figures up on the same time 
last year.

The iconic venue is also set to host a number of 
other mouth-watering fixtures throughout the 
calendar year.

European club rugby’s biggest weekend comes 
to Tyneside when St James’ Park hosts ‘The One 
To Win’, the Heineken Champions Cup final, on 
Saturday May 11, less than 24 hours after the same 
venue plays host to the European Challenge Cup 
final.

All general sale match tickets have already been 
snapped up for the Champions Cup final, with 
only hospitality packages remaining in addition 
to the tickets set aside for supporters of the two 
competing finalists.

Remarkable demand has made it the fastest-selling 
Champions Cup final in tournament history, with 

the European Challenge Cup final also showing 

healthy sales figures on what promises to be a 

must-see weekend of top-class rugby.

International rugby also gets in on the act when 

St James’ Park hosts England v Italy on Friday 

September 6, the Quilter International providing 

England’s Rugby World Cup 2019 launch pad in 

their final warm-up match before flying out to 

Japan.

Newcastle Falcons’ executive director Mick Hogan 

said: “The buzz in the North East about rugby in 

2019 is huge, which is understandable when you 

consider the quality and range of events we have 

in store.

“Newcastle Falcons’ regular-season home games 

include mouth-watering matches against the likes 

of Worcester Warriors, Leicester Tigers and The Big 

One at St James’ Park, which proved such a success 

last season.

“On top of that we have the European club finals 

and England’s long-awaited first full international 

in the North East, and there are still opportunities 

for people to see these games in the flesh.”

A tremendously exciting year of rugby is now underway, with Newcastle set to stage a number  
of major events during 2019.

2019 - THE YEAR OF RUGBY IN NEWCASTLE

For information on the European club finals please visit www.newcastle2019.com
For tickets to Newcastle Falcons games and England v Italy at St James’ Park please call 0871 226 6060.
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0871 226 60 60       
newcastlefalcons.co.uk

FALCONS VS SHARKS
ST.  JAMES’  PARK

SATURDAY ��RD MARCH ����   KO �.��PM

TICKETS
£10

JUNIOR TICKETS
£5FROM

FROM



1. Keep your NEAT up

Your NEAT is your non-exercise-activity-
thermogenesis. In other words, how many calories 
you burn living your life, taking the dog for a 
walk, running after the kids, and working, but not 
exercise. Your NEAT accounts for a huge amount of 
calories burnt every day and is often overlooked. 
Make sure that just because you’re working extra 
hard in the gym you aren’t lazy at home; this may 
just undo all of your hard work. The best thing you 
can do is try to live as active a lifestyle as possible, 
little things like taking the stairs or walking to the 
shop may be key in shifting unwanted weight, and 
improving your health, don’t rely on exercise alone!

2. De-stress

Easier said than done, but undoubtedly an 
extremely important thing to get on top of.  Chronic 
or long-term stress is incredibly detrimental to 
heart health. Your body releases cortisol in times 
of stress, this fantastic little hormone holds sugar 
in our blood stream so we can use it as energy. 
But when we’re stressed for long periods of time, 
particularly with emotional stress, we become 
resistant to the effects of cortisol, and end up 
feeling tired, unenergetic, and generally down in 
the dumps…probably not what you’re searching for 
this Valentine’s Day right? 

Try to meditate, read a self-help book, or talk 
openly about your issues with loved ones. A bit of 
support can go a long way and help to avoid the 
health complications associated with long-term 
stress. Remember, if a situation is in your control 
there’s no reason to stress out. If a situation isn’t in 
your control, then why waste time worrying?

3. Exercise for at least 30 minutes a day

A no-brainer! Exercise is fantastic at improving 
emotional wellbeing as well as the obvious effects 
it will have on your body such as weight loss, 
muscle gain, or improved health, depending on 
your goals. The release of feel-good endorphins 
will have you feeling energetic for hours after a 
workout, when you’ll be your most productive too. 
Perhaps the perfect time to talk to someone you 
have a crush on with confidence! And remember, 
exercise doesn’t have to be complicated either, just 
make sure you enjoy it.

4. Make sure you’re eating your minimum 
calorie intake at least

Sadly we’ve grown to be a nation scared of a few 
extra calories, and although over eating is still 
largely an epidemic, I often find that the other end 
of the scale is relatively common and unspoken 
about. You have a unique BMR (basal metabolic 
rate), this is the minimum amount of calories you 
require on a daily basis to fuel your metabolism. 
Bearing in mind your metabolism is the sum total 
of all chemical processes in the body (including 
fat loss), it is imperative we consume at least 
this number on a daily basis. Under-eating in an 
attempt to speed up a little weight loss will only 
damage your metabolism and result in relapses or 
muscle loss…not sexy!

5. Remember to live

One of the best pieces of advice I find myself 
giving clients lately, is to remember to live. Don’t 
get caught up in the negatives surrounding one 
aspect of your life, like work. Learn to focus on 
the positives and shift your mindset. We are all a 

reflection of the standards we are willing to accept, 
and the sooner you become accountable to that 
the sooner you’ll be ready for change. Whether that 
be physically, emotionally, or a lifestyle change, 
only you can make it happen. You have an amazing 
life to live, and your health is a huge part of that. 
Spend time improving your standards and you’ll 
edge closer to living the life you know you deserve.

If you find yourself in need of some extra 
motivation to reach a particular health or fitness 
goal, or you want to build confidence in the gym 
and getting into exercise, you're in safe hands 
at Nuffield Health Fitness & Wellbeing Gym in 
Gosforth. 

To support you from the outset, our industry 
accredited professional personal trainers will give 
you a unique 12-point Health MOT to establish a 
starting point for your health and fitness journey. 
Our Health MOTs are free for gym members and 
last one hour. They give you quality time with one 
of our expert personal trainers to discuss your 
fitness and include key clinical tests, like blood 
glucose, blood pressure, cholesterol levels, V02 
MAX and a lifestyle analysis. Members come away 
from the experience with new goals and clear ideas 
on how to achieve them.

Nuffield Health MOTs help you get fitter, faster 
by:

- Measuring your current fitness
- Identifying potential health risks
- Defining achievable goals
- Providing a personal fitness programme
- Giving lifestyle guidance
- Tracking progress 

To find out more about how Nuffield Health can help you to achieve your health and wellbeing goals, call Nuffield Health Gosforth Fitness & 
Wellbeing Gym on 0191 213 0070 or go to www.nuffieldhealth.com
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SHOW YOURSELF SOME LOVE THIS VALENTINE’S DAY 
SAYS NUFFIELD HEALTH NEWCASTLE

Nuffield Health is the UK’s largest independent not-for-profit health and wellbeing provider. Here, Andy Hedley, 
Fitness Manager at Nuffield Health Fitness & Wellbeing Gym in Gosforth, Newcastle, shares his top five tips to 

help you boost your physical health and wellbeing in 2019.

Nuffield Health Fitness & Wellbeing Gym





Research shows that noisy environments, 
especially in open plan offices can affect the 
overall stress levels with employees – especially 
when stress caused by long working hours, 
heavy workloads, tight deadlines and additional 
stresses such as job insecurity with Brexit 
looming is all piling up on your staff’s shoulders.  
No wonder we are seeing more mental health 
issues and increasing sickness absences from 
stress in the workplace. 

The ‘calm room’ can be easily introduced into a 
workplace and for those companies that don’t feel 
they have the space, it doesn’t need to be a big 
space. For smaller spaces you would need to be 
savvy about how people use it, it might only be for 
5-7 minutes at a time for example. If you are lucky 
enough to have a ‘calm room’ that accommodates 
several staff members at a time, then the time 
allocation per individual can be increased. 
Remember this is not a lunch or a snack room but 
staff can be encouraged to enjoy their cuppa in this 
space. It is important that all staff members respect 
that their co-workers are choosing to spend time in 

the room as they are needing that ‘switch-off’ time.

Here’s our suggestions for your ‘calm room’:

       Silent space – zen like area, no talking

       No gadgets/electronic devices

       Comfortable seating i.e. bean-bags or large 
scatter cushions

       Aesthetically calm – colours and decoration to 
soothe the senses 

       Senses – calming room scents and lighting

However, you might like to get your staff’s view 
on what they find relaxing or mindful such as a 
favourite plant, books they can dip into, or even 
inspirational quotes. When the staff are consulted 
on the process, they are more likely to be engaged 
with the idea and utilise the space. Remember 
that staff that are less stressed will perform better 
and increase your productivity meaning it makes 
financial sense.

Another benefit of using the calm room is that 
your staff become more mindful of their emotional 

and physical stress levels and can manage them 
by taking the required time-out in their day in a 
calming environment so that they can function 
more effectively for the rest of the day.

We recommend that companies invest in engaging 
the skills of a mindfulness teacher. If you are 
finding that people are struggling to find that 
moment of calm, it often helps to have meditation, 
breathwork and other relaxation techniques taught 
to them therefore increasing the effectiveness of 
the experience in the space – meaning people are 
more likely to use it!

Stressed out people really struggle to switch their 
minds off and relax, so teaching them and giving 
them the right tools to get them started is vital.  As 
a mindfulness practitioner and wellness therapist I 
advise companies, deliver seminars, workshops and 
classes to facilitate workplace wellbeing.

So, if you are thinking about introducing some 
workplace wellness initiatives, we are more than 
happy to offer our expertise and advice to ensure 
you get the most for yourself and staff.  

Creating a 
relaxing 

environment 
at work 

Part 1.

By Nicky Robertson Intuitive Wellness Therapist, director and Claire Hawes, Osteopath, director.

Amongst all the ways in which a company can be thinking about stress management – we want to 
suggest that a quiet space at work is a cost-effective way to promote wellbeing in the workplace.  When 

you are designing your work space, we suggest thinking about creating a ‘calm room’. 

Call 01914661441, email: contact@back-to-balance.co.uk or visit www.back-to-balance.co.uk/corporatewellness
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Make 2019 the year this all changes and make 
a positive move to do something about it now.

Most people dream of looking good in their 
summer wear, but what’s the point in dreaming, 
why not make it a reality.

Making some lifestyle changes will have an instant 
effect both physically and mentally. If you look 
better, your self confidence and self esteem will 
rocket and life becomes much happier.

Here are some common questions with very 
straight forward answers:

      I can’t find the time – if you want it enough you 
will find the time.

      I’m too old to get my body back – no you are not, 
you can always improve.

      It’s too near my holiday therefore pointless to 
start making changes now – why? You can make 
huge changes very quickly if you focus.

      I’m never going to look good – yes you can, it’s 
about making a decision to do something about 
it and having the discipline and consistency to 
keep it going.

      I will never stick to healthy food for long enough 
– If you don’t stick with the food it means you 
must not want to lose the weight badly enough.

It’s around 16 weeks until June and the holiday 
season kicks in. You can make dramatic changes in 
that time, here is proof.

My client Peter, lost 6 stones in 16 weeks and 

totally transformed his life (see before/after 
pictures) these changes were dramatic, here are a 
few reasons how he achieved this:

      Total dedication and zero excuses for 16 weeks
      Trained 2 x 1 hour personal training sessions and 

1 Tynemouth Beach Bootcamp a week
      Prepared his food/shopping at a weekend ready 

for the week eg. cooked meats, home made 
soups

      No processed food in sight
      Cut out all refined sugar
      Ate foods our bodies are designed to eat eg lean 

meat, fish, vegetables, salad, eggs and fruit
      Drank 2-3 litres of water a day

The two biggest reasons for his transformation 

were sticking 100% to the food and his sheer 
mental strength to stay totally dedicated.

Of course once you hit your targets you will have 
formed new healthier habits and your new found 
look and confidence will inspire you on a daily 
basis.

I have only spoken about the changes you can see 
on the outside, but the positive hidden effects to 
your health are huge. This ultimately leads to better 
well being and living a longer life in good health.

Peter made a positive decision to transform his life 
and it worked in the most dramatic way, within 
16 weeks. He has since completing tough mudder 
events, numerous half marathons, rat races and 
recently climbed Kilimanjaro.

www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk

ANOTHER YEAR 
OF DREAD?

H E A L T H  I N S I G H T
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DAVID’S SUMMING UP
It’s never too late and no one is a lost cause, Peter along with many others have 

proved this, it is your time now!

David Fairlamb

Are you going to allow this 
summer to be another year where 

you are dreading wearing your 
summer clothes, self conscious 
about entering the holiday pool 
and deleting most of the photos 
because you were unhappy with 

the way you looked?

Before After
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The Quayside Exchange, located close to 
Sunderland’s City Centre, is a Grade II listed 
building home to large function rooms to suit all 
your business needs.

No matter the reason for calling a meeting, be 
it a small gathering with the directors or a large 
conference or seminar, the building which is 
flooded with history, has an array of rooms and 
catering to suit your every need. With a rustic 
room, a modern room and rooms with river terraces 
overlooking the River Wear, there’s no doubt that 
your business event will go down a storm at the 
Quayside Exchange. 

Having taken over the running of the venue 
by Sunderland’s Place Café Bar Bistro late in 
2018, the venues are joining forces to become 
one of Sunderland’s most well-loved function 
venues. With dedicated staff and a team of event 
planning professionals, the Quayside Exchange will 
accommodate each and every need, making sure 
that each final detail is just how you had imagined 
it. With a host of on-site facilities and suppliers 
for more niche requirements, the team at The 
Quayside Exchange will ensure your company gets 
noticed for all the right reasons. 

The rooms vary in size from smaller groups to 
hundreds, so no matter what you’re looking for, 
there’s something to suit all budgets. With on-site 
catering and an events dresser, the team leave no 
stone unturned when it comes to finalising your 

event. No expense is spared, and every last box 
is ticked, making sure your business is portrayed 
exactly as it should be; whether you’re looking for 
extravagant décor and fancy personalised cakes, or 
a simple pen and pad on the desk, the team have 
you covered.

Even if you don’t know where to start, the team 

are on hand to help turn your vision in to a reality. 

If you’ve no idea what will work best and what 

options you have, start with a venue, and let them 

take care of the rest. 

LOCATION IS QUAY FOR YOUR BUSINESS EVENTS

So, if you’ve got a business requirement for 2019, get in touch with the Quayside Exchange events team on 0191 514 4574 or visit  
the website on www.quaysideexchange.co.uk.

H E A L T H  I N S I G H T



Don’t miss the China 
Town New Year 

celebrations in Stowell 
Street on Sunday  
10th February.

Our well intentioned, good-health promoting 
New Year’s resolutions may now be an 
unfulfilled memory. Who managed the much 
overrated ‘dry’ January? Have you embraced the 
5:2 diet?
Research has now established that eating 25 
grams of fibre a day will prolong your life. We 
have known this for years of course. Remember 
Director Sir Ridley Scott’s 1973 Hovis TV advert - 
the young boy pushing his bike up a steep Dorset 
village street to the strains of Dvorak’s New World 
Symphony.
We knew white bread was bad for you and now 
have proof that wholemeal can reduce your risk of 
various deadly diseases by up to a third.
It is ironic that ‘white bread’ is Americanised 
slang for a dull middle class (who don’t eat it), 
while ‘brown bread’ is cockney rhyming slang for 
‘dead’ which it is, in fact, less likely to make you.
No doubt the ubiquitous, homogenised, 
chemically enhanced white sliced loaf (invented 
by 1960s scientists) will maintain its appeal. The 
holy book tells us ‘Man shall not live by bread 
alone’ but wholemeal may make us last longer.
Reassuring news that my good friend Roy Chubby 
Brown made a successful return to the North 
East stage in Gateshead last month. This was six 
months after the powers that be, as arbiters of 
public taste and decency, deemed his act to be 
too ‘unpleasant, crude and offensive’ to grace the 
genteel stage of Newcastle’s City Hall.
This censorship of Chubby was hard to take 
when he has played to full houses there for 
over 20 years; and the material of most ‘new 
wave’ comedians has similar content in terms of 
language.
The Theatre Royal Trust appears to have been 
very selective in their protection of the sensitive 
Newcastle public. What of freedom of expression? 
The rest of the county continue to enjoy Chubby’s 
act but, as the posters say, ‘If easily offended 
please stay away’.
The London musical ‘The Book of Mormon’ at 
the Prince of Wales is certainly not for those over 
sensitive to religious satire. The award winning 
show is a hilarious and irreligious take-off of 
Mormon missionaries sent out to spread the word 
in Uganda.
The language and imagery are too blue for 
the delicate pages of Northern Insight but 

the production is a constant sell out and I 
thoroughly recommend it. Probably far too 
rude for the Theatre Royal. What with AIDS, 
baby rape, demons including Gengis Khan, 
Hitler and Robert Kardashian (O.J.’s lawyer) 
there is ingenious mockery of American culture 
and religious self righteousness. The show is 
delectable and unforgettable.

An excellent pre-theatre lunch at Cicchetti in 
Piccadilly brought a surprise viewing . There on 
the wall was a picture of the owner with none 
other than a certain Rafa Benitez, looking rather 
more cheerful than he does on the bench at 
Newcastle matches.

Chinese New Year celebrations will be much 
in evidence in the next few weeks. This year is 
the Year of the Pig (Boar) from 5 February. I am 
looking forward to several 9-course banquets and 
the Lion Dance from Edmund Ng’s troupe.

Don’t miss the China Town New Year celebrations 
in Stowell Street on Sunday 10 February. It is 
always a great family day out.

While the US and China are embroiled in a trade 
war and a battle of tariffs, Apple, the world’s 
largest company, now blames China for its 
downward profit forecasts.

In 2013, China launched the third national 
spacecraft to land undamaged on the moon. 
The recent success of the Chang’e 4 mission in 
December was the first landing on the far side 
of the Moon which is a major triumph. Has the 
Chinese flag been firmly planted on the moon 
rock? Some are worried that we can not see what 
is going on there. Perhaps there is the first lunar 
Chinese restaurant - the Chinese lunar takeaway 
service may prove a challenge, even for the 
International Space Station.

I was booked for an exciting gig at the end 
of January. At the special request of Dayna I 
appeared at MMK School in Mill Hill to entertain 
Reception. A carefully selected programme 
of songs included ‘I know an old lady who 
swallowed a fly’. Also I had the opportunity to 
introduce Gilly Gilly Ossenfeffer Katzenellen 
Bogen by the Sea to a new generation. Will this be 
worth downloading for 79p?

Kung Hei Fat Choi Gong Xi Fa Cai

Sing Dan Fai Lo Xian nián kuàilè

新年快乐 恭禧發財

Barry SpekerCOMMENT WITH...

barry.speker@sintons.co.uk

“
”
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If you are looking for your dream wedding venue, come and talk with a 
member of the Langley Castle team. We will be happy to discuss your  

requirements and let you explore the public rooms and private bedrooms.

Any wedding bookings, reserved on the day and with the deposit paid  
within 7 days, will receive a 10% discount on their final wedding account  

(for new bookings only when quoting NI2019).

Langley Castle Hotel   Langley-on-Tyne   Hexham   Northumberland   NE47 5LU

T: 01434 688888     E: weddings@langleycastle.com

Langley Castle Wedding Fayre
Sunday 10th March 2019

Doors open at 12.oopm until 3.oopm

(NORTHUMBERLAND)



A NEW ERA 

IN LAW

  Dispute Resolution    Restructuring and Insolvency    Real Estate Residential Property   

  Real Estate Commercial Property    Debt Recovery    Corporate and Commercial Services   

  Employment and HR    Sport Services

+44 (0)191 466 1000    INFO@SJS-LAW.CO.UK    WWW.SJS-LAW.CO.UK


